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-' 
4 Small towns in rural locations expect socioeconomic trauma when

military bases in their hinterlands are closed. The purpose of this

research is to learn how three small communities were affected by clo-

sure of their adjacent Air Force bases and to explain the role played

by location as an influence on community revival efforts after base clo-

sure. Explaining socioeconomic relationships between the host community

and its nearby military base was an inherent part of the study.

The towns of Presque Isle, Maine; Glasgow, Montana; and Moses

Lake, Washington, were selected for geographic analysis. They were

chosen because of their rural location, common dependency on agriculture

for economic livelihood, similarity of military missions and because

each town lost its military base between 1960 and 1970.

Discovering the effects of base closure on the three case study

4 ,communities was made tractable by using several geographic methodologies,

including aspects of central place theory, "economic health," population

potential, political geography, the community growth and economic

development model and ideas related to aberrant location decisions.

Data for locationally analyzing each community were collected from fed-

eral, state and local statistical sources, from Department of Defense

records and from field interviews conducted in each location in August

1977.

Elements of the Air Force base realignment process are described;

the site and situation of each community is discussed; the economic

health of case study communities before and after base closure is com-

pared to that of other communities of similar size and location: detailed _

L
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socioeconomic effects of base closure on each community are presented;

and the influence of location on each community's strategy for revival

is explained.-.,

This research produced several conclusions. Recognized indica-

tors of community welfare show that case study communities were no dif-

ferent before or after base closure than other rural communities of com-

parable size; community perceptions of decline were more severe than the

actual decline that did occur; location and local resources were observed

to play an important role in community revival efforts; and community

socioeconomic viability was more dependent on hinterland agricultural
I

activity than on continuing existence of the nearby Air Force base.
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CHAPTER I

ELEMENTS OF THE AIR FORCE BASE REALIGNMENT PROCESS

Defense of our nation is a complicated, demanding task. Pro-

vision of a strong national defense requires large inputs of people and

resources and efficient allocation of federal tax dollars. The Depart-

mnent of Defense (DoD)), monitored by Congress, must wisely manage these

itema in an effort to give our nation the best possible defense for the

quantity of resources expended. Part of this DoD management process is

the continuing military base realignment program made necessary by

changing defense requirements. Realignment means either closing a base

or changing its assigned mission (people an~d equipment must be moved)

by an increment large enough to have some effect on the local community

which hosts the base. Realignment or deactivation of a military base

is a locational decision; it involves coordination between many levels

of government, causes movements of people, requires careful consideration

of geographic factors, generates possible changes in local socioeconomic

conditions and land use adjacent to the affected base, and in most cases,

allows a reduction in cost to the Department of Defense. Ultimately, it

offers a savings to the taxpayer.

Much effort has been spent trying to determine community changes

associated with base realignment decisions, but little attention has

been paid to the influence exerted by geographic factors, such as site

and situation, on the community as it seeks to cope with base closure.
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The purpose of this study is to address base realignment problems from

the locational point of view using methods of analysis provided by the

discipline of Geography. Three case study communities will be examined.

The study will focus on how the community is affected by the base closure

cycle and how closely tied to the community the military base seems to

be; how community relative location can be measured; and how well the

community, endowed with its own particular set of geographic character-

istics, can reuse its location for non-defense activities.

Reasons for Base Realignment

The process leading to closure of a military base has grown more

complex because the required sequence of events leading to base closure

is now more open to public scrutiny than ever before. Congress desires

economy from DoD, but communities affected by base closures fear for

their future viability. This situation naturally produces conflicting

views and opinions among those directly involved in the base closure

decision. The following statements illustrate the dilemma DoD faces in

making base realignment decisions.

If the Department of Defense does not make substantial reductions
of manpower in headquarters and support activities in the coming
months, the Armed Services Committee will be compelled to take
more stringent action next year to achieve some results.1

The Big Spring community will suffer considerably should Webb
(Air Force Base) close. In addition to the loss of revenue
for local firms, property values will decrease, rental property
will be vacated, schools will be forced to close, hospital staffs
will lose competent employees (in the form of military/civilian
dependents) .2

...The people of Aroostook County are devoutly patriotic; they
believe that a strong national defense is indispensable to the
preservation of liberty and freedom in our country and throughout
the free world. They have responded to the military needs of this
country and have helped to nourish and sustain a vital element of
our national defense--Loring Air Force Base. They have built
schools to accommodate the children of military personnel. They
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have constructed stores and stocked inventories to supply the
needs of the base. They have left farms to engage in civilian
support work for the base. They have built a community and an
economic network to make Loring one of the finest Strategic Air
Command bases in this country. And they are not going to be
elated with any decision that destroys in a matter of wieks and
months what they have labored a lifetime to build...

Why is it necessary to realign our national military base struc-

ture? Several reasons can be given for military base realignments;

changing military requirements accompanying the decreasing share of the

federal budget received by the Department of Defense is a basic reason.

From 1960-1975, more emphasis was placed on federal funding for domest'i.

social programs than for national defense.4 In 1964, defense outlays

alone accounted for 41.8 percent of total federal outlays; by 197?, this

figure had declined to 23.7 percent; in fiscal year 1980, defense out-

lays constituted 23.1 percent of total federal outlays. 5 Asarul

of this trend in federal spending, DoD must more stringently balance

competing resource demands within the overall defense program. Base

realignments can help solve the problem of competition for scarce

resources by making funds previously required for base support available

for other defense programs. 6The shift during some administrations

towardi more federal spending for domestic social purposes than for

defense programs, in addition to congressional desire for increased

economy within the Department of Defense, has had considerable influence

on the number of DoD realignment proposals in recent years.

Costs associated with operating and maintaining Air Force bases

have also increased as inflation has taken its toll.? DoD operations

and maintenance costs for fiscal year 1964 totaled $11,693 million; in

fiscal year 1972 the figure was $21,242 million; and in fiscal year 1979,

operations and maintenance costs had risen to $38,085 milo.8Base
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streets and buildings must be maintained, and base utility bills must

be paid regardless of the type or level of mission activity the

base supports. In most cases, operations and maintenance costs for an

Air Force base may be compared to the annual budget required to ru~n a

small town for a year. For example, operations and maintenance costs

for Peterson Air Force Base in Colorado Springs, Colorado, were slightly

over $24 million in 1978. In 1979, these costs had risen to $25,388,000.~

Peterson Air Force Base provided employment for 4 ,556 military and 1 ,510

civilian personnel in 1979.10 In addition, some bases are simply more

expensive to operate than others because of varying local climatic con-

ditions. For instance, snow removal equipment and increased base heat-

ing costs must be borne at bases along our northern border. Depending

on the relative opera-. ions and maintenance costs among different bases,

some bases may become more likely candidates for closure than others.

The consistent increase in operations and maintenance costs is another

reason why DoD and the Air Force advocate closure of some of its bases.

a Weapons systems obsolescence and changes in weapons systems

designed to counter various threats are definite influences on military

base structure. Base realignments can be expected to occur when weapons

systems no longer possess utility. The historical structure of Aerospace

Defense Command illustrates this situation. During the 1950s, the pri-

mary threat to our nation was a force of enemy bombers. To counter this

threat, the Air Defense Command, as it was called in 1957, reached a

peak strength of 69 fighter interceptor squadrons, 1,500 aircraft and

more than 100,000 people dedicated to the air defense mission. In the

1960s, defense against enemy missiles rather than bombers became the

priority mission of Aerospace Defense Command. At the expense of oper-
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ational fighter squadrons, defensive systems to warn against ballistic

missile attack over the North Pole were installed. The demise of the

fighter role in our air defense strategy is exemplified by a few

statistics: Aerospace Defense Command currently deploys only six active

duty F-106 fighter interceptor squadrons to guard against an attack by

manned bombers. These six squadrons are augmented by interceptor air-

craft from Tactical Air Command and ten Air National Guard fighter

squadrons. The change in Aerospace Defense Command weapons system

structure caused by the threat of intercontinental ballistic missiles is

a good example of base realignments made necessary by reasons other than

traditional cost considerations.

Even though the major Air Force commands are assigned separate

missions, some duplication of responsibilities, capabilities, and manage-

ment may occur. Attempts to reduce duplicate functions sometimes trig-

gers the need for base realignments. Tactical Air Command and Aerospace

Defense Command both have a prime responsibility for operation of

defensive fighter aircraft, and both commands operate surveillance and

control radar. Similarly, both Strategic Air Command and Aerospace

Defense Command have experience with control of space vehicles and are

involved in space activities. Functional overlap among these three

commands is the current basis for the elimination of Aerospace Defense

Command and allocation of some of its resources to the two surviving

larger commands. The base realignment process is inherently a part of

reorganization among major air commands. 
1 1

Changing geopolitical perceptions and international relations

can also influence the need for military base realignments. After the

end of U.S. involvement in the Viet Nam war, it was no longer necessary
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to train aircrews at the wartime rate. Aircrew training decreased, and

some training bases were closed. Apparent perception at policy making

levels of our government of a lessening Chinese threat has also influ-

enced the number of bases we maintain in the Far East. Concomitantly,

we have become increasingly committed to revitalization of NATO. Our

national interests in the Middle East also demand that we be ready to

react in that volatile zone of international tension. International

events may generate changes in the structure and number of our military

bases at home and abroad.

International agreements and treaties may also affect the dis-

tribution of military bases. The SALT I agreements resulted in cancel-

lation of the Safeguard Anti-Ballistic Missile program for which twelve

sites were planned. Some ABM sites were already under construction.

In this case, base realignments occurred before planned bases ever

became operational.

Reaction to Proposed Base
Realignments

Justification for base realignment is usually understood and

accepted by all parties involved except for the group, community, con-

gressional district, or politician directly affected. The community

which hosts an adjacent military base perceives base closure to be a

negative event. Because base closure is a function of an agency (DoD)

serving the public interest, citizens in the host community have a

voice (the community's elected congressional representatives) through

which community opposition to base closure can be made known. When

community opposition expresses itself through political channels, the

base realignment is viewed in a context different from that of DoD.



Operation in a political environment causes changes in the otherwise

ord.erly and analytical sequence of events leading to the base closure

decision. A threat/response type of atmosphere develops; tactics

designed to stop realignment action are employed, public hearings are

held, many types of data are collected and exchanged, lawsuits erupt,

many federal agencies other than DoD may become involved, and much

money is expended. Powerful political influence is exerted during the

"1politics versus economics" phase of the decision-making process; the

political factor may be strong enough to cause a significant "detour"

in the reasonably straight economic road leading to realignment decisions.

Base closures involve much more than simply evaluating valid economic I

reasons that may set the process in motion.

Planning Factors Influencing

Base Realignments

The rationale for base realignments has been briefly explained.

How the process works, along with some recent changes affecting the

3 process, should also be discussed to provide complete understanding of

the locational decision.

Ai- Force realignment actions begin inside the Pentagon as Air

Force planners continuously strive to balance Air Force resources with

Air Force commitments to meet present and future worldwide threats.

Such activity results in the selection of bases which are possible can-

didates for realignment or closure. The selection of these bases is

* limited to a few locations around the country, and it is this locational

decision, made by Air Force planners, that will affect the landscape at

a specific place. Plant location decisions usually involve choosing

the best site that will satisfy a given set of locational requirements.



The base realignment process differs from this traditional approach

because the spatial array of bases is already fixed by previous locational

decisions. The Air Force problem is one of adjusting this fixed array

to provide the best national defense for the country.

Many variables are considered. Air Force operational and train-I ing requirements are possibly the most important variables. Within the
suite of operational/training requirements, such items as strategic

offense, defense, and airlift are taken into account along with logis-

tics, force deployment, and capabilities of the Air Reserve forces.

Other important variables are future flexibility of forces, manpower/

facility availability, and proximity of related Air Force functions.

Air Force planners must balance the relative importance of these vari-

ables against budgetary constraints. If required, candidate bases for

realignment are chosen and recommendations are reviewed by a number of

agencies internal and external to the Pentagon, including the Vice Chief

of Staff and Chief of Staff of the Air Force, the Air Force Secretary

of Installations and Logistics, the Secretary of the Air Force, offi-

cials at Department of Defense level, possibly the White House, and

Congress. Before reaching the highest level of DoD officials, extensive

review of proposed realignment action will have been accomplished by

concerned Air Force planning offices as well as the major air commands

involved. A stormy path is traveled as a realignment proposal makes

its way through the Pentagon.

Recent Changes in the Base

Realignment Process

Prior to the 1960s, decisions on which bases to deactivate were

internal to the Pentagon. Word was relayed to Congress, and DoD
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retired to await the imminent "blast from the Hill." Gates to the base

were "padlocked," and the closure process was essentially completed.

During the Kennedy administration, Secretary of Defense McNamara did

little to change this procedure. In early 1961, McNamara announced

closure or reduction of 52 installations without notification of congress-

men whose districts would be affected. Many congressmen were caught

unaware while in their districts on Easter recess. Congressmen thus

embarrassed expressed desire for advance notice from DoD before closure

announcements were made. Little progress along these lines was made,

however, and McNamara's timing of base closure announcements and the

equitability of base closure distribution among states continued to be

questioned by members of Congress throughout his tenure as Secretary of

Defense. Legislation was passed in 1965 requiring DoD to inform Congress

30 days before DoD took any base closure action; also it was proposed

that any base closure plans be submitted to Congress for review while

Congress was in session. 12Through these measures, Congress forced the

base closure process to become somewhat more open, but DoD remained the

dominant force in selection of installations for deactivation and in

implementation of closure actions.

Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of

1969 caused significant changes in the previously rather cloistered base

closure process. NEPA requires the environmental consequences of any

"significant" federal action to be reported to the Council on Envrion-

mental Quality (CEQ) established by NEPA. 13Base realignments are often

considered in the "significant" category and therefore require a report

to the CEQ in the form of an environmental impact statement (EIS).

Public hearings are an integral part of most environmental impact pro-
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cedures and definitely are part of any EIS related to base realignments.

The public hearing mechanism and the whole set of EIS procedures, plus

the volume of data necessary to generate an EIS, have also functioned

to make DoD's base realignment decision more open to the public.l1
4

Events leading to an EIS begin with an environmental assessment

which highlights possible impacts on the human environment in the area

where a base may be closed. The goal of an environmental assessment is

to determine whether or not a base realignment action constitutes a

major federal action. If so, then an environmental impact statement

must be executed. The draft environmental impact statement winds its

way through the Pentagon and is subsequently rendered to the public and

to the Council on Environmental Quality for a 45-day review. Draft

statements contain much information on socioeconomic and physical

environmental changes that might be precipitated by base realignment.

Evaluation of these data by public interest groups are voiced in required

public hearings where officials and citizens from the national to the

local level get involved. At this juncture, litigation against DoD may

occur contesting the propriety and accuracy of the EIS.* Such litigation

is used as a delaying tactic against base closure but generally does not

result in reversal of the base closure process. After public review,

the final environmental impact statement is filed, and another waiting

period ensues before any action can be taken. During this sequence of

events, several opportunities exist for the public to "air" information

that was formerly held quite closely by the Pentagon. No longer can

the Pentagon make internal decisions, close the gates to an Air Force

base and simply walk away as in the McNamara era. However, the Pentagon

still "proposes" which bases to close, the Pentagon probably has a



reasonable idea which bases it will deactivate when closure proposals

are released, and the public still has no direct link to Pentagon pre-

proposal base closure planning. On the other hand, the environmental

impact statement has provided the public with a powerful means for

"having its say."

Help for the Realignment Community

Achievement of a Pentagon base realignment decision heralds a

different set of activities for the affected community. During this

final phase of the realignment process, the community must cast aside

efforts to stop realignment action and begin adjusting to loss of the

military base. Fortunately, the community does not have to face this

problem alore. The widespread defense realignments of the 19 60s spawned

an agency within the Office of the Secretary of Defense called the Office

of Economic Adjustment (OEA). Secretary McNamara established OEA in

May 1961, to advise communities affected by base realignments on matters

of local economic recovery. OEA also serves as the base closure commu-

nity's focal point in Washington.15 OEA functions like an industrial

development/intergovernmental relations/grant advisor-expediter/ombuds-

man organization, performing all these tasks under the umbrella of

presidential blessings. 16

OEA's mandate is to help the community help itself, and OEA

assists only those communities that request economic recovery assistance.

Many small communities do not possess the professional talent required

to generate economic recovery plans and the necessary organizational

structure required to implement these plans. OEA uses a team of federal

professionals working with local officials to meet these community needs.
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The economic adjustment process begins with a request for assis-

tance from officials in the impacted community to the Secretary of

Defense or to the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Installations and

Logistics. At this time an organizational/information phase is set in

motion as OEA helps the community get organized for the task of economic

recovery. The next phase is devoted to planning development strategies

to overcome economic losses attributed to base closure. OEA assistance

during this phase usually takes the form of providing technical exper-

tise in collecting and analyzing data used in formulating economic

recovery plans. OEA member agencies often perform this task. Community

resources and deficiencies are analyzed, and a plan for economic recovery

is devised.

Another major function of OEA is helping impacted communities

N secure surplus DoD property for use in the economic recovery effort.

Infrastructure left behind by a closed military base can be valuable to

community recovery efforts, especially if much of this property can be

acquired before it begins to deteriorate. Disposal of excess DoD prop-

erty is managed by the General Services Administration, but the sequence

of events between base closure and DoD property becoming available for

community use is quite complex. OEA's job is to insure that the right

actions are taken on behalf of the community at the right time in order

to expedite the exchange of property between GSA and the community. 17

Local leaders have the responsibility for success of economic recovery

efforts, but continuing liaison with OEA exists until the community no

longer feels the need for help from OEA.

These comments outline only a portion of OEA activities. Follow-

ing the steps in the base closure process and understanding interaction
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between the numerous actors involved is difficult at best. Appendix 1

offers a base closure schema which is designed to visually simplify the

complexities of the base realignment process.

Base/Community Relationships

Until the community hears of possible changes in the status of

its nearby military base, few local citizens bother to consider base/

community socioeconomic relationships. Most Air Force bases have been

established long enough for the base to be perceived as a permanent part

of the host community. Dollars flow into the community from civilians

working at base jobs, from military contracts fulfilled by local sources,

and from expenditures by military personnel for local goods and services.

Depending on levels of base/community interaction and the abilities,

quality, and interest of municipal government and business organizations,

the community may or may not have a quantitative grasp of base contri-

butions to community socioeconomic welfare. Indeed, most small commu-

nities have never recognized such a loss could occur and have never

felt any need for such information. The attitudie of "taking the base

for granted" does little to cushion the psychological shock suffered by

the community when a possible base closure is first announced.

Communities are most sensitive to possible economic losses

incurred by base closure, but base/community relationships take many

other forms. Many military people are truly an integral part of their

host community through home ownership, membership in church, educational,

and civic organizations, and participation (by voting) in municipal

matters. Community and base officials participate reciprocally in local

and national holiday events. Community and military law enforcement

agencies are mutually respected. Military students attend community
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schools, which receive federal remuneration for military enrollments.

The military can obviously be expected to assist the community should

natural disaster occur. Military dependents find many forms of employ-

ment in the civilian community. Some dependents may possess unusual

medical or educational talents which become an asset to the community.

Local merchants sometimes show their appreciation for the military by

sponsoring annual picnics or other forms of entertainment for military

personnel. The local Chamber of Commerce often has a military affairs

committee. The base and its host community may have mutual fire pro-

tection agreements. In some cases, the municipal airport and the Air

Force base share the same facilities for aircraft operations. In the

small community or rural setting, the base/community relationship is

much like two small towns separated by a short distance interacting

with each other. However, the functions of the two "towns" are drastic-

ally different. In addition to performing various service functions

for the base and its personnel, the host community has a hinterland

which it also serves. In contrast, the base is capable of operating on

a self-contained basis and has no hinterland in the traditional sense

of a service center. The base population may be larger than that of the

host community, but most interpersonal contact between base personnel

and the community occurs inside the community. Certain situations,

such as a military exercise, may cause base/community Interaction to

cease altogether for brief periods of time.

This general description of base/community relationships illus-

trates the nature of noneconomic ties that may exist between the two

entities. The strength of these ties varies from place to place. At

the time base realignment is announced, the community and the base
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possess several ties, but the local populace assigns varying levels of

importance to the impending closure according to the type of relation-

ship involved. Economic relationships between the community and the

base are perceived to be the most important.

When the host community learns of possible base closure, the socio-

economic importance of the base seems to increase in magnitude. Studies

are made of base economic contributions (dollar flow and employment) to

the community, and the community becomes increasingly informed through

local media about what base closure may mean to the community. The level

of anxiety may be increased if the community is dependent basically on a

single alternative economic activity, such as agriculture, for its live-

lihood. Typically, the affected community is unable initially to imagine

any-thing but imminent community decline.

Communities react to the base realignment announcement by

questioning the validity of the decision, by expressing anger at having

to bear undue hardship because of a decision over which the community

had no control, and by expressing genuine concern for the weakening

effect base realignment may have on the nation's total defense posture.

Armed with updated knowledge of base economic importance to the commu-

nity, another reaction is to try to "save the base" through legal or

political methods. Questioning the validity of the required environ-

mental impact statement may be one of the methods employed. Once these

tactics are exhausted, communities usually acquire a positive attitude

and shoulder the task of overcoming loss of the military base by taking

advantage of the many forms of planning and assistance available to them.

Communities facing base closure fear population loss in the

community hinterland. Local unemployment rates are expected to rise;
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retail and service businesses anticipate loss of revenue; housing

vacancy rates are expected to rise while individual home values decline;

local school systems forecast teacher unemployment and educational pro-

gram adjustments because of lower enrollments; municipal taxes are

expected to increase in order to support a fixed level of municipal

services. Every individual has his own ideas about the effects of base

closure, but the citizenry is united by feelings of resentment against

the action.

Some community socioeconomic components will experience decline

after base closure because fewer people are available to support these

components. Community apprehension about future status of these func-

tions is justified. School enrollments will drop, housing vacancy

rates and values usually follow the expected pattern, local business

volume decreases, and teacher employment drops to a lower level in

proportion to school system enrollment. Other elements of community

structure may not be affected at all even though decline is anticipated.

The magnitude and duration of decline in community socioeconomic condi-

tions depends on many factors such as community growth patterns inde-

pendent of the military base, levels of use of available economic

resources, community attitudes toward recovery efforts after Lase

closure, and geographic location. Each base closure community experi-

ences a different set of circumstances associated with base realignment

be-cause of differences in community geographic and socioeconomic condi-

* tions.

For most communities, the base closure cycle follows an estab-

lished pattern. A base is announced as a possible candidate for realign-

ment, the host community reacts, efforts to stop the action run their
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course, closure occurs, changes (positive and negative) in community

socioeconomic welfare become apparent, recovery efforts begin, and the

community reaches a new level of welfare related to the individual

community's set of socioeconomic conditions, site, and situation. As

a general rule, communities do not "die" as a result of base closure; in

many cases the experience can have positive community effects.

Summary

Basic elements of the base realignment process have been out-

lined to help the reader understand how these complex locational

decisions are made. It is also important to understand how these

decisions become volatile when they are transposed to specific loca-

tions that must function within a given set of geographic characteristics.

Without this introduction, it would be difficult to explain community

reactions and socioeconomic changes that accompany the base realignment

process. Using the tools of geography and a case study appriach, the

thrust of this research is designed to explore what actually happened

in three small, rural communities that have experienced the base -c:g-

ment cycle.
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CHAPTER II

LOCATIONAL ANALYSIS AND THE BASE

REALIGNMENT PROBLEM

Geography as a discip~line seeks to explain where and how vari-

ous distributions appear on the earth's surface, and proper geographical

analysis provides knowledge that leads to better understanding of the

dynamics and relationships peculiar to the distribution being studied.

Locational analysis is the application of the geographic perspective to

problems that are observed in particular places and which result from

both local and external circumstances. Locational analysis involves

viewing the selected place as a function of its site and situation in

conjunction with those attributes of geography that are found in the

local area, such as its physical geography or local economic conditions.

The phenomenon of base realignments lends itself very well to

locational analysis because the national pattern of military bases is

constantly being adjusted, which in turn leads to changes at specific

locations throughout the country. The base realignment problem is one

of proper allocation of resources among several possible alternatives,

with the consequence that change is exhibited at one or more locations

in the total distribution. National reallocation of resources affects

local conditions. One town's economic health may decline while another's

is enhanced; visible changes in local land use can be anticipated, and
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respective local landscapes are left cnianged as a result of a national

locational decision.

Scale and Base Realignments

In any attempt to explain base realignment decisions, consider-

ation must be given to relative location at both the national and local

scale. Relative location becomes important at the national scale

because the distribution of nations considered threatening to our

national security determines the positioning of forces designed to

respond to such threats. The pattern of external threats may change

with shifts in international alliances, with redefinitions of our national

interests, or with changes in weapon systems fielded by our enemies. The

location of our country must be viewed in a dynamic rather than static

international context, and the dynamics of our international relative

location ultimately affect specific internal locations as changes are

made in the distribution of our military bases.

When viewed from the individual community perspective, relative

location acquires a set of characteristics quite different from those

considered important at the national scale. Base realignment decisions

affect specific locations which possess particular geographic character-

istics of site and situation. The affected location operates within

the context of a given set of physical conditions, such as climate and

soils, that may influence the pattern of human activity. The affected

community also comes equipped with its own set of human and economic

conditions, many of which are a function of location. Specific

resou~rces and markets are available to sustain a human population whose

cultural attributes influence what is thought to be the proper employ-

mnent of available resources. Though a specific location is affected by
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base realignment decisions, that location operates relative to its

hinterland and a larger system of towns and cities. The regional urban

network is an interactive system in which events affecting parts of the

system produce changes in the total regional system and in which the

general welfare of the regional system affects its respective parts.

Community relative location is fully as important as national relative

location, but in a different context. The base realignment problem is

a classic case reflecting the importance of scale because the matrix of

factors which must be weighed depends on whether attention is given to

the national or local focus.

Because base realignments present problems that are a function

of location, the geographic components of location must be inventoried

and assessed (a part of the process of locational analysis). A partial

inventory of these components would include site, situation, physiog-

raphy, economic resources, population and labor force characteristics,

transportation facilities, the local economic climate and community

attitudes. Not only does the status of these community attributes have

to be considered, they must be determined with the idea of community

relative location in mind. Any attempt to assess community socioeconomic

impacts or recovery strategies would be rather sterile without giving

attention to socioeconomic indicators as they exist within the context

of the local community setting. It would be erroneous, for instance, to

apply a national economic model to a set of local community circumstances

and expect valid results. Locational analysis performed with the geo-

graphic perspective in mind prevents these errors.
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Location--Resource or Obstacle

Community location, then, may be treated as either an intangible

resource or as an obstacle to future development. Recognition of loca-

tional advantages offered by some places and the disadvantages of others

is not a new idea in geography. Spatial associations of resources in

conjunction with a natural means of transportation that make these

resources accessible have influenced the development of our nation's

1
core region. In much the same way, community spatial associations and

accessibility may make location a resource or an obstacle to development

after military base realignment. The three locations chosen as case

studies in this research are not nodes of high accessibility within the

national transportation network nor do they enjoy proximity to recog-

nized national centers of commercial activity. From this point of view,

these case study communities appear to occupy locations that pose an

obstacle to future development. Again, scale comes into play.

Nationally, these community locations may not be advantageous; region-

ally, the case study community locations could be much better. There-

fore, the communities selected for study were chosen to reduce the

effects of national scale locational factors relative to regional scale

factors.

Inside the community, location plays a different kind of role

in the minds of the populace. The community may or may not perceive

its location to be advantageous. Positive or negative locational per-

ception influences community attitudes which in turn may impinge on the

success of future community strategies for development.
2
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The Base Realignment Problem and Its
Integration with Geographic Concep2ts

and Ideas

Geography is the single discipline which recognizes analysis of

specific locations as central to its purpose. For this reason

it offers much to contribute to solving the difficulties that

arise from national base realignments. The discipline provides a frame-

work designed to analyze complex locational and socioeconomic problems.

Geographic methods can bring some clarity out of the complexity pro-

duced by the continuing requirement for base realignments.

The mercurial nature of the base realignment problem makes it a

candidate for techniques and methods used in modern geography, but few

geographers in academia have chosen to apply their talents to military

related topics. Since World War II and the Korean Conflict, few

articles dealing with the topic of military geography, as defined in

scholarly works such as Inventory and Prospect, have been published in

journals of geography.~ Traditional military geography has been applied

2 in the fields of intelligence, regional geography (the regional method

applied to area analysis), physical geography (the effects of elements

on man and materials) , and cartography. These subjects are still vital

to the military but receive little attention (in the military sense)

from departments of geography in universities around the country.

Qualified geographers are present in the armed services, but few are

employed in direct geographic analysis of military problems.

* The requirement for sound environmental impact statements

related to military locational decisions has forced the Air Force and

its sister services into a greater appreciation of the contributions

which can be made by interdisciplinary approaches to complex problems.
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decades, modern geographers would probably not elect to describe their

research associated with military problems as traditional military

geography in the World War II sense, but rather the application of modern

geographic thought and methods of locational and spatial analysis to

military topics.

What are some geographic concepts and ideas that can contribute

to analyzing the problems presented by base realignments? The sub-

disciplines of economic and political geography contain useful elements

that may be applied to the task, and ideas drawn from regional science

and regional economics are also helpful. Each of the analytical tools

used in this research is briefly explained to show its contribution to

examining specitic parts of the base realignment problem. In concert,

these several research approaches allow a more complete and correct

understanding of a complex geographic situation.

Contributions from Economic

Geography

Community development efforts after base realignment inherently

involve attempts to attract industry to the affected community. Within

the broad scope of geography, the field of economic geography is

especially well equipped to deal with problems of industrial location.

In the case of base realignments, specific community resources must be

inventoried, evaluated, and matched with specific requirements of

industrial or manufacturing activities which could possibly be attracted

to the base realignment community. Economic geography provides a body

of knowledge, theory, and locational techniques for the specific purpose

of attacking the industrial location task. Before any industry can be
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successful~ly attracted to a given location, factors such as market and

labor force quality and quantity available to the industry must be con-

sidered. In addition, transportation networks, transportation costs,

local infrastructure, availability and cost of utilities, availability

of water and other specific raw material resources, should be analyzed.

Community educational attributes, such as quality of schools, and commu-

nity social amenities customarily are also evaluated. In base realign-

ment communities, there is the additional problem of trying to match

particular industries with facilities left at the former military base.

Items that could possibly be used again such as hangars, runways, heat-

ing plants, houses and other components of infrastructure can be an

advantage in efforts to attract industry to the base realignment commu-

nity. Community recovery strategies become a process of matching commu-

nity locational resources against the requirements of specific industries

* and then trying to lure these industries into the base realignment

community. In reality the task of industrial location is much more

a difficult than it seems. The subdiscipline of economic geography, how-

ever, offers a systematic framework which can be used to conduct loca-

tional analysis of base realignment communities and to assist these

communities with the task of recruiting new industry for the purpose of

community revitalization.

General Model of Community Growth

and Economic Development

A different conceptual framework is offered by the community

population growth and economic development mod, which aids in under-

standing what happens to the local community when a military establish-

ment is built nearby. Briefly described, this model, as adapted by
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Professor Barry Moriarty, is rooted in the regional growth work of

Gunnar Myrdal and has been combined with the export base concept. The

export base concept suggests that communities grow when a new export.

base industry arrives in the community. Export base industries produce

for consumers outside the local area and thus bring in~come into the

community. Imported income enhances community welfare and stimulates

demand for services. Community growth becomes a cumulative process as

labor skills, tax base, and infrastructure begin to increase. This

higher general level of community welfare may serve to attract other

export base industry, and community growth proceeds in a cumulative

4
manner.

The model is particularly uzeful because it illustrates internal

community linkages that are involved in the commun.ty's growth process.

When the host community loses its adjacent military base, the process

of community growth is interrupted, and a state of equilibrium or

possible decline within the model's sequence of events may be expected

to occur. The process of community growth cannot be expected to continue

unless steps are taken to rejuvenate the community's economic base. An

F attempt to set the process of community growth in motion again after

military base closure is precisely what happens in base closure z7ommu-

nities today. After base closure, communities design industrial loca-

tion strategies (using the tools of economic geography) that hopefully

will lure industry into the community thereby recapturing for the commu-

nity that portion of the economic base that was lost through military

base closure. The structure and relationships postulated by this model

provide a sound conceptual basis for understanding the dynamics of

community growth as It may be affected by an adjacent military base.
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Explanation of Aberrant Location
Decisions

Additional conceptual support for events surrounding military

base realignment decisions is offered by Julian Wolpert's work describ-

ing location decisions made within a threat stress reaction environment.
5

Impacted groups feel a threat to their well being, in this case by the

closure of a nearby military base, and devise a reaction to the threat.

Thus a cycle of threat and coping strategy response begins between the

parties concerned--the community affected by the base closure versus

the Department of Defense. Results of this departure from rational

decision making may affect the choice of bases which are finally closed

and may also affect the impacted community's recovery strategies.

According to Wolpert, tradeoffs between interest groups often make for

dysfunctional location decisions. Once a threat to their environment

is perceived by a group receiving the impact of the policy decision,

they generate a response to the policy decision. The decision process

then becomes interdependent, and threat versus stress response between

groups affects the bargaining process. The resulting location decision

becomes a consequence of conflict and interaction rather than one con-

trolled by more logical factors such as budgetary requirements or weapons

systems obsolescence.

In the behavioral context, Wolpert's ideas fit the situation

today in which a community learns of the possibility of damage to its

* economy and reacts to this threat by asking its congressional represen-

tatives to examine the situation. Depending upon the power an individual

congressman possesses, it is possible for DoD base closure or realign-

ment decisions to be modified, slowed, or stopped through hne stress

threat and reaction coping response sequence. The threat of military
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base realignments in some sections of the country has been perceived

by members of Congress to be strong enough to cause these congressmen

to band together in coalitions with the avowed purpose of stopping fur-

ther base realignments in their congressional districts. Wolpert's

statements about locational decisions made in a threat coping response

environment lend greater clarity to understanding the behavior of dif-

ferent interest groups as they express their attitudes toward military

base realignments. The ultimate result of these departures from rational

decision making is that the interest groups concerned, if they are

strong enough, are able to effect changes in the proper distribution of

military bases.

Elements of Political Geography

The subdiscipline of political geography offers still another

way to view community reaction to base realignment decisions. Most

towns near a military base will generate a political response when they

) learn of a decision that affects "their" base. Stanley Brunn in his

book entitled, Geograpnv and Politics in America, has examined the role

of politics as an influence on the location of federal facilities.6

The main thrust of Brunn's discussion is that political factors, such

as relative power, favoritism, tradeoffs and equitable distribution,

may cause departures from the optimum selection of locations for federal

facilities. The political decision making environment must certainly

be considered when explanations for location of certain types of federal

activities are sought. Brunn considers the location of many federal

facilities to be a combination of both political influence and geographic

criteria which would logically govern the final location of national

capitals, military academies, training centers and defense bases.
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The manifestations of political influence on location of mili-

tary facilities can be seen by examining certain congressional districts

around the country and noting the size, number, and continuing viability

of military facilities within those congressional districts. Each

representative elected to congress sees the advantage in seeking maximum

federal benefits for his congressional district. Individual congressional

influence is exhibited during annual discussions concerning the military

appropriations bill. "It was just a good old swap session." This state-

ment was made by a congressman describing how restoration of funds for

a Louisiana Naval Reserve unit and funding for fish and wildlife programs

on military installations were managed by a Mississippi senator and a

congressman from Florida.7 Regional competition for federal facilities

is strong within Congress, and military base location is influenced by

the relative power of our elected --presentatives.

Military base realignments fit the context of Brunn's discus-

sion concerning the influence of political factors on the location of

public facilities. Explanation of locational decisions by geographers

usually focuses on primary locational requirements. In the case of

military base realignments, these primary locational requirements take

the form of operational considerations such as specific requirements

for the type of weapon system involved, or proximity of other military

operations to be supported. Astute geographers must also consider the

political context within which these locational decisions are made.

Recognition that aberrant behavioral and political actions may influ-

ence locational decisions is an important part of sound locational

analysis.



Economic Health

Sound locational analysis also dictates that additional elements

of geography be included in studying the base realignment problem. For

instance, the community must know something about its socioeconomic

status relative to surrounding areas before valid base realignment

recovery strategies can be logically designed. The concept of the

"economic health" of an area can be of some assistance in forming the

conceptual framework that helps the base closure community grasp its

position relative to other areas. The term, "economic health," means

many things to individual -researchers. Generally, it is considered to

describe the general economic welfare of a particular location or an

area. Though no precise definition of economic health appears to exist,

the term is generally well understoodi among researchers and laymen Clike.

Studies of economic health have attempted to compare the relative wel-

fare of one area to that of another within a specifically defined

region. 8Research concerning economic health of an area usually attempts

to derive an index of the level of welfare of an area by using a con-

posite measure of several economic variables which can be quantified

within the area concerned.

In relation to base closure communities, the concept of

economic health would not be very helpful if it was limited to the

development of some sort of index for measuring "he-alth" of base

closure communities. The concept is more useful in pointing out to

researchers that they should examine several aspects of community eco-

nomic indicators in addition to such traditional variables as unemploy-

ment and per capita income. The aura of economic health in an area

will definitely influence the ease or difficulty of recovery from
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base closure, especially if the area regarids itself as being distressed,

is recognized as being a problem area not expe~riencing economic progress,

or is recognized as being a depressed area. On the other hand, if the

base closure community is recognized as being located in an area char-

acterized by a trend of overall economic growth, the recovery process

will probably not be as difficult. The concept of economic health is

useful in studying base closure communities because it requires

researchers to recognize the multivariate nature of analyzing economic

conditions in base closure communities. The concept of economic health

also encourages researchers to recognize that the general growth or

decline of an area should be considered when studying the total effects

of specific base closures.

Regional Pathology Research

Another useful concept that helps explain changes associated

with base realignment concerns the idea of regional pathology. Regional

pathology, or the set of interlocking conditions typical of problem or

declining areas in this country, has attracted the attention of many

researchers.9 Since base realignments are often perceived as disruptive

to local economic conditions, regional pathology research can supply

knowledge about socioeconomic changes that may be anticipated in the base

realignment area. Specifically, thi, research provides information

about the kinds of community socioeconomic variables which may be

watched as barometers of community decline. Some of the variables tra-

ditionally selected as indicators of economic decline are: changes in

unemployment rates, gross population changes per unit area, changes in

median family income and the percentage of the labor force engaged in

manufacturing. Other indicators, such as retail sales, housing vacancy
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rates, and percent of families below the poverty level, provide

additional information about economic conditions in times of community

economic stress. Any studiy of "problem areas" may treat these and other

variables in a quantitative or a descriptive manner in order to gain

more knowledge about what actually happens to specific places or areas

that experience economic downturns.

Population Potential

Since relative as well as absolute location plays a role in

the consequences of base realignment decisions, some measure of relative

location would be useful for indicating community ability to weather

the socioeconomic changes triggered by base realignment decisions.

One such method of analysis which could be applied for this purpose

would be to measure the population potential of communities affected by

base realignment actions. Maps of population potential define demo-

graphic gravitational fields that aid in understanding geographic

10
patterns of economic and sociological activities. Population poten-

tial is an index of a region's relative capacity for interaction as

measured by its aggregate proximity to people. The surface defined by

the set of population potential values for a region indicates the rela-

tive proximity of each place to the region's population or the relative

access each place has to the total population.

Potential at a point may be thought of as a measure of the
proximity of that point to all other places in the system, or
as a .ieasure of aggregate accessibility of the point to all
other points in a region.1l

Potential represents indirectly the variable tendency for interaction

between places. By measuring a base realignment town's population poten-

tial, the relative location or importance of that town to other towns in
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the state could be ascertained.* Observations could be made about the

potential the affected community has to interact with other urban places

as a specific function of its relative location and population size.

The influence of location as a factor bearing on the town's ability to

withstand socioeconomic change could be more readily understood. Using

population potential measurements, base realignment communities are

better able to see their relationships to other places in the total net-

work of urban places.

Central Place Theory

Another idea that can be applied to the geographic analysis of

base closure communities is central place theory. It is one of the

most important theories in geography and was developed by Walter

Christaller in an attempt to explain the ideal arrangement of trade

centers on the landscape. 12Christaller' s arrangement of trade centers

and their hinterlands results in a nested hierarchy of hexagons as each

trade center competes with its neighbors for business. While the

evolution of hexagonal retail trade center patterns offers little to

the locational analysis of base realignment communities, some of the

concepts inherent in central place theory are germane.

Among these concepts are the spatial distribution of demand for

goods and services, threshold population size of service centers and

the range of a good. Demand for goods and services is distributed over

the landscape in correlation with the distribution of people. Where

people are concentrated in large numbers, the demand for a wider variety

of goods and services should theoretically be greater than in success-

ively smaller towns. In turn, the population size of communities

sustains a certain number of service activities, e.g. drugstores,
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banks or grocery stores; this is the threshold population needed for

these various service activities to survive. People are also willing

to travel only limited distances for certain kinds of goods and services.

A short distance is traveled to procure a loaf of bread, while one will

travel much further to procure the services of an orthodontist. The

distance people will travel to obtain particular goods and services is

known as the range of a good.

The commuunities subjected to locational analysis in this

research generally fall into the 5,000 to 10,000 population size cate-

gory and can be expected to render a suite of goods and services based

on the demand generated by a threshold population of this size.1 The

size of the hinterland served by these small central places is thus

influenced by the distance people will travel to satisfy their desires

for the kinds of services rendered by towns of this size (the range of

a good).

Central place theory dictates a decline in the variety of goods

and services provided by a trade center when this trade center, oper-

ating at a stable level of trade based on its population size, loses

population because of base closure or realignment. Indeed, most

citizens in base closure communities believe that retail business will

be irreparably damaged. Part of this research is directed toward dis-

covering whether or not this tenet of central place theory holds true,

what types of services are affected, and to what degree these services

are affected. Central place theory provides a rationale for explaining

the empirical socioeconomic changes that occur in base realignment

communities.



In sum, community response to hinterland population change

involves aspects of behavioralism, economics, politics, location and

community dynamics that are part of the community itself. The elements

of geography previously discussed have been brought together to

address the complex adjustments communities make when base realignments

cause hinterland population changes.

Avenues of Research

To focus on problems related to military base realignment

decisions, many locational analysis techniques can be applied by geog-

raphers. These techniques can help answer several questions that are

locational in nature. The intent of this research is to address some

of these questions. The more important questions are: What changes

have actually occurred in base closure communities as a result of base

closure or base realignment decisions? Are some of these community

changes location specific, or can they be observed wherever base realign-

ments occur? Are remote, rural communities highly dependent (in a socio-

economic sense) on their associated military bases for continuing

community viability? Do some communities recover from the experience

of base realignments more easily than others, and if so, why? Can it

be said that in relation to recognized indicators of community welfare,

that base realignment communities are any different than other commu-

nities of comparable size and location? How do location and geographic

situation influence community recovery efforts after base realignments?

Can any insights be gained regarding the duration of the community

recovery cycle after base realignments?
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Research Design

A research design using the case study approach was used to ccn-

duct the geographic analysis of Air Force base realignmentZ. Three

communities where bases were closed between 1960 and 1970 were chosen

as case study communities to determine what impacts were suffered by

these communities and to learn how these communities coped with the

changes generated by base closure. These communities are: Moses Lake,

Washing-ton; Glasgow, Montana; and Presque IEsle, Maine. A field visit

to each of the three case study communities was conducted in August 1977

to collect community socioeconomic data that would hopefully indicate

community welfare before and after base closure. To supplement these

community impact data, records of the President's Office of Economic

Adjustment within the Department of Defense were evaluated to learn how

government agencies assisted base closure communities in community

economic revival efforts.

To focus on the locational aspects of base closure, a population

potential surface for each of the states where case study communities

were located (Maine, Montana and Washington) was constructed using 1970

census data. The population potential surface permitted measuring each

case study community's relative location in order to better understand

how difficult community rejuvenation efforts might be made as a function

of location. Interviews with community leaders and businessmen who

experienced base closure in each location were also conducted to learn

the details of how each community designed coping strategies and to

learn if the community even addressed location as a factor in economic

recovery efforts. During these interviews specific questions were asked
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about whether location functioned as an asset or a liability in planning

community revival efforts.

The "politics" of base closure were also examined via commnu-

nity interviews, local newspaper accounts of base closure and government

recods of people and agencies participating in the base closure cycle.

Community attitudes toward base closure and subsequent community attempts

to reuse its former military base could also be gleaned from the same

sources.

To examine community "socioeconomic health" before and after

base closure, case study communities were subjected to a t-test of vari-

ables indicative of community economic welfare (accoiding to regional

pathology research). These variables, as found in case study commu-

nities, were compared with the same variables in other small, rural

communities not affected by national military location decisions. The

objective was to determine whether or not significant differences in

economic health exist between these two types of communities.

Through analysis of community interviews and socioeconomic

data, examination of government record,.s and statistical sources, and

the application of quantitative techniques, this research design seeks

to investigate the role of location as an influence on rural commu-

nities that had to cope with loss of their military base. Additional

details about selection of case study communities and data analysis

and collection are supplied in Chapter 3.

A .4 Evaluating the effects of Air Force base realignments on nearby

host communities is a complex task involving observation of several

characteristics that exist in the location where the base realignment

occurs. For better research organization and understanding, the
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discipline of geography offers a set of "glasses" through which to view

the event of base closure at both national and local scales. It is

hoped that this view through the geographer's glasses will bring the

impact of base realignments on selected host communities in the United

States into sharper focus.
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CHAPTER III

THE CASE STUDY APPROACH AND COMMUNITY

GEOGRAPHIC SETTINGS

Introduction

Much interest is exhibited by concerned citizens, Air Force

decision makers, and congressmen when the issue of base realignments is

confronted. Currently, the requirements of environmental impact state-

ments bring these various interest groups and issues together. Impact

statements dictate that information be presented regarding expected

community changes associated with base realignment actions. The extent

of community change in places where past realignments occurred is seldom

considered when preparing these documents even though such information

would be worthwhile in evaluating the data contained in current impact

statements. In an attempt to understand what happens to towns during

the base closure process and to attack the research questions posed in

the previous chapter, intensive study of selected towns which had been

through the base closure cycle was pursued.

Several reasons for adopting a case study research method are

evident. Adequate time series data that would illustrate what happened

to base closure communities are difficult to obtain. Annual statistics

for variables which would indicate community changes associated with

base closure are not available from standard sources such as the U.S.

Census. The Census Bureau often does not compile data on communities
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as small as the case study towns chosen for this research. County

statistics such as those contained in the County and City Data Book

may mask the local impacts experienced by the affected community within

the county, and these data are collected only on a decennial basis.

For the purpose of data collection and to become acquainted with case

study communities, each community was visited in August 1977. Community

leaders were interviewed and local data were gathered to indicate what

actually happened to the communities during the base closure process.

Q.uality and availability of data varied with each community.

The variable nature of the data can be attributed to such factors as

lack of established requirements to keep records, the number and train-

ing of people available to perform records-keeping functions, lack of

funds for records-keeping purposes on both a state and local level, and

destruction of records after what seemed to be an appropriate length of

time. Even with these limitations, much valuable information was

obtained through field efforts which was not available from library

sources alone. A large portion of this information was obtained from

individual interviews. 1

The possibility of base closure produces definite reactions from

people who believe they will be adversely affected. Today these

citizen reactions are publicly aired through hearings required when an

environmental impact statement is filed.* Records of these hearings

provide the researcher with insights regarding what the public expects

* I *to happen when a base nearby is closed. Do impacts perceived by the

public match actual impacts? This question influenced the kinds of

information sought in each case study community. During the data

collection process, an attempt was made to identify base-community
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interrelationships in as many ways as possible, guided to some degree

by public perceptions of base closure impacts. The goal was to gather

information on those variables which people believed at that time to be

affected by base closure and from the data collected, to learn if these

variables were really affected the way people thought they would be.

Annual information for each year in the 1960 to 1970 decade was procured

when available. It was expected that the annual value of variables would

change (a decline was anticipated) if base closure had any impact on

the variables under investigation.

Only through the case study approach could the detail desired be

obtained across as many variables as possible. A broad quantitative

treatment of the topic is not practical because of the scarcity of infor-

mation for base closure communities and because when data did exist they

were not alw~ys comparable from place to place. The amount of time and

funds available to complete field research were also of concern. As a

framework within which data collection and analysis should proceed, all

of these factors combined to point toward a research effort that was

made tractable by the case study approach.

Selection of the Case Study
Communities

To clearly discern the effects of base closure, it is desirable

to choose case study locations where the effects are not cushioned by

proximity to a large urban industrial complex. Also, the effects of

* base realignments are perceived to be more severe in locations where

population density and urban activities are not concentrated, that is,

in remote locations. These circumstances lead to a choice of case

study communitV locatei in rural settings. Such communities could be
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viewed as "worst case" impact situations because of distance from

important regional economic activity and because of community dependency

which is supposed to exist on the nearby base. Another factor bearing

on the selection of case study towns would be for the adjacent Air Force

base to have been closed long enough for the host town to experience some

kind of decline and recovery cycle. To observe "impact" differences and

similarities between cases, it would also be helpful if the communities

selected had similar local economies and that similar military missions

were performed by the associated military installations. Because of the

complex nature and variety of community impacts and anticipated di.'-

ficulty of comparing data across selected communities, incorporation of

1960 and 1970 census information was desired whenever possible to employ

data from standardized sources and to illuminate community changes that

might be contained in these kinds of data.

As might be anticipated, a limited number of candidate communities

existed that would satisfy desired selection criteria. The list Df bases

realigned or closed in the decade between 1960 and 1970 provided three

communities that seemed to "best fit" research purposes. They were

Moses Lake (Larson AFB) , Washington; Glasgow (Glasgow AFB), Montana; and

Presque Isle (Presque Isle AFB) , Maine. These three communities occupy

rural locations in states across the northern tier of our country, and

agriculture plays an important role in the economic viability of each

community. The Air Force bases concerned were all Strategic Air Command

bases; Moses Lake and Glasgow were SAC B-52 bomber and KC-135 tanker

units comprising part of our nations' nuclear retaliatory forces.

Presque Isle was home of the Snark missile, an early air-breathing

missile which could reach the Soviet Union from Maine. Each community
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sought and received assistance from the federal government in planning

for recovery from base closure decisions. All towns selected perform

central place functions; Glasgow is also a county seat. By virtue of

their location, the towns selected are rendered relatively free of con-

founding urban effects which could soften or cloud base closure impacts.

The case study towns were small (10,000 people or less) in terms of

population. For observation of changes associated with Air Force base

closure in rural locations, the communities selected were the best the

empirical world could offer.

Collection of Case Study

Information

Information of the kind needed for impact analysis is often dif-

ficult to find, especially for small towns. A limited amount of census

information is available for towns of less than 10,000 people. The most

expeditious way to find out what actually happened in case study commu-

nities as their military bases were closed was to travel to each loca-

tion for a period of time for the purpose of obtaining on-site informa-

tion. Field visits to each case study community were conducted August

1-19, 1977; approximately one week was spent in each location. During

these visits as much useful statistical information as possible was

collected. Equally important, many interviews about the base closure

situation were conducted with knowledgeable, respected people who were

involved with the base closure process in each community. Bankers,

journalists, school administrators, city, county, state and federal

employees, realtors, local planners, former military careerists,

industrial developers and various businessmen were interviewed in each

community. These interviews led to recovery of information stored in
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town halls, courthouses, local libraries, and business establishments.

Aside from obtaining leads on base closure records and events, the

serendipity that occurred during these interviews was invaluable for

supplying details, opinions, and facts that could not have been learned

from statistical analysis alone. Field visits to each case study

location allowed me to get the "feel of the local area" and to learn

something about the psychology of base closure as people recounted

their feelings and experiences during interviews. Current attitudes

toward future community growth, coupled with local economic conditions,

could also be observed firsthand.

Information Derived from
Census Documents

Some information about small town social and economic char-

acteristics can be obtained from the 1960 and 1970 Censuses of Popu-

lation.2  Data collected from this source were used to compare the

level of socioeconomic welfare in case study towns to that of other

small towns in northern states across the country. The range of socio-

economic variables that could be analyzed was limited to those pro-

vided in census tables. The purpose of this comparison was to deter-

mine whether base closure made case study towns any "different" from

other small towns that hosted no military base between 1960 and 1970.

The results of this statistical comparison between the two types of

towns is presented later in this research.

Census documents also provided base data for population poten-

tial studies of the three states containing base closure communities.
3

Population potential is a measure of the nearness of people to one
another in the aggregate. The map of potential describes the
amount and location of interaction energy at each point in a
region. The potential model is a way of summarizing the geograph-
ical complementarities in any spatial system.

4
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Population potential maps were constructed to gauge the "relative

remoteness" or distance of case study communities from other communities

within the states of Maine, Montana, andi Washington. The potential for

interaction between case study towns and other locations inside these

states can be estimated from county population sizes and distances

between the county centers of population. If the potential for inter-

action is low for case study towns, then how difficult might the

recovery process be after base closure? What development strategy

should base closure towns adopt as a result of their relative location

in their respective states? What kind of market situation can these

towns expect for their goodis and services? Such questions can be

addressed through the use of population potential maps.

Department of Defense Sources

of Information

Several offices within DoD contributed information vital to

completion of this research. A particularly helpful agency was the

Air Force's Environmental Planning and Development Office (AFLEEVX) in

the Pentagon. This office provided examples of environmental impact

statements used by the Air Force in various realignment situations.

It also made available public hearings which were useful in determining

community attitudes toward recent base closure proposals. People

working in this office also gave their perspective about the total

environmental analysis process, how it affected military activities,

and how the Air Force was dealing with a whole new suite of governmental

regulations which had never before been a factor in the military deci-

sion-making process. Community changes accompanying the base closure

process needed to be illuminated, and conversations with people in
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this agency served to outline attributes of possible community socio-

economic change requiring further study.

The Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA)

The President's Economic Adjustment Committee, operating under

the chairmanship of the Secretary of Defense, coordinates several fed-

eral programs which can be directed toward helping communities cope with

base closures or realignments. The Defense Office of Economic Adjust-

ment serves as the Committee's full-time staff and when new bases are

built or old ones closed, or when personnel and mission changes occur

that affect communities, OEA provides information about specific federal

agencies that can help the community cope with positive or negative

impacts. Comprised of economists, planners, engineers, social

scientists and representatives of many powerful federal agencies, OEA

can help community officials handle bunc ucratic "red tape" and assist

in community organization for industial development. To obtain the

services of OEA, the community must ask for help through its elected

federal representatives. On receipt of a request for community

assistance, OEA can become the ombudsman for the community in Washington,

D.C.

Records of base closure experiences where OEA has assisted

have been maintained since OEA's establishment. Much of the information

on which this research is based came from these OEA records. The

4 records usually included items such as community resource inventories

used to plan recovery strategies, correspondence between local officials

and OEA personnel about possible impacts and how to cope with them,

local newspaper accounts of base closure followed by the recovery cycle,

letters between congressmen and their constituents outlining the "poli-
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tics" of base closure situations. Sifting through andi synthesizing this

body of information allowed a fairly comprehensive view of what happened

to each community as it experienced traumas associated with base realign-

ment.

Data for this research take the form of historical records from

local newspapers, personal interviews, statistics from town halls, and

documents from all levels of government. Because neatly compiled

catalogs describing what occurred in communities during "base closure

years" do not exist, the case study approach allows collection and

analysis of the variety of data required to accurately indicate what

happens to communities affected by base realignments. Case study commu-

nities were selected on the basis of common criteria, but it must be

recognized that each community occupies a different geographic site

and situation.

Case Study Communities--.
Site and Situation

Moses Lake. Washington--Location,
History and Growth Trends

Moses Lake, Washington, previously the host community for Larson

Air Force Base, is situated in eastern Washington' s Columbia River

Basin. The town occupies a location in the northwest quadrant of the

area D. W. Meinig outlines as the Great Columbia Plain. 5 It is one of

the two largest towns in Grant County, Washington; other principal towns

in the area are Soap Lake, Ephrata (the county seat), Quincy, and Warden.

The centrality of Moses Lake's location in relation to larger urban

places in Washington is enhanced by the tcvn's location at the cross-

roads for primary transportation routes traversing the Columbia Basin.

Seattle is 177 highway miles to the west, Spokane is 105 miles east of
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Moses Lake, Portland, Oregon, is 290 miles southwest, and the Canadian

border is 160 miles north. Interstate Highway 90 facilitates rapid

access to Spokane or Seattle, while State Highway 17 provides adequate

access along the Columbia Basin's north-south axis.

In relation to the town's historical origin, the Indian heritage

is rich throughout the Columbia Basin; a former Indian chief lends his

name to the town. In 1897, Moses Lake's first settler appeared; horse

trading was the basis of his livelihood. The town had been platted by

1910 and was known as the town of Neppel. When the town was incorpo-

rated in 1938, its name was changed to Moses Lake. 6

The body of water around which the town grew is the third

largest natural body of water in Washing-ton. Its origin dates back to

the Pleistocene epoch when glacial erosional forces worked to change

the physiography of the Columbia Plateau. The lake presently occupies

a portion of the old Columbia River bed cut by glacial meltwaters.

Moses Lake is still a young town since it became established

only at the turn of the century. It did not begin to experience rapid

population growth until the 1940s. Population increased seven times

over from 1940 to 1950 and increased another five-fold in the decade

from 1950 to 1960. According to a report on the impact of the Columbia

Basin Irrigation Project, Moses Lake was the fastest growing town in

the project area between 1948 and 1963. 7 Town population stabilized at

approximately 10,200 in the decade of the 1970s.

Several factors influenced this rapid growth of population, not

only in Moses Lake, but also in other Columbia Basin towns. Meinig

attributes this growth to the increase in irrigated farmland made

possible by the Columbia Basin project, to the Hanford project located
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in nearby Richland (begun in 1943 for the purpose of manufacturing

plutonium used in atomic weapons) and to construction of several large

dams on the Columbia River.
8

In 1977, the estimated population of Moses Lake was 10,475. 9

At that time, the town appeared new; main streets were wide and newly

paved, few vacant store fronts could be found, buildings were in good

condition, the central business district appeared to thrive, and new

homes were being constructed. Basin agriculture was expanding, and

local businesses provided many services for the surrounding agricultural

hinterland. Over the previous ten years, expansion of potato and sugar

beet processing also helped generate new jobs for the town. New uses

related to both aviation and manufacturing have been found for the

4 former Air Force base, and recreation and tourism have become more

important to the local economy. Moses Lake is well situated to benefit

from future agricultural and food processing activity associated with

continued expansion of the Columbia Basin irrigation project. It is

within this setting that events surrounding the closure of Larson Air

Force Base should be viewed.

Larson Air Force Base

Larson Air Force Base was originally established during World

War 11 (1943) as a training base for fighter pilots and bomber crews;

at that time, the total construction cost of the base was $12 million.

The base was closed for a time after World War II but was activated

again in 1948. Several major Air Force commands based their operations

at Larson from the late 1940s until the base was officially closed

June 30, 1966. Some of these commands were the Military Air Transport

Service (MATS,currently known as the Military Airlift Command; Air
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Defense Command (ADC), located in conjunction with defense of the

Hanfori Atomic Works; and most recently, Strategic Air Command (SAC),

which operated B-52 bombers and KC-135 tankers from the base. In the

early 196 0s, silos for the Titan I missile were under construction in

the Moses Lake area, and operational functions required for these

missiles were located at Larson. Missile operations ceased with base

closure in 1966.

Good flying weather (352 days of contact flying conditions

annually), excellent runway facilities (one runway is 13,500 feet long

by 300 feet wide and is stressed for operation of heavy aircraft),

proximity to aircraft production plants (Boeing Aircraft Company's

Seattle plants are twenty minutes flying time from the base), and

traffic-free terminal area skies have made Larson locationally attrac-

tive for testing new Boeing aircraft. Historically, Boeing aircraft

test and training operations have played an important role in utiliz-

ation of Larson facilities.

Given the waxing and waning of a variety of activities at the

base during its brief history, some local citizens described the Moses

Lake economy as a "boom and bust" economy tied to the destiny of

Larson AFB. Two basic activities have served to underpin and sustai4n

the local economy; these activities are agriculture and the continuing

operations of Boeing at the base, even after its closure.

The Decision to Close Larson

On November 19, 1964, Secretary of Defense McNamara announced

that 95 defense installations would be closed. Larson AFB was one of

these installations, as was Glasgow AFB in Montana. Operations at the

base four miles northwest of Moses Lake were to cease by June 30, 1966,
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allowing the community nineteen months to plan its strategy for utiliz-

ation of any base facilities turned over to the community by the govern-

10
ment.

At the time of base closure, the base employed 4,124 military

personnel and 392 civilians. Total base population was approximately

8,000. The military payroll was $12 million annually, while the civil-

ian payroll was placed at $2.5 to $3 million annually. Base local pur-

chases from the community were reported to be approximately $14.5

million each year. In terms of real property, the base was worth $154

million. Some 1,200 base personnel resided in communities near the

base (Moses Lake, Ephrata, and Soap Lake). Big Bend Community College,

a two-year school oriented to vocational education, had 400 students

from the base enrolled in its programs.

By closing the base, the Department of Defense estimated that

1,356 military and 364 civilian jobs would be eliminated. Payroll and

operations and maintenance costs to DoD would be reduced by $10,877,000

per year. Cost reduction was not the only reason for Larson's closure.

The other major mission, Titan I missile operations, was to be deacti-

vated along with B-52/KC-135 operations. With cessation of missile

operations, cost of support functions for B-52s alone would be dispro-

portionately high. The strategic location of Larson in relation to

the Soviet Union caused shorter Ballistic Missile Early Warning System

(BMEWS) timing for aircraft launch; in this respect, other SAC bases

were more favorably located than Larson. Many substandard buildings

were considered too costly to replace. In addition to these reasons

cited by DoD, economies of scale also came into play. Since both bases

to be closed possessed identical types of aircraft (B-52Ds), plans were
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afoot to consolidate the B-52 units at Glasgow and Larson by moving

them to March Air Force Base near Riverside, Caiona 2The B-52D

squadron at March AFB was to be moved to Guam in response to require-

ments of the war in Southeast Asia, and the unit at March was to be

increased from one to two squadron strength through consolidation of

aircraft from the other two bases. Cost reduction, aircraft launch

timing criteria, and growth of the conflict in Southeast Asia all were

influential factors in the decision to close Larson Air Force Base.

Aside from these logical factors cited as reasons for base clo-

sure, some people in Moses Lake felt that political tradeoffs had some-

thing to do with the base closure decision. One person interviewed in

Moses Lake stated that in 1962-1963 Grant County was receiving more fed-

eral tax dollars than some states in the union. A third powerhouse was

desired at Grand Coulee Dam some sixty miles north of Moses Lake. In

order for the third powerhouse to be built and for federal funding in

Grant County not to become excessive, closure of Larson AFB was an

appropriate tradeoff. 1 3 While the argument cannot be proved or dis-

proved, Washington has received large sums of federal funds for develop-

ment projects. According to a statement by Senator Warren Magneson,

Washington ranked highest in the United States in per capita expenditures

for defense purposes ($426 per person) in 1964. As of December 31, 1964,

Congress had appropriated $572,901,534 for the Columbia Basin project

alone.1 In 1970, the state of Washington ranked 16th in terms of fed-

eral outlays by state.1 The Ltate of Washington, and especially the

Columbia River Basin towns, had not suffered for lack of federal dollars.

It would have been difficult for the Washington congressional delegation

to argue that Larson should have remained an operational SAC base.
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Glasgow. Montana--Location.
History and Growth Trends

Glasgow, Montana, a small town of 5,000 people, is the county

seat of Valley County in northeastern Montana.* The Milk River, identified

from a distance by its characteristic galeria vegetation, flows along

the southern margin of the settlement. The town is situated in the nar-

row river valley, and to the north, dissected higher topography rises

rapidly to an elevation of 2,300 feet. Physiographically, the area is

part of the glaciated Missouri Plateau. Precipitation averages 12-15

inches annually, and local farming techniques have evolved to accommno-

date the aridity and short growing season (124 days of frost-free

weather).

Situated approximately eighteen miles north of Fort Peck dam and

reservoir on the Missouri River, Glasgow is located some sixty miles

south of the Saskatchewan border and 125 miles west of the North Dakota

border near Williston. Larger towns in Montana, such ao Billings and

) Great Falls, are 279 and 271 highway miles respectively, from Glasgow.

Though no interstate highway passes nearby, Glasgow is served by U.S.

and state highways radiating from town in the four cardinal directions.

However, Fort Peck reservoir does present a natural obstacle to motor

vehicles moving in a southerly direction from Glasgow. Burlington-

Northern also provides Glasgow with main line rail transportation to

Chicago and the Seattle-Portland area each day. Commercial air trans-

portation is also available to Montana's larger urban centers from

Glasgow's adjacent city-county airport. Even though Glasgow is situated

on the margins of our northern interior prairie, it does possess adequate

means of transportation for interaction with other market centers.
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Historically, Glasgow's origin is tied to agriculture and the

railroad. The railroad was built through the area in 1888, and the town

16
was established near siding #76. With the railroad came homesteaders,

and farms began to co-exist with larger cattle ranching operations. As

is well documented, 160-acre homesteads were too small for dry-land

farming, and it took several years to combine smaller farms into units

large enough to produce a profit. The Burlington-Northern railroad still

plays a role in the town's economy; turn-around crews stop in Glasgow,

and some residents are employees who service engines and rolling stock.

Another event which affected Glasgow was the construction of Fort

Peck Dam and its associated electric generating facilities begun in 1933.

The dam is located some eighteen miles south of Glasgow; obviously the

town felt the effects of the nearly 10,000 people who were employed dur-

ing the peak of construction activity. Conceived as a flood control

and navigation improvement project, Fort Peck dam construction also fur-

nished employment during the depression. Today, the dam and reservoir

is a multi-purpose facility that provides public water supplies, power

generation, irrigation, and recreation. Glasgow is well situated to

benefit from the activities associated with this public works project.

Glasgow's economy is directly linked to its farm and ranch hin-

terland. In addition to functioning as the county seat, the town also

provides central place functions related to agricultural production.

Local agricultural techniques are those characteristic of dry-land farm-

ing. Large farms, substantial capital inputs, and extensive use of

land and machinery are required. Wheat, barley, and oats are all pro-

duced on local farms; wheat is the most important of these three commod-
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ities by value and volume. Valley County often ranks high among Montana

counties in production of spring wheat and oats.

Income derived from livestock production (cattle, sheep and

horses) is also vital to the area's economy. Feedlots, auction barns,

and veterinary facilities all exist in or near Glasgow in response to the

demand for these services from Valley County ranchers. Just over sixty

percent of the county's land area is devoted to rangeland, and revenues

from livestock and grain production are nearly equal. The local region's

primary economic activity is based on agriculture, and geographically,

Glasgow plays the classic Von Thunen market town role in the county.

The Fort Peck Indian Reservation is located in eastern Valley

County. Inhabited by Souix and Assiniboine, the reservation was estab-

lished in 1888. Approximately 6,000 Indians live on the reservation,

and 1,000 of them live in Valley County's portion of the reservation.

Unemployment runs high (45%) on the reservation. Indian income is pri-

marily derived from fanming and from mineral resources found on reser-

vation lands.

Population growth in Glasgow and in Valley County has waxed and

waned with the beginning and end of large construction projects nearby.

Population statistics reflect an average population for Glasgow of 41,187

between 1930 and 1970. Valley County population for the same period

averaged 13,253 and mirrored the same increases and decreases as Glasgow.

Many people moved into the area with the advent of the Fort Peck dam

construction from 1933 to 1941. These people moved away again just as

rapidly after project completion. The same situation, caused by con-

struction of Glasgow Air Force Base, recurred in the 1950 to 1960

decade. After these boom and bust events, town and county population
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stabilized in recent years at around 5,000 and 11,000 respectively.

Glasgow functions currently as a small central place in an agricultural

hinterland.* Without some external influence, such as a new industrial

plant or reuse of former base facilities, town and county population

can be expected to remain at current levels. The relationship between

town size and its hinterland population is "in balnace."

Glasgow Air Force Base

When Glasgow Air Force Base was deactivated on June 30, 1968, it

was one of the Air Force's newest installations. Air Defense Command

(ADC) was the first organization to take control of the base in 1955.

At that time, the primary military threat to our nation was from Soviet

bombers attacking from the north, and construction of the installation

was based on the need to counter this threat with fighter interceptors

located along our northern boier. In 1959 it was announced that the

base would expand to accommodate B-52 bombers and KC-135 tankers. This

plan supported defense policy of locating our bombers as closely as

possible to military targets while at the same time dispersing the

bomber force in oier to reduce its vulnerability. Strategic Air Com-

mand took over the base in 1960 after the runway was rebuilt and extended

(13,500' x 300') to carry heavier loads. The fighter interceptor squad-

ron remained as a tenant unit. The acquisition value of real property

at Glasgow Air Force Base was placed at $91,239,000 in June 1967.

When plans for base closure were announced in November 1964, Glas-

gow functioned as a classic, modern SAC base. Taxiways and alert facil-

ities were configured for rapid aircraft launch, and maintenance hangars

existed to provide support for aircraft as large as the B-52. Facilities

for Glasgow's people were also first-rate. Both single and multiple
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family housing units (1,22? units) with garages were available to house

base personnel. All facilities, such as a 50-bed hospital, chapel,

fire station, sewer and water system, schools, and a library, were con-

structed to support a base population of 8,100. Some 1,000 people

associated with the Air Force base lived in the town of Glasgow 18 miles

south and in other nearby communities.1 7 Annual base payroll was over

$8 million, and approximately $4 million from the base operating budget

was spent in the local area on procurement of items such as food,

18
services, and utilities. The air base, a "town" even larger than the

town of Glasgow, had been artificially superimposed on the plains of

northeastern Montana, and the residents of Valley County viewed this

new "town" as a permanent part of their landscape. Certainly the extent

of base improvements over a short period of time, in conjunction with

the DoD policy of dispersing strategic weapons systems, gave the towns-

people reason to believe they played no temporary role as they expanded

their businesses to meet the demands of military personnel.

The Decision to Close Glasgow AFB

The base north of Glasgow was part of the November 19, 1964, base

closure package announced by Secretary McNamara (Larson AFB at Moses

Lake, Washington, was also one of the 95 bases included in these plans).

Closure date for Glasgow AFB was set for June 30, 1968.

- Reasons given for closing Glasgow AFB were: economies in mainte-

nance and support resources could be achieved by locating identical air-

craft from two bases (Larson and Glasgow) at a single base (March AFB,

California); expenses caused by severe winter weather conditions, which

made aircraft maintenance more difficult would be reduced; military

personnel living off base (1,000) could not be adequately housed in
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surrounding communities; on base capacity for additional military activ-

ities did not exist without construction of new facilities; the fighter

interceptor squadron could be relocated at Ellsworth AFB, South Dakota,

at nominal cost yet still accomplish its mission of area defense. Clo-

sure of Glasgow AFB was to generate an annual savings of $12,655,000 and

eliminate the requirement for 1,651 military and 288 civilian employees.
19

It was only natural for the citizens of Valley County and the town of

Glasgow to question the validity of the stated DoD reasons for closure

of such a recently constructed Air Force base. Citizens and the Montana

congressional delegation continued trying to block the base closure deci-

sion, and nearly twelve years elapsed before the Air Force finally an-

nounced its decision to make the base available for community ownership.

The town of Glasgow was still functioning quite well as an agri-

cultural service center when the area was visited in August 1977. Uses

for the base facilities were still being pursued. A new city-county

library had been built in town and a new county courthouse was completed

in .973. The town and its people conveyed a positive impression about

tL. area's future in 1977, and few signs of any lingering economic

depression caused by base closure were observed.

Presque Isle, Maine--Location,

History and Growth Trends

Among the case study communities selected, Presque Isle, Maine,

is the largest with a 1970 population of 11,452. The town is nestled in

the Aroostook Valley section of the New England province, a physiographic

division of the Appalachian Highlands. Topography in the valley is

typical of landforms resulting from continental glaciation followed by

erosional dissection. Landforms are rounded and rolling, drainage pat-
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terns are deranged and many-lakes and small streams are present on the

heavily forested landscape. Local soils are of the podzolic and silty

loam types which are favorable for potato growing. 20Even thou6 . is

not the county seat, Presque Isle is still the largest town in Aroostook

County, which is in turn the largest of all counties in Maine accountingI. for twenty percent (6,821 square miles) of the total state land area.

Presque Isle is located in the more populated eastern one-third of

Aroostook County only a dozen miles west of the Canadian border. Such

a location makes Presque Isle one of the more northerly situated towns

in the coterminous United States. Its northerly location had much to

do with Presque Isle's selection as a launch site for the Snark missile,

a first generation air breathing missile which could reach Soviet tar-

gets only from such a location. Boston is some 400 miles southwest of

Presque Isle, and Portland, Maine, is 300 miles southwest. Across the

nearby Canadian border, there are no population concentrations that fall

within the Presque Isle hinterland. Thirteen miles north of Presque

Isle is Caribou, a small town almost equal in size and function to

Presque Isle; forty miles south is Houlton, the county seat. These

three towns are the focus of activity along the transportation corridor

that trends north-south from Van Buren, a Canadian border crossing point,

to Moulton some eighty miles south. Unquestionably, Presque Isle is

"off the beaten path" of regional economic activity focused on the larger

k cities of Boston and Montreal.

Historically, the town of Presque Isle originated in the late

1820s when several towns in the local area began to grow. The wilderness

of northern Maine was settled f-'cm the north by the French moving along

the Saint John River and from the south by Massachusetts emigrants; all
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these settlers sought the freedom and fertile land offered by the remote

lands of northeastern Maine. From that time to the present, the local

economy revolved around the utilization of agricultural and forest

resources available in the local area.

Local agricultural activity has traditionally concentrated on

potato production. Only ten percent of Aroostook County is allocated

to cropland. The significance of potato production is borne out by the

fact that annually, a third of the county's cropland (150,000 acres) is

allocated exclusively to potatoes. Competition from Washington and

Idaho, however, has forced Aroostook County farms to become larger and

more mechanized. The total number of farms has decreased as marginal

operators were forced out of production. Total acreage of potatoes

cultivated has remained stable. 21Dependence on a one crop economy

has forced the area to live or die with fluctuations in the potato mar-

ket.

Most of the county (86 percent) is still in timberland, another

resource which is being used to help boost the primarily agricultural

economy. Local residents find employment in various activities associ-

ated with forest products--manufacturing of plywood, potato barrels,

furniture parts, wood shingles and fencing, and in sawmills, pulpmills,

and lumber companies.

Towns between Van Buren on the Canadian border and Houlton to the

south are linked by U.S. Highway 1, which connects at Houlton with Inter-

state 95 providing this rural area with access to more populous southern

Maine and the Boston metropolitan area. Highways are adequate in a

north-south direction, but travel within western Aroostook County is

difficult and is often over private roads which may be closed. Distance
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to major metropolitan areas over-the-road is a problem for merchants in

Presque Isle, even though the town is serviced by three intrastate truck-

Ing firms. Two rail lines are available for shipping purposes, and

Presque Isle is the hub of air traffic since it possesses the best air-

port facilities among the half dozen larger towns in the area. Commuter

airlines enter and exit the local market and have competed for local

traffic with major carriers (such as Delta Airlines) from time to time.

Loring Air Force Base in nearby Limestone generates a demand for commer-

cial air transportation as military personnel travel throughout the

nation in the course of duty or on vacation.

Census figures for Presque Isle reflect a population loss between

1960 and 1970 of eleven percent (1 ,434 people). This loss was indica-

tive of population trends throughout northern Maine during the decade.
22

Other Indices, such as expanding industry and sales activity, public

works and growing college enrollment, point toward growth rather than

decline in the area. Some residents questioned the validity of the 1970

census and are not sure that people had actually left Presque Isle since

many new homes, apartments and mobile homes have been built.
23

Presque Isle Air Force Base

Presque Isle did not serve the same military function of launch

bases for bombers and tankers as did Larson and Glasgow. Rather, it

first served as a transit point for transatlantic military planes in

World War II. Later, Presque Isle was designated to suppozt the Snark

missile, an air breathing aircraft type missile which could reach targets

in the U.S.S.Rl. from northern Maine. The Snark was a sub-sonic, winged

intercontinental missile launched by two rocket boosters and powered by

a small turbojet engine. Basically, it was a pilotless aircraft. With
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rapid changes in ICBM technology, the Snark soon became obsolete. The

missile was considered vulnerable to interception during its penetration

of hostile areas and its test recoid was poor. Because of its question-

able reliability and its vulnerability, the Snark program was phased out

almost before it became operational. Better missiles, our first ICBMs,

were becoming ready for firing at about the same time the Snark program

was cancelled. Presque Isle was the only location where the Snark was

ever based, and due to these factors it was not surprising that closure

for the base could be forecast.

Research and development on Strategic Air Command's first mis-

sile, the Snark, was started in 1946 and completed in 1960. In October

1957, the missile first flew 5,0CO miles in tests on the Atlantic range.

March of 1958 marked delivery of the first operational missile to the

Air Force, and the first missile arrived at Presque Isle in May 1959.

Presque Isle was selected as a launch base because of the missile's

range and expected target assignment. The missile was fulfilling an

"1alert status" role by March 1960, and in February 1961, the ?02nd

Strategic Missile Wing at Presque Isle was declared operational.

Closure of the base at Presque Isle was mentioned in an address

by President Kennedy on March 28, 196'1. 24 The President announced that

as many as fifty bases might be closed, and that one of the bases was a

Snark missile base. He indicated in his defense budget message that

the Snark was obsolete, of marginal military value, and should be

phased out. Since only one of these bases existed, it was not hard for

the people of Presque Isle to anticipate that their economy would be

affected. In June 1961, the missile wing at Presque Isle was inacti-

vated 'by SAC headquarters.
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Physical Characteristics and Base-

Community Relationships

Though not as large in area or population as the other two case

study bases, the base at Presque Isle was important to the town's economy.

Locationally, the base was almost an integral part of town, since the

two types of land use were separated only by a fence, and town and base

streets functioned almost as one. Base payroll amounted to $2,500,000

annually as payment to 1,239 military and 268 civilian workers. Only

882 military dependents lived on the base, and 1,548 lived in town.

Base local procurement contracts were worth $1,845,732 each year to-the

townspeople; local public schools received $102,198 per year in federal

impact funds paying for military dependents who used the schools. 2 5

3ase property consisted of 2,100 acres (as large as the town) with 49

major buildings and 196 units of family housing andi two runways 7,400

and 6,000 feet in length. Six of the major buildings were Snark hangars

440 feet long. Near the time of closing, Presque Isle was a town of

12,886 people (1960) with only 247 persons in manufacturing activities.

The base had a larger sewer and water system than was operating in town. 2
6

Acquisition cost of the base was $12.7 million and DoD figures disclosed

that $2.78 million annually would be saved by the military through base

closure. Military and civilian jobs eliminated totalled 869 and 168

respectively. Total payroll loss to the community was placed at just

over $5 million annually; closing costs to the government were t5oo,0oo.2

* Reaction to base closure was predictable. October 1, 1961, was

described as a "black day" in Presque Isle, the day the base was

officially closed. Merchants feared they would lose their businesses,

and the real estate market figured to be hit hardi. The speed with which

the event had occurred was an additional psychological blow, even though
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the citizens were aware of what might happen as the result of President

Kennedy's statements the previous March. The town hoped the Department

of Defense might change its mind. 28The community did not actively

battle to keep the base open. Rather unusually, the town pulled itself

together in an effort to plan for ways it could recoup anticipated

losses and begin to grow again.

The site and situation of each case study community has been pre-

sented to acquaint the reader with basic physical and economic character-

istics of each community, as well as the function of each Air Force base

involved and its relationship to the host community. Within the frame-

work of these basic locational factors, the actual impacts and exper-

iences that accompanied base closure in each location can be examined.
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CHAPTER IV

BASE CLOSURE COMMUNITIES COMPARE WITH OTHER

COMMUNITIES OF SIMILAR SIZE AND LOCATION

Central place theory leads us to expect that the socioeconomic

welfare of base closure towns should be below that of other towns of

comparable size. Such an expectation is generated by a loss of popu-

lation (departure of military people) in the hinterlands of base closure

towns which in turn affects the level (volume and variety) of goods and

services base closure towns are able to provide. Also, within the con-

text of the Community Growth and Economic Development Model and its

incorporated economic base concepts, a base closure town should expect

a lower level of general welfare if all other influences on the commu-

nity remain constant.

What about the welfare of case study towns when compared with

other towns of similar size where no military base existed? Given the

level of prosperity before base closure, did case study towns fare

better, worse, or about the same as other small towns during the 1960s?

Before their bases were closed, were case study towns any different from

towns of comparable size and location? After the event of base closure

can any differences be observed between the two types of towns?

Candidate communities greet the news of possible base closure

with alarm because of the perceived notion of attendant socioeconomic

declir.3. Is it known to these communities whether they are any different
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from any other "typical" communities 'without a nearby military base?

Given a set of attributes generally indicative of community welfare,

this research seeks to identify differences between the two types of towns

using 1960 and 1970 as index years. The intent is not to measure incre-

ments of change in socioeconomic attributes for the towns between 1960

and 1970 but to compare towns for the purpose of determining their simi-

larities or differences at the time of specified index years.

To gain more knowledge about these questions, a statistical test

for differences between case study towns and other towns in the same

population size category may be applied. Such a test will provide

information about the welfare of case study communities in relation to

broad trends generally experienced by small towns across the northern

United States.

For purposes of comparison with case study towns, a simple ran-

dom sample of forty towns was taken from a population of 198 towns (a

20 percent sample) in the thirteen states comprising the study area.1

3 The primary criterion for choosing towns from which the sample was taken

was a 1960 population figure in the 6,000 to 12,000 category. Towns in

this population size interval can be found in the County and City Data

Book. 2  This population range encompasses the 1960 population of all

three case study towns. The year 1960 was chosen as the base year for

analysis because base closures in case study communities were all post-

1960 occurrences. After all towns which qualified on the basis of popu-

lation size were identified in the County and City Data Book, a table of

random numbers was used to select sample towns from all states with the

exception of South Dakota. Sampling with replacement was accomplished,

and no random numbers were duplicated in the selection process.
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Once the desired random sample was obtained, data to be used

for comparative purposes were collected for each case study and sample

town. These data were collected from sour~ces which could be relied upon

to provide standardized information for comparison before and after the

three base closures concerned. To fulfill this requirement, it was

necessary to use Bureau of the Census publications for 1960 and 1970,

such as Characteristics of the Population, the Census of Housing and the

Census of Retail Trade. One problem encountered throughout this research

has been the lack of information available for smaller towns comparable

to the size of case study towns. The problem also appears when using

census or other federal publications. Much more information is available

for places greater than 10,000 than for smaller towns. Such a situation

places limits on the number of community attributes which could be sub-

jected to the difference of means test.

Within the limits of census data, variables selected for analysis

were population, retail sales, housing vacancy rate, unemployment,

median income of families and unrelated persons, manufacturing employ-

ment, percent of families below the poverty level, and the non-worker/

worker ratio. Analysis of these variables should illuminate the general

socioeconomic status of the two types of towns. Some of these variables

have been used by other researchers to identify problem areas in the

United States. If base closure caused severe hardship for the associated

towns, it is believed that these hardships will be reflected by careful

examination of the previously listed set of variables.

Data were subsequently punched on computer cards and t values

were computer calculated by evoking the Statistical Analysis System (SAS)

t-test procedure.4
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To evaluate results of t-test procedures, a null hypothesis that

the means of the two groups of data were equal was established. A sig-

nificance level of .05 was chosen. If the computed t value for the

variable means being tested is greater than the tabular t value at the

.05 level, it is unlikely that the means of the two groups of data are

equal. T values used for interpretation of difference tests were com-

puted on the basis of unequal variance with degrees of freedom corrected

for unequal variance and sample size. Statistical considerations con-

cerning the application of a t-test when sample sizes are both small

and unequal are described in Appendix 2.

T-tests of socioeconomic indicators point toward the conclusion

that in 1960, the three towns with adjacent active military bases

exhibited little difference from other small towns in northern states.

Even though people in case study towns might have perceived their towns

to be different because of the operational Air Force base nearby, they

were basically the same as other small towns in northern locations.

Where differences were observed in two of the eight variables tested,

case study communities were as they should be given their economic

setting, and they enjoyed a status above that of sample towns in 1960.

Among the eight variables subjected to t-tests for 1960, only

manu'facturing employment and the non-worker/worker ratio proved to be

different from the proposed hypothesis of equal means. Since all three

case study towns served a primarily agricultural hinterland in 1960, it

was no surprise that a difference in means was observed when case study

and random sample towns were compared. According to 1960 Census data,

273 persons were employed in manufacturing in Presque Isle, 76 in Glasgow,

and 595 in Moses Lake.5 Mean manufacturing employment in sample towns
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was 946. By 1970, with local base utilization and economic diversifi-

cation programs under way in Presque Isle and Moses Lake, manufacturing

employment in case study towns had increased enough for "no difference"

to be observed when compared with sample towns.

The non-worker/worker ratio is the ratio of persons not in the

labor force (including persons less than 14 years of age) to persons

6
14 years old and over in the labor force. This ratio measures the

number of people in the labor force required to support people, both

young and old, not in the labor force. It is similar in concept to the

dependency ratio used by demographers. 7  The non-worker/worker ratio

appears to be a more refined measurement since the actual labor force

available to support "dependents" is considered rather than aggregating

age groups to derive a dependency ratio as is done by demographers. In

1960, it took more workers to support non-workers in sample towns than

in case study communities. The "dependent burden on the active popu-

lation" was not quite as-great in case study towns as it was in sample

towns when the means of the two samples (1.50 and 1.61 respectively)

were considered. By 1970, the means of the two samples reflected "no

difference," but the non-worker/worker ratio was still lower in case

study than in sample towns (1.39 and 1.41 respectively).

After the event of base closure in case study communities, the

same eight variables were again tested for differences using 1970 data.

The only difference identified by t-test results was in the percent of

families below the poverty level, ($3,745) in 1970. This difference of

means is difficult to explain, especially since other indicators such

as unemployment and median family income displayed no differences between

case study and sample towns, Economic circumstances in the hinterlands
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of case study towns may help explain the difference. Aroostook County,

Maine, and Valley County, Montana, both qualify as Federal Redevelopment

areas. Given this situation, the economies of random sample towns

apparently outstripped the agricultural economies in case study towns

during the decade by a margin large enough for a difference of means to

be observed. While case study towns have a higher percentage of

families below the poverty level, inspection of the data for the three

case study towns indicates that between 1960 and 1970, the percentage

of families below the poverty level declined considerably in Presque Isle

(from 21.4 to 9.9 percent) and moderately in Glasgow (from 15.4 to 12.8

percent) but remained about the same in Moses Lake (11.1 and 11.2 per-

cent). Seasonality of agricultural activity providing only part-time

employment for a large number of workers may help explain the higher

percentage of low income families in Moses Lake and Presque Isle.

The means for percent of families below the poverty level

decreased by nearly the same increment between 1960 and 1970, approxi-

mately a five percent decline. The mean for case study towns behaved

as did the mean for sample towns, but apparently the percentage of

families below the poverty level in case study towns was so much greater

in 1960 that even with a decrease equal to that of sample towns, case

study towns still had a larger proportion of families below the poverty

level than did sample towns in 1970.

This difference in percent of families below the poverty level

* seems somewhat of an anomaly when viewed in the context of cther

variables tested and when taking into account that the data show a

decline in the percentage of poverty level families in case study towns

* between 1960 and 1970. Even though this anomaly remains largely
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unexplained, base closure did not seem to cause an increase in number

of families below the poverty level in Moses Lake, Glasgow or Presque

Isle.

Evaluation of t-test results for 1970 socioeconomic indicators

provides a conclusion of "no difference" for seven of eight variables

tested. As in 1960, base closure towns were found to be quite similar

to other towns in the same population size category.

The results of this research support the hypothesis of no dif-

ference in selected community attributes for case study towns and towns

of comparable size. In only three of sixteen tests were differences of

means observed; however, these differences were not consistent for both

1960 and 1970. Based on these variables as indicators of social and

economic well-being in small towns across the northern U.S., one would

conclude that base closure towns are no different from other towns.

Base closure appears to have had little influence on the variables

tested. If it had, then one would expect to see consistent differences

in 1960 and 1970 for case study and random sample towns. Results of

this research point towaid base closure as a short term community impact,

too short to be identified through the variables tested for the ten-

year period covered by this study. Before and after the event of base

closure, there is no reason to believe that welfare of the three base

closure towns is any different from that in other towns of comparable

size in the thirteen-state study area.

The general conclusion objectively presented by this research

§conveys several meanings to citizens in prospective base closure commu-
nities. Community fear and apprehension of losing a nearby military

installation should be less intense with the realization that before
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and after this event, base closure towns are much the same as other

communities of similar size and location. The turmoil caused by fear

of base closure often generates a "save the base" reaction which serves

to slow the process of rational planning for economic diversification and

base utilization. Community anxiety may cause some factions to seek

reversal of the closure decision, while others seek help in obtaining

possession of the military installation. Community leadership is thus

divided, and time is lost in preparing for eventual base closure.

Candidate communities should also be aware that long term economic

9 decline does not seem to accompany base closure. While perturbations

in local business activity can be expected during the period of months

encompassing actual base closure and departure of base personnel, this

study indicates the business fluctuations to be of less than ten years

duration. The idea that the local economy may not be as dependent on

the adjacent military base as the community perceives this dependence

to be is also introduced by the conclusion of "no difference" between

types of towns compared in this study. The lifeblood of base closure

towns in the northern U.S. does not depend on military activity but on

the type of economic activity practiced by non-military residents of the

town's hinterland. As an example, agriculture has always been the most

pervasive activity in the areas where the three case study towns are

located. Communities facing base closure should also realize that

local diversification programs fostered by military draw'downs help to

sustain a level of community welfare equal t,1 or above that of towns

without a military base. Indeed, an event such as base closure may be

required to make an otherwise inert town recognize the need for diver-

sification.



Results of this research should help potential base closure

communities face their future with a new level of comfort and confidence

about the long term consequences of possibly losing their military

installation. Normal efforts to assure community growth and stability,

coupled with national influences exerted on the socioeconomic indicators

examined in this study, should make welfare of base closure communities

equal to that of any other small town in the years to come.
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bution in large portions of these states, and the number of Air Force
bases much like those formerly located near case study towns that are
found in many of these states.

2U.S. Bureau of the Census. County and City Data Book, 1972

(U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1973), Appendix B,
Table B-1.
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Co., 1969), Table 1, p. 53.
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ernment Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1963), pp. xxix and 75.

7William Petersen, Population (3'i ed; New York: MacMillan
Publishing Co., Inc., 1975), pp. 71-80.



CHAPTER V

THE SOCIOECONOMIC EFFECTS OF BASE CLOSURE ON CASE

STUDY COMMUNITIES--MOSES LAKE, WASHINGTON

General Community Attitudes
Toward Base Closure

Case study communities approached the day of base closure with

some trepidation. Businessmen believed their welfare to be closely

tied to purchases by base personnel and expected an immediate decrease

in retail activity. People exhibited a fearful "what will happen to

us now" attitude. Many became afraid their town would die.

Since current base closure studies require public hearings as

part of the environmental impact process, some insight about community

attitudes towa:d base closure can be obtained from reconids of these

public hearings. The following statements, given by citizens of one

town where base closure proposals were made, convey feelings of appre-

hension and fear. These statements are typical of smaller communities

around the country that feel threatened by possible economic decline,

and they provide the reader with some ideas about community psychology

generated by base closure.

Loring (AFB) is the county's largest and most stable
employer. Aroostook County (Maine) has experienced an alarm-
ingly high outmigration for many years. The reduction of
several thousand base personnel would cause many others not
directly employed by Loring to lose their jobs . . . Aroostook
County's unemployment rate would be high for many years to
come . . . Many restaurants, automobile dealers, contractors,
and other businesses will fail shortly after the proposed
Loring reduction takes place.

1

Z'1
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A large percentage of our apartment units will become
vacant; this is going to lead to mortgage foreclosures for some
people. It's going to create an oversupply of all types of
housing units, which is going to result in decreased real estate
values. And this proposal (to close Loring) is going to create
a severe staffing problem at our hospital . . . in Caribou
We're probably going to see a property tax increase, not to pay
for additional services, but we're going to see an increase,
just to pay for present services, and to help us pay for our
increased welfare rolls . . . Our school department, recreation
department, other agencies, are going to be forced to reduce or
eliminate some programs. We will see some sections of out commu-
nity deteriorate rather rapidly. Clubs, organizations, churches,
these will all be affected. Some of them will cease to exist
because of this. In general, what I'm saying is, I see a very
tough time ahead for our community if this happens.2

' * ' this attempt at closing what obviously is a sig-
nificant part of the community in Aroostook County will hurt
several areas, not only business and community, but it will
hurt the health care institutions and the health care delivery
system.3

An estimated 2,000 jobs will be lost if the planned
(Loring) reduction of 83 percent occurs. Social institutions,
including churches and local charities, will be greatly
impacted. In 1975, Air Force personnel contributed $100,000 to
local churches and $50,000 to the United Fund. Real estate
values, property taxes, local government taxing sources, county
taxes and state taxes will all be adversely affect1.

4

My projections for Limestone (school system) indi-
cates that we shall be forced to decrease our staff positions
from 175 to 85. These projected staff decreases include 58
certified personnel, 14 teacher aides, four transportation per-
sonnel, five custodial personnel, three clerical personnel, and
six food services personnel. The total salaries of personnel
in projected staff decreases would be approximately $770,000.
Nearly all of this money would ordinarily be spent locally.5

* * . Maine Public Service Company, which supplies electric
energy to the entire Aroostook County area will experience revenue
decreases reflecting loss in population, unemployment, failure or
closure of many small business ventures and reduction in on-base"" utility procurement. The revenue loss has been pr~ojected at

$1,416,458 which is 8 percent of my company's anticipated 2177
revenues . . . Revenue losses of this magnitude will hasten the
need for upward rate adjustment.

6

. . . Major factions of our community will have to be dis-
placed rendering heartbreak as well as a severe loss in earning
and spending poweri educationai programming and cpportunity, at
all levels, will have to be severely curtailed; our economy will
be reduced to that of the depression era. 7
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These comments, extracted from public hearings on the proposed

closure of Loring AFB, Maine, display community attitudes toward pos-

sible loss of its military base. The same feelings and citizen percep-

tions of socioeconomic decline associated with base closure are dis-

played by other candidate closure towns throughout the country. 8

What then of the actual community activities affected by clo-

sure of a military installation? Do those things happen to the commu-

nity that its constituents anticipate? Much of the research conducted

icase study communities was oriented toward answering the questions.

Field interviews provide some idea of general community appre-

hension accompanying base closure, but quantitative predictions of

decline associated with case study communities are hard to find. Dur-

ing the middle 1960s when case study bases were closed, there was

little requirement for impact assessment such as that found in today's

environmental impact statement. Quantitative statements that were

made were often used in support of political attempts to keep the base

open. Some measures of anticipated impacts were gleaned from consul-

tant reports, newspaper articles, and DoD sources. Statements of

anticipated impacts range from casual estimates of sales losses by

local businessmen to more rigorous predictions of the number of second-

ary school teachers who would lose their jobs in proportion to depart-

ing numbers of school children. A description of methods used to pre-

dict impacts is seldom given, but in arriving at the town's loss of

J total retail sales, one consulting firm's report displayed some know-

ledge of rudimentary input-output analysis.9
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Expected Base Closure Effects--
Moses Lake. Washington

In Moses Lake one car dealer estimated that he would lose 25

percent of his annual salary, andi a bank manager forecasted that bank

deposits would fall by a similar amount. 10 School officials estimated

that 110 to 11.5 teachers and 25 non-certified personnel would lose their

jobs when the 2,667 students from Larson AFB left town. 11Loss of the

$15 million base payroll was expected to depress retail sales in Moses

Lake by 5.9 million dollars (17%o of 1963 total sales) and 257 jobs.

Retail and service payrolls would decrease by a total of $698,000. 12

City tax revenue was to have declined by $256,800 with an expected

decline in level of municipal services provided. An estimated 1,280

apartments and single-family dwellings were to be left vacant as a

result of base closure.1 3 One thousand of these units were occupied

by military and civilian personnel from Larson. Assessed tax value of

dwellings occupied by Larson-related people was estimated to be $3.1

million. Twenty-one retail business licenses and 39 service licenses

in Moses Lake were directly attributable to the base. 14  However, it

would be difficult to say that loss of these licenses would result in

closing of a like number of business establishments. Office of Economic

Adjustment estimates indicated that 25 retail sales establishments and

44 service establishments would possibly close their doors 15

-. Actual Base Closure Effects--

Moses Lake. Washington

In addition to these estimates of base closure impacts, several

absolute losses could be enumerated. Most of the 3,947 military and

388 civilian personnel and their dependents left Moses Lake for other

Air Force assignments. 16A few workers chose to retire in the area
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rather than move again. To Moses Lake citizens, departure of people

from Larson represented losing a city 73 percent the size of Moses

Lake only five miles away from town.

The annual base electricity bill was $200,000 and $500,000 was

spent each year for heating purposes. These payments to oil and gas

companies and to the Grant County Public Utility District were two of

the largest local expenditures made by the base.

In the case of Moses Lake, therefore, documented community con-

cern with base closure revolved around the anticipated economic decline.

Impact on retail sales, the real estate market, school teachers' jobs,

general unemployment, and city tax revenue were among the most fre-

quently recorded items of community concern. Demonstrated concern

J with possible social impacts could not be documented.

Bank Deposits

One measure of assets available for local economic stimulation

is the amount of money deposited in local banks. If military and fed-

eral civilian employees contribute large sums of money to the community

banking system, then bank deposits should show a noticeable decline

when the base is closed. The annual trend of Moses Lake total bank

deposits between 1960 and 1970 portrays no drastic decline associated

with base closure (Table 1). The predominant trend is one of overall

growth in total bank deposits; bank deposits doubled during the ten-

year period. After the base closure announcement in 1964, bank

deposits increased by $2 million in 1965 and increased again by an

increment of $3 million in 1966, the year when most military people

left Moses Lake. In 1967, following the departure of large numbers of

military personnel, bank deposits grew by only $100,000. The growth
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trend spurted again in 1968 reflecting an increase of $3 million over

1967 deposits. Growth in bank deposits was somewhat more stagnant in

the years 1969 and 1970.

When adjusted for inflation, Moses Lake bank deposits still

reflect the previously described trend (Table 1A).*17 The only differ-

ence made by correcting for inflation is that the growth in 1969 and

1970 bank deposits was not as great as uncorrected figures would

indicate.

The only year in which bank deposits decreased (by $968,093)

was in 1962. This decline may reflect departure of a large number of

defense contract construction workers engaged in installation of the

Titan I missile complex at Larson. Boeing Aircraft Company also had

been involved in testing jet tankers during this period and the test

program was being phased out. 18Population figures for these years

(1962-63) indicate a corresponding decrease. One person interviewed in

Moses Lake felt that departure of missile site construction workers was
E a bigger blow to the local economy than loss of Larson AFB. To quote

this person, "They made good money and spent it in town;" military

people bought retail goods from the base commissary and from the base

exchange. 
1 9

The trend in bank deposits does not indicate any persistent

decline associated with closure of the base in 1966. The greatest

aggregate period of growth in bank deposits was during the period 1964

to 1966'when the base was phasing down. While bank deposits did not

increase as fast in 1967 (after base closure), growth still occurred.

Certainly no large relative deposit losses were experienced by banks

when the military left town.
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The nature of the military profession requires frequent moves.

For this reason, many military people maintain financial ties to a

hometown bank or to a bank which caters to military personnel. Local

accounts are for the convenience of checking and for establishment of

local credit. In addition, the on-base Federal Credit Union is heavily

used by base personnel for savings purposes and as a source of loans

for more expensive consumer items such as new cars. While a local bank

may have a branch office on base, it tends to perform the checking

account or payday check cashing type of services as opposed to the more

extended services, such as mortgage loans or savings accournts, a long-

term resident of the community expects from his bank. This is not to

say that military personnel do not use local financial institutions for

a variety of financial services, but it may help explain why a large

decrease in bank deposits was not experienced by banks in Moses Lake

when the base closed down.

Schools

Base closure affects local schools through decrease in school

enrollment, decline in teacher employment, and means an annual loss of

operating funds to schools attended by children of federally employed

civilian and military personnel (Public Law 81-874 funding). Moses

Lake did not escape these impacts, but they were not as severe as

school officials predicted. After the base closure announcement in

November 1964, base population declined steadily during 1965. However,

total school enrollment (kindergarten through 12th grade) declined by

only 260 pupils (Table 1). Ten fewer teachers were employed in the

1965-66 school year than in 1964-65. The most drastic decrease in

both students and teachers occurred in 1966. After formal base closure
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in June of 1966, Moses Lake schools began the Fall of 1966 term with

1,171 fewer students and 67 fewer teachers than in the Fall of 1965.

In 1967, twenty-five of the teacher positions lost in 1966 were recouped.

Total school district enrollment increased slowly toward. the end of the

decade and had started to stabilize at 5,500 pupils by 1970. School

officials' estimates of loss in number of teachers was fairly accurate.

On the basis of federal impact assistance payments, 2,66? students

might possibly have been lost to the school system as a result of base

closure. School district enrollment statistics point to a considerably

smaller loss of students (1,171), and these statistics are taken as

correct since they were obtained directly from the Moses Lake School

District as opposed to a consultant's report.

Grammar school enrollment was hardest hit by base closure. This

is not surprising given the predominant life cycle stage of military

families. Two of the city's eight grammar schools closed. One was in

town and one was on base. In comparison with the number of grammar

I school students, high school enrollment remained stable at approximately

1,080 students from 1963 to 1970. Decline in school system enrollment

caused no change in the basic curriculum throughout the school system,

and no change in accreditation. Some special education programs were

changed as a result of base closure. Lack of availability of immediate

federal school support funds caused changes in grammar school music and

physical education programs and in the high school language programs.

Money to hire grammar school music and physical education specialists

was no longer available. At one time the Moses Lake school system pro-

vided training in five different languages. Loss of federal school

funds required a decrease in the variety of languages taught in high
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school because money was no longer available to hire language teachers.

At the time of base closure, Washington state school funds were partly

derived from special tax levies. Before base closure the Moses Lake

school system, with its federal support funds, had not been pressed to

use this special tax levy as a source of funds. After base closure, a

special tax levy for educational funds (as well as loss of Public Law

81-874 funds) was also a factor contributing to decline in the school

system's language curriculum. Music programs were not affected in the

junior high school; the school system's concert band, orchestra, and

vocal groups were maintained throughout the base closure cycle. In

Moses Lake grammar schools, the music program has currently been rein-

stated at the sixth-grade level. 
20

Some Moses Lake schools were built with federal support funds,

and the school system building program was not as vigorous after base

closure. However, the school system was left with excess capacity _~n

physical space following departure of base students. Presently, one of

the two closed grammar schools is being used for administrative and

recreational functions; the other has reopened in response to increased

population as housing at the former Air Force base has again become

occupied.

Moses Lake public schools were hurt primarily through loss of

federal support funds when Larson Air Force Base closed. Decreases in

V level of school funds in turn forced a cut-back in the variety of

educational instruction offered but no change was required in the core

curriculum. The number of teachers did decline but began a rapid

recovery the year after base closure, possibly as the result of an

attempt to decrease the student/teacher ratio. In the years following

- ---r t
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base closure, oscillations in the number of certified personnel have

stabilized at approximately 270, which would reflect a net loss of some

seventeen teachers from the school system following base closure. Obvi-

ously the loss of PL 81-874 funding was the most serious blow dealt by

base closure to the Moses Lake public school system.

As a proportion of School District 161 total expenditures,

PL 81-874 funds accounted for approximately 16 percent of monies avail-

able for expenditures during the years 1960-1966. After base closure,

PL 81-874 monies as a proportion of total school district expenditures

declined by 11 percent in 1967. In the reamining years of the decade,

FL 81-874 funding increased to around 6 percent of total school district

expenditures (Table 1). PL 81-874 funding did not totally disappear

after base closure because the base housing area was still federally

j owned, and people began to move into base housing because of cheap rents.

The category of PL 81-874 funds changed from an allocation attributed to

children of Air Force personnel to an allocation generated by people

living in federal government quarters but not hired by the federal

government. Given these conditions, some federal financial assistance

was still available to Moses Lake schools though at a reduced level.

Total expenditures for School District 161 increased steadily

in the years between 1960 and 1970, even though a prime source of

revenue (PL 81-874 funds) was lost. Corrected for inflation, how-

ever, these expenditures show stagnation rather than Increases in

1966, 1967 and 1968 (Table 1A). Moses Lake schools lost access to

some funds as a result of base closure, but the school system was far

from crippled.
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Community College Enrollment

The enrollment at Big Bend Community College has remained gen-

erally stable or increased in the years since it began classes in 1962

(Table 1). Only in 1966, the year of base closure, did there occur a

major decline in number of community college students. Student enroll-

ment dropped from 1,167 to 916, a decline of 21 percent from 1965 to

the summer of 1966. From 1966 to 1970, enrollment remained stable at

a figure of approximately 1,054 students, an increase of 15 percent

over the low enrollment associated with base closure. By 1975, the

number of community college students had increased to 2,321 or n~early

double the enrollment in the year before base closure. It is especially

pertinent that facilities for expansion of community college vocational-

technical programs were made available as suitable buildings at the

former air base became vacant. Currently the North Campus of Big Bend

Community College is located on the base. Base closure had little

negative effect on Big Bend Community College except for the single

year's decline in 1966 enrollment. In contrast, availability of build-

ings and land on base (at a cheap price from HEW) facilitated expansion

of the college.

Unemployment

Development of the Columbia Basin irrigation system has made

agriculture the mainstay of the basin economy, and Moses Lake has become

a focal point of processing for basin agricultural commodities, espe-

cially for potatoes and sugar beets. Any discussion of unemployment

trends in the Moses Lake-Grant County area should outline the manner

in which the agricultural economy influences local unemployment cycles

each year. Potatoes are harvest -d in late August for processing and
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storage. Sugar beets are harvested in September; and a high workload

ensues at the Utah and Idaho Beet Processing Plant, Moses Lake's single

largest employer, from September until February. According to the Moses

Lake office of the Washington State Employment Security Commission, peak

unemployment in Moses Lake occurs in August when workers who process

potatoes and sugar beets are waiting for processing plants to resume

full-scale operations with the fall harvest. At this time of "peak

unemployment," many people are actually not out of jobs but may collect

unemployment compensation because they are not at work in processing

plants. A more realistic period of true unemployment is experienced

during the winter months from November until February. Winter weather

precludes outside agricultural activity and some workers have no jobs

until spring planting activities begin. Migrant workers also influence

local unemployment trends as they respond to seasonal farm labor

requirements.

Though agricultural activity has played an important role in

Moses Lake unemployment trends, the community generally anticiapted a

substantial increase in local unemployment as a function of base clo-

sure. It was expected that any such increase in unemployment would be

reflected by changes in covered employment data before and after base

closure. Unemployment statistics for the Moses Lake Employment Security

District from 1960 to 1970 were sought, but records for individual

districts were not maintained during that period. County unemployment

data were available from 1962-1970, and these data were obtained from

the research division of the Washington State Employment Security

Service. County data were not considered to be a gross misrepresenta-
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tion of unemployment trends in the Moses Lake area since the Moses

Lake district covers most of Grant County.

TABLE 2

AVERAGE ANNUAL UNEM4PLOYMENT IN PERCENT, 1960-1970

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

U.S. 5.5 6.7 5.5 5.7 3.2 4.5 3.8 3.8 1.6 3.5 4.9
Washing-ton 6.4 6.8 5.5 6.2 6.5 5.4 4.1 4.3 LL*3 4.8 8.?
Grant Co. N.D. N.D. 7.6 10.4 9.0 7.2 5.9 6.9 6.8 7.1 8.9

Comparison of unemployment percentages for the United States

with those for the state of Washington and for Grant County illustrates

that unemployment in both the state and county were higher than the

national average annual unemployment rates between 1960 and 1970

(Table 2). Throughout the decade the state unemployment rate ran

almost one percentage point higher than the national rate while Grant

County was almost three percentage points above national rates for the

years in which Grant County data were published. For the years 1962

through 1970, Grant County unemployment rates were two percent higher

than state unemployment rates. Washington was experiencing slightly

higher unemployment than the nation and the unemployment situation in

Grant County was somewhat worse than throughout the state of Washington.

The percent average annual unemployment figures for Grant

County reveal some interesting trends between 1962 and 1970. Average

annual unemployment, the number of unemployed persons expressed as a

percentage of the civilian labor force, increased to its highest level

in 1963 (Table 2). Such an increase might have been influenced by the

loss of construction activity in the local area associated with ter-
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mination of missile site construction at Larzon AFB.21  From 1963

to 1966, average annual unemployment continued to decrease to its

lowest value of the decade (5.9 percent in 1966). The base closure

announcement was made in late 1964 followed by formal closure in

June 1966. Annual unemployment for the local area increased by a

single percentage point to 6.9 percent in 1967 and remained stable

near that value until 1970 when it increased nearly two percent.

Since 1970, Moses Lake employment security officials indicate that

average annual unemployment in the Moses Lake district has fluctuated

between eight and nine perce1 t.

To determine if annual unemployment trends masked any monthly

unemployment increases associated with base closure, Grant County

monthly unemployment figures for 1965 and 1966 were obtained. Monthly

unemployment trends for 1965 and 1966 reflected the same periodicity,

but the overall monthly levels of unemployment were lower in 1966, the

base closure year, than in 1965. No marked increases in unemployment

could be detected in the six months following base closure in June 1966.

Unemployment levels did not significantly increase with base closure as

might have been expected. Rather, unemployment levels were at their

lowest (from 1962 to 1970) during the base closure year.

This unexpected result may be explained by the fact that Larson

military personnel functioned as a source of labor which could be used

to fulfill harvesting and other seasonal agricultural requirements in

the basin area. An estimated 500 military people doubled as part-time

agricultural workers during the year. 2 2  Replacement of these airmen,

many of whom worked for farmers throughout the year, was viewed as a

potential problem for local farmers. Female dependents from Larson
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were also considered a lucrative source of labor for employment in

local food processing plants. When the base closed, the military labor

pool was lost to the local economy, and many agriculture-related jobs

became available for those who were previously unemployed. 2'3 In the

case of Moses Lake, local circumstances surrounding base closure pro-

duced a decline in unemployment rather than the traumatic increase

which was expected. Unemployment aid not skyrocket and remain at high

levels as a function of base closure.

Impact on Business Establishments

One of the basic community reactions associated with base clo-

sure is a fear of decline in number o,' business establishments and

their volume of sales. It is infrequent that the affected community

possesses haiti facts on the amount of business a nearby military base

generates for the community. The general community perception is that

all forms of business in town will be devastated by base closure. In

the case of Moses Lake, an attempt was made to discern how business

establishments in town were affected by the loss of Larson AFB. This

was accomplished by examining the number of business permits issued

by the town from 1960 to 1970 and by interviews with long-term business-

men in Moses Lake. 24 I
The number of business permits issued annually reflects the

missile construction and aircraft testing activity of the early sixties.

* An almost ten percent increase in licenses Issued was noted in 1961 and

in 1963 with a decline of nearly six percent in 1964 (Table 1). During

the base drawdown and closure years of 1965 and 1966, stability and a

slight decline was observed (a drop of three percent in 1966). The

last half of the decade exhP1'4ted stability in number of licenses
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issued with the exception of a six percent increase in 1969. By 1975,

the number of business licenses issued had increased by 28 percent over

the base closure year. Fluctuations in seasonal vendors, such as those

who appear over holidays (Christmas) and during the summer months, may

have accounted for a portion of the eighteen fewer licenses issued in

1966 in comparison with 1965. Even though people departed steadily

from the base in 1965, the number of business licenses issued in that

year remained the same as in 1964. During the base closure year no whole-

sale failure of Moses Lake businesses was apparent, if number of business

licenses issued is taken as an indicator.

Interviews with Moses Lake businessmen who experienced base

closure impacts add insights to the inferences drawn from investigations

of annual business permits and provided information about the kinds of

business establishments affected. These interviews indicate that it

was primarily the marginal business operators who were hurt by base

closure. 2 5  The major automobile dealer most affected was the Lincoln/

Mercury dealer. Others associated with the Moses Lake automobile busi-

ness indicated that management difficulties were also being experienced

by the Lincoln/Mercury dealer and that base closure was possibly not

the prime cause of this business failure. One used car dealer left

town, but his efforts were described as having been on a trial basis and

of only two years duration in Moses Lake. Loss of car sales hurt most

dealers, but their reaction was to bolster sales by adding a larger

variety of cars to their dealerships.

* Two hardware stores went out of business near the time of base

closure. A long-time merchant in Moses Lake indicated that one pro-
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prietor retired and therefore closed his business; the other hardiware

store was older and was managed in a less than efficient manner which

left it open to the rigors of competition. A major hardware dealer

stated that his business volume declined by thirty percent in the year

of base closure, but that it was back to normal volume the following

* year (1967).

Grocery stores apparently suffered little from base closure;

only one store closed, but this business failure was again attributed

to the pressure of local competition rather than base closure. Some

businessmen interviewed stated that grocery sales in town actually

increased as those who formerly used the base commissary began using

local grocery stores for their food requirements. The same statement

was applied by an interviewee to the photo shop business; sales

increased as people who had previously used the base exchange for their

photo supplies and equipment were forced to turn to in-town shops when

the base closed.-

A furniture store, two shoe stores (one of the bargain store

type), and an appliance store also went out of business about the time

of base closure. Tavern trade was helped or hindered as a function of

pre-closure clientel according to some interviewees. Business in some

taverns increased as those who frequented on-base clubs began to use

local taverns; some taverns lost business as base personnel who preferred

them left town. Other service/retail establishments, such as flower

shops, jewelry stores, and gasoline service stations were Impacted by

base closure. Gas stations most directly affected would seem to be those

catering directly to base trade, such as those situated just outside

A~



the base main gates. The depression of gasoline sales lasted approx-

imately two years. 2

Among the eighteen fewer business permits issued in 1966 than

in 1965, nine retail establishments were verified as having closed their

doors. Some of these firms succumbed due to management difficulties

or the pressures of competition, with base closure being a possible con-

tributing factor. As opposed to widespread business failures, the iore

realistic reponse to base closure by Moses Lake businessmen was a

reduction in the inventory of goods on hand as sales demand decreased.

Sales volumes in Moses Lake were affected, but on the basis of inter-

views conducted, the depression of sales volume appeared to be of short

duration, lasting as long as two years depending on the type of business

involved.

To supplement these data related to. Moses Lake businesses and

base closure, similar information concerning annual number of business

establishments in Grant County was extracted from a Census Bureau docu-

ment entitled, County Business Patterns. 2 7 Table 3 reflects what hap-

pened to business establishments in Grant County during the base clo-

sure years.

TABLE 3

GRANT COUNTY, WASHINGTO~N
ANNUAL BUSINESS ESTABLISMNTS, 1959-1970

1959 1962 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

4! Reporting Units 858 881 871 863 860 844 840 815 837
Y Manufacturing Units 32 32 38 35 36 38 37 36 35

,Retail Trade Units 313 326 335 323 314 317 316 313 320
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There were 21 fewer reporting units in 1970 than in 1959; not a drastic

decline when it is recalled that Grant County possesses several munic-

ipalities one of which (Ephrata) is as large as Moses Lake. During the

base closure years (1964-1966), a decline of 1.1 reporting units was

observed and there were 20 fewer units in 1968 than in 1966 (Table 3).

Changes in the total num~ber of reporting units were primarily associated

with the 1-3 employee category, indicating that small firms freely

entering and exiting the market were responsible for most of the annual

change in total number of reporting units.

The number of manufacturing firms in Grant County exhibited

stability during the decade with three more firms in existance in 1970

than in 1959. More manufacturing establishments existed during and

after the base closure years than before (Table 3).

The number of retail trade units in the county also remained

reasonably stable with seven more reporting units present at the end

of the decade than in the beginning. Maximum fluctuation occurred

between 1964 and 1966 during the base closure years when the number of

retail trade units declined by 21. Again this is not considered exces-

sive because of the small size of finns (1-3 employees) involved.

County business pattern data reflect no severe declines in

number of f inns operating in Grant County that can be definitely con-

nected with base closure. Because of the way these data are reported

and aggregated, they are probably too gross to reflect perturbations

caused by base closure.

Housing--Real Estate Market

Housing vacancies can be expected to increase when a military

base closes because some military personnel occupy homes within the
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host community. Some military families desire to own their own home in

town, and others may have to live off base if the number of military

families exceeds the quantity of base housing available. In 1964,

approximately 1,000 Moses Lake housing units were occupied by military

personnel from Larson. An estimate placed the total number of homes

which would be affected by base closure at 1,280 units. 28This esti-

mate included all types of dwellings such as single family homes,

apartments, duplexes, and mobile homes.

The number of units occupied compared to the number of units

available illustrates 1960 to 1970 population changes in Moses Lake.

In 1961-1962 when a large number of construction workers and Boeing

employees were present, occupancy rates were greater than 95 percent.

After the base closure announcement in 1964 and as military personnel

departed steadily in 1965, the occupancy rate dropped to 81.3

(Table 1). in 1965 a total of 630 vacant housing units, 18.6 percent

of the total housing stock, existed in Moses Lake. Occupancy rates

remained around 85 percent in 1967-1968 and had climbed back to 92.5

percent by 1970, an occupancy rate somewhat higher than the 1960 value

of 89.3 percent. 29  Unquestionably, the real estate market was depressed

temporarily since approximately one of every five houses in Moses Lake

became vacant during the base closure years. However, these data on

total housing units include units of varying quality, all units

* - counted are not sound, and some can be expected to fall in the dilap-

idated category. If the vacancy rate was computed on the basis of

sound units alone, it would probably be somewhat less severe.
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Though the number of vacant housing units in Moses Lake placed

a strain on the local real estate market, it is doubtful that the total

number of vacancies ever reached the estimated level of 1,280. Reputable

realtors in Moses Lake who experienced base closure and its impact on

real estate values estimated that the housing market had recovered by

1968, two years after base closure. 3 0 Areas of larger, more expensive

homes were never plagued by high vacancy rates. A zone of two and three

bedroom, minimum standard, rental housing in eastern Moses Lake was

severely affected by base closure, since many lower income military

families resid-i there.

This housing section and a group of houses on the north side

of town within two miles of Larson AFB were locations where FHA and VA

mortgage loans were concentrated. By October of 1966, after the base

was officially closed in June, 40 homes were up for sale by VA repre-

* sentatives and 112 homes were available through FHA sources. Fifteen

miscellaneous homes throughout Moses Lake were also for sale by the FHA.

* These FH-A and VA single family and duplex dwellings represented five

percent of Moses Lake's 1966 housing stock. Most of these homes were

of frame construction with two bedrooms, a single bath, and with no

basement or carport. Sale prices of these homes ranged from $5,400 to

$11,450 with an average sales price of $7,500.31 In contrast, the 1960

median value of owner-occupied homes was $13,400.32 Other homes were

probably for sale as a result of base closure, but these homes in the

east and north sections of Moses Lake were significant because of the

concentrated number of vacancies found in these two sections. Landlords

who owned small, cheap apartments or mobile home parks were also hurt by

base closure because they lost their source of low income military renters.
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It is also likely that both military and civilian homeowners

suffered financial losses because of base closure. Depressed home

prices, inability to rent or sell homes, loss of equity to apply to

another home at the next duty station, mortgage refinancing and pos-

* sible loss of VA eligibility are collective factors that would serve to

impair the financial status of homeowners faced with the prospects of

moving in response to base closure.

Though the real estate market was temporarily depressed as a

result of base closure, the "filtering process"~ often associated with

surplus housing availability helped alleviate housing vacancy rates in

town and allowed certain groups of people to move into homes of higher

quality.3 3 As has been mentioned previously, the Moses Lake-Grant

County labor force was partially comprised of migrant workers as a

function of the area's predominantly agricultural economy. Many of

these workers were of Hispanic origin. Food processing plants began

operations in Moses Lake during the same time period the base was phas-

ing down. These processing plants needed a supply of labor, and many

migrant workers became sedentary because circumstances presented them

with long-term employment in food processing operations. A steady

income, coupled with availability of better quality housing made afford-

able by base closure, allowed this group of people to purchase homes

on the market and thereby "filter up" into dwellings better than those

in which they had lived previously. Houses vacated by military per-

sonnel and acquired by formerly migrant workers were neat, well kept

and presented a pleasing external appearance in 1977. As one realtor

stated, "certain minority groups got a steady pay check and cleaned up

some of our minimum standard housing."3 4 Most base closure events are
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described in negative terms, but in Moses Lake, the filtering process

served the positive purposes of helping decrease local vacancy rates

and at the same time providing a lower income grcup with a higher stan-

dard of living.3 5

Changes in Residential
Building Permits

With the excess number of single family dwellings available in

Moses Lake, it was logical to expect not only a decrease in average

price of homes but also a decline in the number of new homes under con-

struction. This expectation was supported by data from the City of

Mose Lae Bildig Dvison. The number of new residential building

permits granted annually by the city between 1960 and 1970 mirrored

population changes during the decade. In 1960 and 1961, when an

increased number of construction workers were in town, a large number of

permits were issued with -the most new residences (75) constructed in

1961. In 1962 half as many new residential permits were granted (36),

and in 1963 through 1970, the number of new homes built declined dramat-

ically; less than a half dozen new homes were built in any of the last

five years of the decade (Table 1). Aside from the departure of people

from the area, the block of homes on the Air Force base went on the

market for rent at very low rates. This situation served to restrict

the volume of new home construction in Moses Lake after base closure.

In addition, the changing population structure of Moses Lake may have

also influenced the demand for new housing. When the town was new in

the 1940s and 1950s, young families with young children were present,

but in later years, these young people matured and left Moses Lake. An

older age group was left in town with the result of slower population
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growth and less demand for new housing. 37Obviously, the number of new
homes built in Moses Lake during the late 1960s was curtailed severely

as a result of base closure and the large number of cheap rental homes

available to those who needed housing.

Changes in Moses Lake Tax Base and
Municipal Services

Communities affected by base closure always fear a decline in

revenue producing tax base resulting from decreases in real estate

values, decline in retail business inventories, and overall devaluation

of community assets. The attitudie in Moses Lake was no different. A

report on the economic prospects of Moses Lake stated:

in addition to the direct and indirect effects on local employ-
ment, deactivation of Larson could have a substantial impact on
the city's tax revenue and resulting level of service....
total city revenue losses could amount to as much as $256,800,
almost one-fifth of the city's expected income.38

Data from Table I on property tax receipts and valuation of the Moses

Lake tax base do show a decline in 1966, the base closure year, but

property tax receipts recovered in 1967 and were stable or increased

throughout the rest of the decade. When these receipts are adjusted

for inflation (Table IA), the 1966 decline is still observed and property

tax receipts remain about $25,000 below the 1965 level for the last

five years in the decade. Even with this retrenchment, Moses Lake

property tax receipts were $69,000 greater in 1970 than in 1960. Valua-

*tion of the tax base decreased by $906,081 (or 6% of 1965 valuation) in

* 1966 but remained stable or showed a slight increase between 1967 and

1970. While this tax valuation decrease of nearly one million dollars

appears drastic, the average tax valuation for Moses Lake for the 1960

to 1970 decade was approximately $13.3 million. In the years following



base closure, the valuation of Moses Lake's tax base exceeded the aver-

age for the decade. The tax base was increasing steadily in the years

prior to base closure, and in the years after closure, stability, not

a steady increase in valuation, was the nonii.3 Tax base valuation

adjusted for inflation exhibited the same trend as did property tax

receipts (Table JA). The largest incremental decrease occurred in

1966, and tax base valuation remained at approximately $13 million

for the rest of the decade. The town's tax base was still $1 million

more in 1970 than in 1960.

According to the Grant County Tax Assessor, the noticeable drop

in Moses Lake's tax base valuation from 1965 to 1966 was attributable

to the decline in volume of merchandise kept in Moses Lake stores as

businessmen reduced their inventory of items for sale. 40The tactic of

reducing inventories in response to decreasing retail demand was con-

firmed by businessmen who experienced the base closure years in Moses

Lake.

Tax revenues did decline, but was the decrease enough to create

changes in essential municipal services provided by the city of Moses

Lake? Table 1 shows no decrease in the number of full-time policemen

and firemen employed by the city in the 1960-1970 decade. However, the

decrease in city revenues was felt by Moses Lake. In a letter to the

City Council, the city manager addressed measures to be taken in an

effort to recoup the loss of revenue caused by population loss and

reduction in assessed value of real property. Department heads of city

activities were ordered to curtail expenditures and no expansion of

services was authorized. New capital goods items were not to be pur-

chased, and the proposed 1966 city budget provided for a minimum main-
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tenance program. Personnel vacancies for a bookkeeper and a fireman

were not to be filled, and one position in the Police Department was to

be eliminated. The sewage treatment plant needed an additional person,

but that workload was to be absorbed by existing workers. Part-time

employee allocations were also to be decreased. In addition to these

measures, a proposed one percent increase in utility taxes was to be

used to balance the budget. 
4 1

If the local tax base were severely eroded as a result of base

closure, it could be expected that the first community services to feel

the pinch would be less critical services such as recreational programs.

IMozes Lake has a larger park acreage (120) than the city size might

warrant. In the state of Washington, Moses Lake ranked third in the

per capita amount budgeted for parks and recreation in 1964. 42These

unusual circumstances might have rendered city recreation programs

more open to budget cuts in a climate of declining local tax resources.

Table One indicates a steadily increasing annual recreation department

A budget between 1960 and 1964 and a marked decline (15%) in 1965,

although base closure was not complete until mid-1966. In 1967, the

recreation department budget again started to increase, and in 1968, a

marked increase (40%) over the 1967 budget is noted. Accordling to the

Moses Lake Recreation Department, the large budget increase in 1968

was due to an increase in the number of people employed by the recre-

ation department. Moses Lake's recreation director also indicated that

the budget drop experienced in 1965 may not have been directly related

to base closure but to the city's acquisition of recreation programs

formerly administered by a recreational council rather than by city

management. 4 3 The same trend Is observed when the city recreation bud-



get is adjusted for inflation (Table 1A). Using data corrected for

inflation, the city recreation budget was 2 1/2 times larger in

1970 than in 1960. Even though budget fluctuations in the recreation

department can be observed in the base closure years, no long-term

decline in city recreation services can be noted; in addition, recrea-

tion department personnel did not indicate that city recreation pro-

grams were adversely affected by the event of base closure.

Research indicates that the decline in tax revenue associated

with base closure caused some difficulty in Moses Lake, but not enough

to cause major changes in essential services provided by the city.

Sound, creative city management was equal to the challenge presented by

revenue losses, and neither devaluation of tax base nor loss of property

tax receipts appear to have had more than minimal impact on provision

of municipal services.

Base Contributions to Community

Charity Drives

Because activities like annual United Way campaigns depend on

individual contributions, departure of several thousand people from a

community in a short period of time could severely curtail services

that depend on charity as the source of their funds. In the early years

of the 1960s, Larson Air Force Base was a staunch contributor to Moses

Lake's United Way Campaign. Between 1960 and 1966, Larson Air Force

Base contributed an average of 15 percent annually to the local United

Way campaign; the base was responsible for as much as 23 percent of the

total contributed in 1963 and as little as one percent of total contri-

butions in 1967, after base closure (Table 1). The United Way contri-

bution goal was reduced from $45,000 to $39,000 (13%) when it was known
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that the base would close in 1966 so base closure did have a negative

effect on charity contributions. This negative effect was short-lived,

however, with both the level of contributions (goals) and amounts con-

tributed by the community again at the pre-base closure levels by 1968.

Moses Lake did lose that portion of United Way contributions generated

by the base, but the town recouped this loss by better organization and

use of a "Loaned Executive" program designed to increase contribution

efforts made in the corporate and employee divisions of the campaign.

Employees at new food processing and sugar beet plants in town also

helped increase the level of contributions. 44Again, .through aggres-

siveness and better management techniques, the town was able to tap

previously unrecognized resources to insure that community activities

supported by charity were not hurt by the loss of contributions avail-

able from Larson Air Force Base.

Base Closure Effects on the Grant

County Public Utility District

In 1965, the Grant County Public Utility District was the nation's

third largest non-federal producer of hydro-electric power. It is owned

by the residents of the county and generates its power from the Priest

Rapids and Wanapum power developments on the nearby Columbia River.

Electricity is provided to local residents at low cost, arnd annual resi-

dential consumption was nearly four times the national average in 1964.

These circumstances led to extensive use of electricity for residential,

commercial and heating pupss 5Aside from these residential and

commercial kinds of consumption, one of the larger local expenditures

made by Larson Air Force Base was the $200,000 electric utility bill

paid annually to the Grant County Public Utility District. 46Under
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these conditions, base closure and out migration by large numbers of

people could be expected to produce changes in the number of electrical

utility commercial and residential accounts, with a corresponding

decrease in revenue to the local supplier of electricity. Did this

happen to the Grant County Public Utility District, which provides

electricity for the town of Moses Lake?

The data presented in Table 1 concerning Moses Lake electrical

utility accounts and revenues help to answer this question. Though

revenues and accounts data for the specific years 1960 and 1970 were

not available, the information for all other years except 1969 is com-

plete. 4? Residential revenues and accounts data for 1969 are based on

only an eight month increment, and the 1969 totals are thus lower than

for preceding years. If representative figures f or winter months taken

from preceding years are inserted for missing 1969 values, then the

totals for 1969 are within 47 customers and $1,700 of 1968 totals.

In Moses Lake, the average number of residential accounts per

month declined from a high of 3,136 in 1962 to a low of 2,799 in 1967,

a difference of 337 in the average number of monthly customers. TheI largest decrease in average monthly residential accounts occurred from

1962 to 1963 when 172 accounts were lost. This loss of residential

accounts was probably associated with departure of contract missile con-

struction workers finishing the work required for missile operations at

Larson in 1962 and 1963. In the base closure years of 1965 and 1966, a

total decline of 120 accounts can be noted. The average number of

residential accounts in Moses Lake began to increase again in 1968.

The average monthly revenue from these residential accounts

displays a similar pattern but fluctuations in revenue were somewhat
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more modest than fluctuations in numbers of residential accounts. For

the decade, the difference between the peak revenue year of 1961

($36,721) and the base closure year of 1966 ($33,546) amounted to only

$3,175, eight percent of 1961 average monthly residential revenue from

Moses Lake accounts. Corrected for inflation (Table 1A), average

monthly residential revenue exhibited reasonable stability in the years

for which complete data were available. The most noticeable drop

($1,200) occurred in 1966. In 1968 monthly revenue from residential

accounts was almost identical to the 1961 level, demonstrating a high

degree of stability regairdless of base closure.

The average number of commercial accounts increased during the

years of missile construction activity and began to slowly decline in

1964, 1965, and 1966. A noticeable drop of 31 commercial accounts

occurred in Moses Lake in 196?, the year after base closure, but the

average number of commercial accounts increased slightly in 1968.

Average monthly revenue from commercial accounts in town reached its

maximum ($26,030) for the decade in 1963 and its minimum ($23, 3 2L.) in

1967. The difference in revenue for these years represented a ten per-

cent decrease over 1963 revenues from average monthly commercial

accounts. More stability is observed when these figures are corrected

for inflation (Table 1A), and revenue from commercial accounts was

greater in 1968 than it was in 1966. Revenues from commercial accounts

were less (by approximately $10,000) than revenues from residential

accounts in Moses Lake from 1960 to 1970.

The average monthly number of residential and commercial accounts

changed more in response to base closure than did the average monthly

revenues from these accounts. While many people left and commercial



enterprises ceasedi operations in conjunction with base closure, the

revenue loss from Moses Lake accounts did not seem to represent a severe

blow to the Grant County Public Utility District. If there is a

relationship between number of residential electric utility accounts

and housing vacancies, it also appears that the number of vacant homes

in Moses Lake during the base closure years never reached forecast

levels. Changes in number of commercial accounts also appear gloomy,

but revenue losses indicate the picture was not as dark as it may have

seemed. Apparently the decline in commercial accounts was generated by

types of Moses Lake businesses that did not contribute much to utility

district revenues anyway.

Data for the utility district as a whole, which includies an

area (all of Grant County) much larger than Moses Lake, do not indicate

that loss of the electric utility bill paid by the base caused the

utility district to suffer very much. Both the average number of res-

idential accounts and total residential revenues for the district

increased between 1960 and 1970 (Table 1). The average number of

accounts grew from 10,815 in 1960 to 13,795 in 1970, and revenues

increased from $1,514,833 in 1960 to $2,546,789 in 1970. Slight

declines in average numbers of accounts and revenues did occur in base

closure years, but in only one year, 1966, did revenues for the dis-

trict decline; however this decline amounted to a total of only $11,000

in comparison to total district revenues for 1965. Inflationary ad just-

ments to these data (Table 1A) reveal the same patterns showing a

decline of approximately $P30,000 in 1966; however, the overall trend is

one of growth in residential revenues between 1960 and 1970.
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Utility district losses attributed to base closure and

changes in Moses Lake proper were possibly balanced by growth throutffh-

out the area served by the utility company during tne decade. Also,

when Larson Air Force Base became the property of the Port of Moses

Lake, the Grant County Public Utility District was again paid by the

Port for residential accounts generated by people who moved into housing

on the base which was formerly occupied by military families. This rep-

resented an increase in 544 residential accounts between 1967 and 1968

and the increase in revenue amounted to $189,773. The Grant County

Public Utility District survived the base closure years very well.

Base Closure and Changes in Public

Assistance Pro~rams

Base closure might be expected to trigger an increase in people

receiving welfare assistance from sources such as the Aid to Dependent

Children and General Assistance programs which were available during

the 1960s. The rationale would be that some families would be left

without an employed head of household or that family income would shrink

as jobs became scarce for those who may have worked at jobs related to

base activity.

Whatever the reason, community perception was that welfare

recipients and case loads would increase following base closure. It

should also be remembered that during the 1960s, social welfare programs

abounded and that qualifying for these programs was not as difficult as

it is today. In addition, many lower ranking Air F'orce enlisted people

could qualify for some assistance programs because their annual

incomes were so lo.8Many of these enlisted people, usually E-3 and

below In rank, were often the same ones who worked part time in the
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local agricultural industry to supplement their income rather than

accept welfare assistance.

The state of Washington publishes General Assistance and Aid to

Dependent Children data by county on a monthly basis. 4 9  If the closure

of Larson affected Grant County welfare programs, a change in case load

and number of people receiving assistance should be reflected in these

data. Analysis of General Assistance cases in Grant County between

1960 and 1970 indicates a definite drop in the average annual case load

in the base closure year (1966). In fact, the average annual case load

was lower in 1966 than for any other year in the decade. The same

statement is true for the average number of people receiving General

Assistance funds between 1960 and 19.70 (Table 1). The case load and

number of persons receiving Aid to Dependent Children also decreased in

1966, The average annual number of Aid to Dependent Children cases

steadily increased each year until 1966 when the decline is noted and

then steadily increased again in 1967, 1968, 1969 and 1970. The

average number of people receiving dependent children aid mirrored the

case load trend during the decade. It is reasonable to presume that the

declines in these two welfare programs occurred because of a population

change within Grant County in 1966, and that the population change can

be attributed to base closure. No major increase in the average number

of welfare cases or recipients in Grant County accompanied base closure.

Since many military people could qualify for welfare assistance, it

seems the 1966 decline in case loads and numbers of people can probably

be attributed to the deletion from welfare rolls of those qualifying

Air Force personnel who departed Grant County following base closure.50

As with the unemployment situation previously described, the reverse
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of what the community expected to occur actually happened with respect

to Grant County welfare assistance programs--these programs experienced

a decline in numbers of associated people following base closure rather

than the expected increase.

SmayThe preceding discussion of changes in Mos's Lake's socioeco-

nomic characteristics provide an outline of what actually happened to

this rural Columbia Basin town as it experienced the closure of Larson

Air Force Base. The expected "across the board" decline in community

welfare did not occur. The number of vacant homes in Moses Lake did

increase and grammar schools were affected by loss of federal impact

funds to the school district, but these declines were of a short-term

(two years) duration rather than of a permanent nature. Other community

attributes, such as unemployment rates and welfare cases were positively

affected by base closure. One particular segment of the population

(migrant workers) benefited by the better quality of housing made avail-

able as a result of base closure. Less than astute management expertise

and local competition may have been more of a factor in causing some

retailers to close their doors than was base closure in those situa-

tions that could be documented. As a result of changes in available

tax resources, Moses Lake suffered few, if any, changes in municipal

- services provided. Though not discussed directly, data in Table 1

concerning hospital employees indicate that hospital employment was

stable throughout the years of base closure. On the basis of hospital

employment, one may assume that the level of community medical services

provided also remained stable, and that base closure had little effect

on the local hospital since few of its patrons would have been military
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personnel. Community capital assets were not destroyed by wholesale

withdrawals from local banks.

The picture of Moses Lake during the decade of the 1960s is one

of a town affected as much or more by fluctuations of population as

contract construction workers arrived and departed as it was by base

closure. Base closure impacts in Moses Lake took the form of notice-

able drops in those community attributes driven by the physical

presence or absence of people, such as school enrollments, unoccupied

houses, and volume of retail business. The broad effect of base clo-

sure appeared to be of two types: one of short-term decline in socio-

economic attributes, then recovery to pre-base closure activity levels,

or one of reduced community growth rates after base closure when com-

pared to the years immediately prior to this event. The trend in base

closure impacts did not seem to follow the expected immediate and

traumatic decline to a new and lasting, lower increment of community

socioeconomic welfare that central place theory would postulate. It

is a tribute to the active community of Moses Lake that its people did

not allow the town to falter for very long after Larson Air Force Base

closed.
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CHAPTER VI

THE SOCIOECONOMIC EFFECTS OF BASE CLOSURE

ON GLASGOW, MONTANA

Glasgow Air Force Base and the Town

of Glasgow. Montana

Pertinent locational and historical circumstances related to

the community of Glasgow should be recounted before proceeding with

analysis of anticipated and actual changes associated with base closure.

Both the town and former Air Force base are situated on the

plains of northeastern Montana in Valley County. The base was located

some eighteen miles north of town, and the two places were connected

by a two-lane county road. As opposed to Larson Air Force Base in Moses

Lake, Washing-ton, Glasgow was still a reasonably new base at the time

of its closure, havirg been operational only since 1955. The local

economy is based on livestock ranching and grain farming; spring wheat

and barley are the two major crops cultivated. During the 1950s and

19 6 0s, the agricultural trend was towardi larger individual farms and

increased mechanization with a consequent outmigration of people from

the local area. Valley County had experienced "ups and downs" in its

population trends over the years as people associated with construction

of both Fort Peck Dam and the Air Force base arrived and departed. The

town had a population of 4,700 in 1970. B-52 bombers appeared at the

Air Force base in 1960, base closure was announced in November 1964

and almost all of the base population had departed by June 1968.
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Nearly four years elpased between the base closure announcement and

departure of the base population.

Until the closure announcement was made, the community had been

convinced that the base was a permanent installation. Many of the base

closure anxieties felt by the community were triggered by the fact that

this small community had expanded its role as a provider of services

for the base only a short tine before the closure announcement was made.

Local businessmen had made new investments and the base was to be closed

before they would have a chance to recoup these investments. Many of

the community impacts seemed more intense tc the town as a result of

the newness of the base, the town's location in rural northeastern

Montana, and the response of the community to the new market for goods

and services created by the base population. These events were in

accordance with central place theory. The move by local nerchants to

supply more goods and services was directly related to the higher level

of spatial demand in Glasgow's hinterland generated by the influx of

military people.

Base Closure Effects Expected by the

Town of Glasgow

Anticipated difficulties related to base closure in Glasgow

were much the same as those in any other base closure community. Utility

companies, such as Montana Power Company, expected to lose the invest-

ment they had made in transmission lines and substations newly constructed

to supply power to the base. For example, one substation built for

base support cost Montana Power more than $325,000.l1 The Valley Rural

Telephone Cooperative had gone into debt ($564,411) to provide service

to military housing occupants on the base and still had an unpaid
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balance of $361,000 on its loan. With base closure the telephone

cooperative would be left without a way to sell telephone service at

a monthly rate required to amortize the debt. In addition to the phone

companyls debt situation, three full-time employees who worked on the

base would lose their jobs, and other phone company employees would

have their wages adjusted; these adjustments and terminations would

amount to an annual payroll loss of $24,000.2

The Valley Electric Cooperative had invested approximately

$50,000 to provide service to military people, civilian employees and

construction workers living in trailer courts near the base. The annual

revenue ($14,000) from these customers would be lost to the electric

utility. In addition some people who worked at the base had moved into

vacant farm houses served by Valley Electric Cooperative, and revenue

from these customers would no longer exist.

Bankers were skeptical about the effect of base closure on the

real estate market since the banks had made loans to many people for the

purchase of homes. Most of the loans were taken over by the VA and FH-A;

these government lending agencies stool to lose an estimated $1, 500,000

in home mortgages.

The Construction Trades Council indicated that 300 construction

workers depended on the base for jobs each year, and their annual pay-

roll ($1,641,000) would no longer be spent in the community; base clo-

sure "would almost wreck the economic condition of any community of

this size." 5

Other local labor organizations predicted that 340 workers

could expect to lose their jobs; among these workers were 100 people in

retail trade, 4j0 people in service occupations and some 200 construction
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workers. Unemployment of these 340 workers was based on an expected

40 to 50 percent reduction in local business activity. Three hundred

civilian personnel from the base were projected to leave, and 75 to 100

teachers would have to seek other employment. Total population loss

exclusive of the military was put at 2,000 to 3,000, and "the loss of

payroll from these workers, plus the purchases of military personnel

will have a severe effect on business."1
6

Civil Service employees had purchased homes in the area and

were members of the community in every way. They saw their property

values decline to approximately 60 percent of its original cost. 7

Glasgow School District Yl forcasted that 85 teachers would be

unemployed and 15 other administrative personnel would be forced to

find other jobs, with a subsequent payroll loss to the community of

$450 ,000. Federal impact funds would be cut off as military dependents

departed, while local tax support for the school district had to be

maintained.
8

In summary, the public utilities, real estate market, local

business, construction work and the school system would collectively

decline as people left the area in response to base closure.

Some businesses were to be affected not only by the sudden loss

of clientele, but also by being caught in an expansion mode as they

had increased the supply of goods and services needed by the larger num-

ber of consumers in the community.

A new meat packing plant was built at a cost of $375,000 to

supply meat for consumption at Glasgow Air Force Base. Scheduled for

completion in March 1965 (after the closure announcement in November
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1964), many people in the community bought stock in the packing plant

to raise construction funds.

We were told by the base that they were required by regulation to
buy from the nearest, small, federally inspected packing plant as
long as the "price was competitive and the product met require-
ments."19

At the time of the base closure announcement, the racking plant was

incomplete, and stockholders in the community were left "holding the

bag" with a plant that might not have a market for its products.

A wholesale distributor, produce company, and the local Coca-

Cola bottling plant had added new cooling equipment, floorspace, and

distribution equipment to their businesses on the advice that the air

base was to be a permanent installation. 
10

Activity in the provision of services was also stimulated by

the presence of the base. Motels expanded their capacity, and one

new motel was built at a cost of $125,000. A $45,000 commercial laun-

dromat was installed on the base, and at the time of the closure announce-

ment, the owner had not had time in his two years of operation to retire

his investment debt. Downtown, a commerical laundry and drycleaning

operation expanded to take advantage of the contract laundry and dry-

cleaning service required by the base. The proprietor spent $131,000

on new building and capital equipment. The new laundry and drycleaning

operation had not opened for business at the time of the base closure

announcement. 11A credit bureau started for conducting credit reports

on military people primarily would also lose money sunk into an opera-

tion heavily dependent on the presence of the military for its viability.

Along with the local utilities, a cable television company had installed

1,330 hook-ups on the base and 731 outlets in town. The cable television

company expected to lose two-thixds of its revenue when the base closed.
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Two small pizzerias had also opened to provide food service to the base

population. 12  Between 1957 and 1964 Glasgow retail and service firms

added 137,740 square feet of new floor space at a cost exceeding

$2,475,000. Glasgow businessmen were obviously counting on the continu-

ing existence of the air base. Some of these people were caught by the

base closure announcement at a time when business expansion appeared to

be a lucrative course of action.

Valley County and the town of Glasgow, as providers of munici-

pal services, also believed they would feel negative effects from base

closure. Taxes on the Great Northern railway spur from town to the

base would be lost, and the overall county tax base would be decreased.

The county also figured to lose commercial airline service and the

associated lease revenue at the city-county airport because the base

generated most of the area requirement for commercial air transportation.

Property taxes would decrease by 25 percent as the residents of approx-

imately 100 homes in town departed. Revenue to the county from license

plate fees ($30,000 from .?,000 registrations) would no longer exist

when the base phased out.

The town of Glasgow had also made many improvements in its

infrastructure.1 Streets were paved (18 miles) , new water and sewer

mains were installed (8 miles each), a new storage reservoir, and a

new sewage lagoon had been built by the town since the base appeared

on the landscape in 1955. Street lighting was improved, and to meet the

* demand for additional housing, playgrounds, streets and other community

services, an area encompassing 350 acres was added to the town. Glas-

gow also built a new fire hall and purchased new fire trucks and equip-

ment, along with renovation of the police station. 
14
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These were substantial improvements for a town the size of

Glasgow situated in rural northeastern Montana. It is not surprising

that the community was upset over the base closure announcement. The

base had been operating for only a few years, and the town had no

reason to believe that the Air Force's newest installation would be

closed so soon after completion of construction. Analysis of detailed

community socioeconomic data will provide information about whether or

not the community suffered as much as Glasgow's citizens believed it

would when the base ceased operations.

Bank Deposits

The Glasgow hinterland supports two banks. The trend in total

deposits of these two banks indicates net growth between 1960 and 1970

when the town experienced base closure. In fact, the data in Table 4

show 1970 deposits to be almost double the amount of 1960 deposits.

Only in 1968 did bank deposits show a decline (1%) rather than growth

over the previous year's deposits for each year in the decade. Table 4A

(bank deposits corrected for inflation) reflects the same trend except

that the rate of growth in deposits is somewhat lower from 1966 to 1969.

It should be remembered that by June 1968, almost all of the military

people associated with the base had moved out of the local area. The

slight decline in bank deposits reflected in 1968 can probably be

attributed to the exodus of personnel associated with the former Air

Force base. Except for the small decline evident in 1968, Glasgow bank

deposits exhibit strong growth throughout the decade with annual growth

in deposits averaging almost one million dollars each year.

Base closure had little effect on local bank deposits because

of the increase in'agricultural production and cattle and farm prices
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in general that coincided with base closure years. Agricultural land

was removed from the Soil Bank and placed into production at about the

same time the base was phasing out.1 5 Capital gains in one segment of

the Glasgow economy may have offset any decline generated by base clo-

sure. Banks in Glasgow primarily serve the local business and agricul-

tural hinterland and are more dependent on these traditional segments

of the local economy than on the transient nature of military depositors.

Base closure had little effect on the volume of capital assets (reflected

in bank deposits) available for use in the Glasgow community.

Schools

At the time of base closure, three schools were operating at

Glasgow Air Force Base. Two were elementary schools and one was a

junior high school. High school students from the base were transported

18 miles to school in town. High school facilities were not capable

of handling all students during a single time period each day, and

students were forced to attend school in two separate shifts.

In 1964, prior to the base closure announcement, 156 teachers

and 3,635 students were present in Glasgow School District ' 1. By 1970,

the number of teachers had decreased to 92 and stud-nt enrollment had

dropped to 1,886. These figures represented a 41 percent decrease in

teachers and a 48 percent decrease in total student enrollment two years

16
after base closure. The three schools on base obviously ceased to

function with the departure of military personnel. Glasgow schools

were reduced to pre-base operating levels in terms of numbers of stu-

dents and teachers. During the 1960 to 1970 decade, 1964 was the year

when the maximum number of teachers were employed (156). In 1968, the

year of base closure, 91 teachers were employed, a loss of 65 teaching
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positions in comparison with 1964 teacher employment. The school

district had predicted a loss of 70 teachers because of base closure,

and their prediction was reasonably close to the mark.

In conjunction with the loss of nearly half its pupil enroll-

ment, the Glasgow school district could expect to lose its federal

financial assistance for operating expenses to school districts affected

by federal activities (Public Law 81-874 funds). 7 blic Law 81-874

funding for Glasgow schools increased dramatically between 1960 and

1968 as indicated by FL 81-874 data listed in Table 4. These funds

were just as dramatically withdrawn in 1969, the year after base clo-

sure. Data in Table 4 indicate an 82 percent ($411,419) reduction in

PL 81-874 funds for Glasgow schools in 1969. The total dollar reduc-

tion of federal support funds was within $39,000 of the payroll reduc-

tion predicted by the Glasgow school boad when the base closure

announcement was made.

Throughout the decade, total expenditures in Glasgow School

District 41 continued to increase (as FL 81-874 funds were increased)

until 1968 when total expenditures began to decline. A decrease in

expenditures could be anticipated as military dependents left the area

and the schools on base were closed. Proportionately, however, total

expenditures did not decrease as much as FL 81-874 funds (Table 4).

Using 1967 as the peak expenditure year for comparison, expenditures

declined by $3,006 (2%) in 1968, $238,278 (13%) between 1968 and 1969

and by $104,733 (7t%) between 1969 and 1970. Adjusted for inflation,

the data in Table 4A reflect the same trend showing a lower level of

spending in 1968, 1969, and 19/70 but still supporting the fact that

even with these incremental decreases in the last three years of the
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decade, total school district expenditures had increased by 48 percent

during the decade 1960 to 1970.

The Glasgow school district lost nearly half its enrollment,

41 percent of its teachers, some 80 percent of its PL 81-874 funds, and

decreased its total expenditures by 18 percent between 1967 and 1970.

While these impacts were severe, especially for the teachers involved,

no mention was made during a field visit to Glasgow that the quality

of education provided by the school district suffered as a result of

base closure.

The increase in military population had placed a heavy load on

the local school district; base closure relieved some of this load,

especially at the high school level where double shifts of students

each day were no longer necessary. Glasgow schools experienced change

resulting from base closure, but rather than receiving a crippling

blow, the school system retrenched to render a level of educational

service much as it was before the Air Force base appeared in north-

eastern Montana.

Unemployment

Unemployment in Glasgow and Valley County was expected to

increase with base closure. Unfortunately, disaggregated unemployment

data for Montana's lower order civil divisions could not be retrieved

for some years prior to 1970. Montana's small population and consequent

A-t lack of funding did not enable complete unemployment records to be

maintained before 1970.17

National and state unemployment data in Table 5 show that

unemployment in Montana was slightly greater (by 0.7 percent) than the

national average (4.8 percent) for the 1960-1970 decade. Data for
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Valley County were obtained from census publications for 1960 and 1970

and from a Valley County economic development plan for other years

listed in Table 5.18

TABLE 5

AVERAGE ANNUAL UNEMPLOYMENT IN PERCENT, 196o-l97O*

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 196.5 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

U.S. 5.5 6.7 5.5 5.7 5.2 4.5 M. 3.8 3.6 3.5 4.9
Montana 6.7 7.3 5.5 5.4 5.3 5.0 4.7 4j.8 4.7 4.5 6.6
Valley Co. 8.6 N.D. 8.0 5.5 4.9 4.9 4.2 3.8 N.D. N.D. 5.1

*Data for Valley County are average monthly unemployment rates.

Unemployment figures available for Valley County show that

unemployment was lower in the county than in the state in the years

1964-1967 when Glasgow Air Force Base was operating at full strength.

Data for the years 1968 and 1969, after base closure, were not avail-

able, but a 1976 economic development document for Valley County gives

some indication of unemployment levels in those years. The report

states that:

the expected "sudden rise" in unemployment was not officially
recorded until late 1968 with a November rise to 5.67% from
October's 2.79%. In December, unemployment dropped to 4.96%,
but in January (1969) , the percentage rose to 6.47% and con-
tinued in February at 6.21% . . . Representative cross-sec-
tional surveys through late spring, 1969, show unemployment
in excess of 12 percent. 1 9

It should be noted, however, that unemployment in Valley County increases

cyclically in winter months when highway maintenance and other construc-

tion workers are idle, according to Glasgow's local employment service

manager.2 Valley County's development program document stated that

"The Montana State Employment Agency estimates that 241 persons, who
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will remain in the area, will be unemployed following the closing of the

Air Force base." 21If this number of people actually did go on unemploy-

ment rolls, average monthly unemployment in the Glasgow area after base

closure (1968-1969) probably reached 9.6 percent. 22The 9.6 percent

unemployment figure for 1968-1969 is used only as an estimate to deter-

mine what a reasonable unemployment rate might have been if 241 addi-

tional unemployed people were immediately added to the average monthly

unemployment situation in the year prior to base closure.

Unemployment obviously did rise after base closure, but the

problem was not one of lasting duration since 1970 census data place

Valley County annual unemployment at 5.1 percent, a rate considerably

lower than at the beginning of the decade. Even with base closure,

Valley County appeared to enjoy a lower level of unemployment in the

last three years of the decade than it did during the decade's first

three years. This is not an attempt to illustrate that base closure

had no effect on local unemployment levels but to point out that

unemployment in the local area may not have reached epidemic propor-

tions and apparently was not sustained.

Valley County unemployment levels did not appear to be grossly

different from state levels, and both averaged less than one percent

higher than national rates for the decade of the 196 0s. Employment

groups most directly hurt by base closure were probably teachers and

construction workers because teaching positions were directly tied to

local area population, and contract construction work depended on con-

tinued existence of the base. £L.ring Glasgow field interviews, high

sustained unemployment rates following base closure were seldom dis-

cussed as one of the lingering base closure impacts.

L i1
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Impact on Business Establishments

The expansion of local businesses to meet consumer demand gen-

erated by increased numbers off people in the Glasgow hinterland has been

described. It was unfortunate that many of these small businesses were

caught in both the build-up and closure phases of Glasgow Air Force

Base's short life. As the base reached its full operational capability

in the early 1960s, military officials encouraged local entrepreneurs

to provide more services for the new military population with the con-

viction that the base would be a permanent installation. Some Glasgow

businessmen were cautious about overexpansion because they had experi-

enced the "boom and bust" business cycle associated with Fort Peck Dam

construction years. When the base closure announcement was made, how-

ever, it was received with an attitude of disbelief by the community. 
23

Was the impact on business establishments as severe as anticipated by

the townspeople?

As might be expected, local retail merchants were hardest hit.

Among the three supermarkets in town, one closed its doors. The defunct

supermarket apparently was part of a supermarket chain which had seized

the opportunity offered by the Glasgow market. Three furniture stores

operated in Glasgow and all increased their retail capacity to meet

local demand. With base closure, one furniture store failed, and the

other two reduced their inventories. Variety stores, such as F. W.

Woolworth, also came to town banking on future community growth. Two

of these stores existed in Glasgow; one closed its doors. Moving and

storage firms would naturally be adversely affected by base closure

because their primary customers were transient military personnel.

Li .--
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Among the four moving and storage firms, two went out of business.24

These were firms that could be documented as ceasing operations after

base closure.

Other types of retail businesses, such as gas stations, cloth-

ing stores, movie theatres and bars were mentioned as being affected

by loss of clientele, but specific operators who went out of business

could not be pinpointed in field interviews.

To discern whether or not base closure had any noticeable effects

on Valley County business, data related to the number of manufacturing

and retail- reporting units in the county were extracted from County

Business Patterns (Table 6).

TABLE 6

VALLEY COUNTY, MONTANA
ANNUAL BUSINESS ESTABLISMNTS, 1959-1970

1959 1962 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969, 1970

~Reporting Units 270 298 292 293 279 265 250 235 226
SManufacturing Units 7 7 6 5 6 6 5 5 5
-Y Retail Trade Units 103 108 123 119 121 112 107 98 93

These data indicate that there were 44 fewer total reporting

units in the county in 1970 than in 1960 and that the number of units

reported annually began to steadily decrease between 1966 and 1970.

However, these are businesses of all kinds scattered throughout the

county; all of these businesses could not be expected to have trade

ties to the base.

The number of manufacturing units was small and exhibited sta-

bility throughout the decade, This is not unexpected since agriculture,

not manufacturing is the lifeblood of the Valley County economy.
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There were ten fewer retail trade units in 1970 than in 1960,

and the maximum number of retail trade units (123) was reported in 1964

(Table 6). Starting in 1967, the f.umber of retail trade units began

to decrease each year. Towns other than Glasgow exist in Valley County,

and it is doubtful that the aggregate decrease of 28 retail reporting

units observed between !966 and 1970 means 28 businesses closed in

Glasgow because of base closure. Field research data and interviews

support this conclusion.

As was the case in Moses Lake, Washington, the response of main

street businessmen to loss of customers was to reduce inventories

rather than to close their doors. Local banks showed good growth

through the hard years after base closure as was demonstrated earlier

in this research. "Inventories were reduced but few closed, and most

of main street still macae moniey."2 The volume of retail trade in Glas-

gow was estimated to have declined by about one-thurd after base clo-

sure. 26This post-base closure estimate of decline in retail sales is

not as large as the pre-base closure estimate put forth by the Glasgow

Central Labor Council.

Documen~ted evidence of business failures does not suggest that

the impact of base closure on Glasgow merchants was as severe as it

was initially forecast to be. As with teachers, those businesses

directly dependent on the base population and base contracts, such as

local moving and storage firms, could expect their operations to be

* severely curtailed. Merchants who endured served the Glasgow hinter-

land before and after the base existed and probably were not so heavily

dependent on the additional increment of business generated by the base

population. Merchants who capitalized on this marginal market obviously
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were hit hard. In addition, many retail goods and services were avail-

able to military people on the base, and the base was 18 miles from town.

Military personnel would probably not choose to travel into Glasgow for

groceries and many shoppers' goods available in the base exchange and

commissary. These circumstances may have served to make the impact of

base closure less intense than anticipated by local businessmen.

Retailers in town certainly felt the affects of base closure,

but widespread business failures were not the norm as the base began to

phasedown. Again, as with Moses Lake, it seemed to be the marginal

operators who were hurt most. By 1977, when field research was conducted

in Glasgow, "business in the community was back where it was before

base closure."2 The vagaries of dependence on an agricultural economy,

inflation, lack of rain and wheat and cattle prices, were of more con-

cern to Glasgow residents than the lasting economic affects of base

closure.

Housing--Real Estate Market

All military people moving to rural hortheastern Montana were

not provided housing at Glasgow Air Force Base. Civilian workers at

the base also needed places to live. Contract construction at the base

was also proceeding in the early 196 0s, and these workers needed hous-

ing. Therefore, in 1960, 1961 and 1962, three developers were building

homes on a speculation basis in Glasgow because everyone working at

the base could not live there. Two new subdlivisions were built on the

nor-theast side of Glasgow in response to the increased demand for hous-

ing. The speed at which these new homes were constructed later created

some problems for the city; development was uncoordinated and water

lines and storage tanks were too small for efficiency in the new
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development. Consequently, fire protection was poor. The investment

in new streets, water mains, and sewer lines made by the town of Glasgow

to support new development has previously been described. As with the

retail goods and services sector of the Glasgow economy, the housing

sector was encouraged to expand; "every base commander assured the city

of Glasgow that the air base was here to stay and more housing would be

*needed." 28

The influence the base closure announcement exerted on new resi-

dential and commercial construction in Glasgow is illustrated by the

decline in number of new business and residential building permits

listed in Table 4. Little explanation of' these figures is necessary.

New construction proceeded apace in 1960-1963 and declined drastically

for the remainder of the decade after the base closure announcement in

1964. Most of these new building permits were issued for residential

construction.

Between November 1964 and June 1968, over 100 houses were vacant

and 120 were for sale in Glasgow. These homes, mostly FHA repossess-

ions, decreased in value by 25 percent. A house that once sold for

$20,000 was worth only l4,000 after base closure. Individual home-

owners who had to leave Glasgow could not recoup their investments in

this kind of real estate market. FHA would not sell these homes to

speculators, and a manager plus a yard maintenance person were hired

to care for the large number of vacant homes. Rental prices decreased

'.29

by 20 percent in order for landlords to break even on their investments.2

The depressed real estate market created the proper circum-

stances for residential filtering to occur in Glasgow as it did in Moses

Lake. Glasgow residents who were renting or living in substandard
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housing could buy vacant homes without making down payments in order

for some income to be rendered to mortgage holders. Glasgow is a

turnaround point for Burlington Northern railroad crews traveling between

H-avre, Montana, and Minot, North Dakota. As railroad people received

better wages, they began to move into Glasgow homes that had decreased

in price. When railroaders moved out of rental homes in Glasgow, others

moved into rental homes vacated by railroad workers. The rental market

was so uepressed that some rental properties were torn down to preclude

taxation on the structures. As has already been stated, three trailer

parks existed between the town of Glasgow and the base. Trailers lodged

in these parks were the first forms of housing to feel the effects of

base closure and were moved away early during the closure cycle.
30

Even though the local housing market was dealt a severe blow, some

people were able to benefit from the effects of base closure by moving

into better quality housing.

It~ took six years after base closure for the Glasgow housing

market to recover. In 1977, houses costing $16,000 to build were sell-

ing for $32,000-$35,000, and there was not an excessive amount of

housing available in town.
31

Glasgow Tax Base and Municipal Services

Valley County, and especially the town of Glasgow, had good

reason to believe that income from tax sources would decline as people

began leaving the area. If tax revenues were lost, then a concomitant

decline in county and city services was expected. In addition, the

town had spent money improving streets, water and sewer facilities and

in upgrading the ability to provide police and fire protection. Did
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city and county taxable valuations show a noticeable decrease in the

decade of the 1960s?

To answer this question, data on Glasgow and Valley County

taxes were obtained from the Valley County Tax Assessor's office for

each year in the decade (Table 4). These data indicate that for the

town of Glasgow, the taxable valuation of property increased each year

between 1960 and 1970, except for 1969 and 1970 when taxable valuation

decreased by one percent and one-half percent respectively. When infla-

tion is accounted for, a slight decline is noted in the last three

years of the decade. However, the data corrected for inflation still

show that taxable valuation in Glasgow nearly doubled from 1960 to 1970

(Table 4A). Knowledgeable people in the ta,' assessor's office indicated

that the slight decline in taxable valuation In 1969 was associated

with business inventory decreases by local merrchants immediately after

base closure. In terms of taxable valuations, base closure appears

to have had little affect on Glasgow's sources of revenue procured by

taxation.

Valley County exhibited less than a one percent decrease in

its taxable valuations in the year following base closure. The large

jump in taxable valuations between 1962 and 1963 was probably due to

property reappraisals conducted in both the town and county in 1963.

When adjusted for inflation, Valley County taxable valuations do not

exhibit the degree of decline in 1968, 1969 and 1970 that is observed

for the town of Glasgow (Table 4A).

One reason for base closure's apparent lack of affect on Valley

County tax valuations is that livestock and agriculture are the basis

of taxes in Montana. Farmers who run highly mechanized operations pay
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the most taxes in Valley County. For example, a farmer with a new

tractor paid approximately $700 annually in county taxes in 1977. In

contrast, "the base and base personnel contributed little to the Valley

County tax base." 3 2

Such a statement is supported by the data on actual tax

receipts collected by the town of Glasgow listed in Tables 4 and 4A.

Town tax receipts fluctuated in the first half of the decade but showed

a steady increase in the last half of the decade after the base closure

announcement in 1964 and final depatrure of military personnel in 1968.

In fact, the town collected more taxes in each year after base closure

than in any other year of the decade except 1960.~ Actual taxes

received in Valley County also showed a steadily increasing trend

throughout the decade with taxes collected being 74 percent greater in

1970 than in 1961 (Table 4).34 Regardless of base closure, both the

city and county were in a stable position with regard to taxable valu-

ations and tax receipts between 1960 and 1970. The predicted loss of

tax revenues to the town and county apparently were not severe.

Glasgow had expanded its municipal services to meet demands

induced by increased population. Base closure had little apparent

affect on Glasgow and Valley County's consolidated law enforcement

division, if the number of full-time officers is used as an indicator.

Before and after base closure, about the same number of full-time

employees were present in the Valley County Sheriff's Department

(Table 4). Any variability in number of people employed by the

sheriff's department was accounted for on the basis of whether or not

a clerk was employed in the Glasgow office and by variability in the
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number of part-time deputies working throughout the county. The number

of part-time employees varied from three or four in the early 1960s to

one between 1966 and 1969.~ Ability to keep the peace in the local

area did not suffer from lack of funding or loss of employees.

Local fire protection was provided by a mutual agreement between

the town and the Air Force base. It was an interesting agreement that

worked very well for the town. The base trained Glasgow's volunteer

firemen to assist in crash fires and supplied the town with a source of

fire-fighting foam that would otherwise not have been available. The

main benefit for the town was training of its firefighters by the base.

Air Force firemen would assist the town in case of a large fire, and

during its existence, the base actually helped the town fight two fires.

The town was able to reciprocate by loaning the base a fire truck for

six months while base trucks were being repaired. The number of people

in the town's volunteer fire department did not change with base clo-

sure and remained at 21 before and after base closure.

During the days of base construction, fire losses were high

because many older dwellings were pressed into service by construction

workers. After the base closed, many old homes were destroyed and fire

losses decreased. Having base fire fighting facilities and training

available to the town was an asset that was lost with base closure.

However the number of firefighters in Glasgow was not reduced, and the

town continued to provide adequate fire protection for its citizens.3
6

Base closure was expected to have a detrimental effect on other

municipal services, such as water and sewer facilities, which the town

had gone into debt to supply. Those familiar with the situation did not

indicate that provision of these services was affected by loss of
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reveniue due to base closure. Though bonds were sold for new streets,

schools, and public buildings needed as people moved into Glasgow, the

town was not in debt for provision of these services at the time of base

closure. The city and county were able to build a new courthouse,

library, swimming pool, and water treatment plant during and after the

base was active, paying much of the cost of these projects with locally

generated funds)37  The expected tax revenue loss which would trigger

a decline in quality of municipal services does not seem to have materi-

alized in Glasgow after base closure.

Effects of Base Closure on

Public Utilities

Utility company revenues were certain to be affected by base

closure, and analysis of changes in utility company customers should

tell something about the number of families actually leaving the town

of Glasgow.

The number of residence main phones in operation at the end of

each year between 1960 and 1970 displays Glasgow population changes

related to base closure (Table 14).38 The years 1963 and 1964 were peak

years for the number of main residence phones in Glasgow. After the

base closure announcement in 1964, the number of residence phones

declined by 120 (or seven percent) by year's end in 1965. In 1968,

after the base closed its doors, a decrease of 99 residence phones (a

6% difference in comparison with 1967) can be observed. By 1970 the

number of main residence phones was back to the early 1960s level.

In small towns like Glasgow where accurate annual population

data are seldom maintained, the phone company uses a factor of 2.9 in

its population studies, multiplying this factor by the number of main
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residence phones to yield the annual population. Comparison of phone

company population data with 1960 and 1970 census data for Glasgow

indicates quite an error (1,732 people) In 1960 but a high degree of

accuracy (an error of only 14 people) for 1970 (Table 4). It would be

difficult to say that phone company estimates of Glasgow's annual pop-

ulation are accurate for years when no formal census was taken.

The Valley County population estimates rendered by the Montana

Department of Administration are certain to be more accurate since they

are tied to elementary school enrollments and county birth and death

rates. Valley County population estimates reflect a larger aggregate

movement of people from the county in base closure years but tend to

mask population changes in the town of Glasgow. For instance, Valley

County population data show quite clearly the large number of people

who left Glasgow Air Force Base between 1967 and 1968 (Table 4).39

In any case, the number of residence main phones provides an

insight into the number of households that left Glasgow during the base

closure years, as well as providing a cross-check on the number of

vacant homes and apartments that resulted from base closure. If the

number of residence main phones in the year base closure was announced

(1964) is compared with the year the base closed its gates (1968), it

is estimated that 254 domiciles of all types were left vacant in the

town of Glasgow. However, some of these structures were destroyed

for tax purposes and some were occupied by lower income families as

the filtering process ran its course.

An examination of business main phones provides a similar insight

into how Glasgow merchants were affected by base closure. Fluctuations

prior to the base closure announcement were as great as they were during
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and after most military people had departed. The average number of

main business phones for the decade was 446 with the maximum number of

phones counted in 1964 (467) and the minimum number recorded in 1968

(429). A noticeable decline occurred between 1967 and 1968 (-13), but

a decline of the same magnitude also occurred between 1961 and 1962.

Between 1969 and 1970, however, a gain of 22 main business phones

occurred in town (Table 4).

Given these fluctuations, it would be inaccurate to state that

thirteen fewer business phones in 1968 meant that thirteen businesses

closed as a result of bas= closure. Personal accounts of business fail-

ures attributable to base closure are considered more valid than the

number of main business phones operating each year. What the trend in

number of main business phones does seem to indicate, however, is that

the number of Glasgow businesses remained stable throughout the decade

with a net gain in 1970 over 1960 and that large numbers of businesses

did not fail in response to base closure. 
4 0

The average number of monthly customers served by Montana Power

Company in Glasgow exhibited a downward trend from 1964 to 1969 with a

cumulative loss of 351 meters during these years. There were 96 fewer

customers in 1970 than in 1960; this loss is equivalent to the approxi-

mately 100 homes occupied by people associated with Glasgow Air Force

Base. Data for the first half of the 1970 decade (not listed in Table 4)

indicate that the number of customers served by Montana Power had sta-

bilized at a figure slightly greater than the 1960 number of electricity

users. Montana Power Company obviously lost revenue from the decline in

number of customers in the base closure years since these data indicate
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a steady decrease, rather than fluctuations, in number of customers

served (Table 4). 4

More dramatic than the loss of revenue from customers in town

was the revenue lost by Montana Power Company when the Air Force base

shut down. Even though some rate changes occurred between 1962 and 1970,

the period covered by the data in Table 4, the $15,000 decrease in

revenue from the base is unmistakable when the figures for 1968 and

1969 are compared. 4 2  Base closure made Montana Power Company a net

loser during the 196 0s since the utility had invested in distribution

lines and transmission equipment and then lost not only residential cus-

tomers in town but also 80 percent of the revenue from the county's

largest industrial customer.

As a provider of municipal services, the town of Glasgow

expanded its water and sewer facilities to insure adequate services to

new residents. A significant number of people moving away in response

to base closure might have made it difficult for the town to continue

providing water and sewer service at pre-base closure levels. Data

from the Glasgow Water and Sewer Departments do not seem to indicate

such problems (Table 4). The number of residential water users increased

each year from 1960 to 1970 except for a drop of 20 residential users

in 1968. Certainly homes were vacant during the base closure years,

but the data do not indicate drastic declines in numbers of residential

users. Businesses billed for water use also increased through 1964.

A decrease of 102 businesses (35 percent) using water can be noted in

1965 (Table 4), followed by a decline of another 20 commercial water

users in 1966, with stability in number of commercial users evident
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during the last four years of the decade. These commercial users may

have been rental units classified as "business" users.

Revenues to the town from water and sewer services during base

closure years were not severely curtailed at any time except in 1966

and 1969 (Table 4). In those two years the revenue decrease amounted

to Only 5 percent from the previous year's revenue. Corrected for

inflation (Table 4A) revenues accruing to the city water and sewer

department showed net growth between 1960 and 1970. Even though the

town had gone into debt to upgrade municipal water and sewer services,

any loss of income triggered by population decline did not appear

serious enough to hamper operation of the town's water and sewer

system. 4

Base Closure and Changes in
Public Assistance Programs

Factual information about changes in local welfare programs and

expenditures was difficult to obtain from local sources since records

were not readily available. However, one individual who worked for

the Glasgow office of the Montana Social and Relt~bilitation Services

indicated that Aid to Dependent Children and other welfare programs

decreased in total costs and case loads when the Air Force base closed.

People generate welfare problems and about one-thir of the county pop-

ulation left when the base closed. Some of these "people problems", such

as family splits and unwed mothers, may have been present in somewhat

higher incidence when more military personnel were present in the county. 4

Characteristically, the local perception is that welfare case

loads and expenditures rise as a result of base closure. Some evidence

was available to examine the welfare picture in Valley County because
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General Assistance funds are disbursed by the county in Montana. Data

on General Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children expenditures were

available from the Valley County clerk's annual report (Table 4)*L5

General Relief payments are made for items such as care of county

charges, cash allowances, food, clothing, fuel, rent, water, and light

bills, burials and ambulances, and homemakers services.

General Relief payments fluctuated bhefore and after the base

closure announcement and during base closure years rather than display-

ing any particular trend. A noticeable (78 percent) increase occurred

in 1967 General Relief funds. The major portion of this increase

($12,000) was disbursed for care of county charges, and a $9,000

increase was noted in the food, shelter, and clothing categoiy. Largest

expenditures for General Relief occurred in the base closure years of

1965, 1966, 1967 and 1968 with a marked decrease ($10,000 or 2L4 percent)

in 1969 after base closure. The sam: trend is observed when these fig-

ures are adjusted for inflation (Table 4A). Expenditures for General

Relief almost doubled in 1962, well before base closure. Given this

situation, it is difficult to say that base closure caused increased

outlays for food, shelter and clothing in Valley County.

Aid to Dependent Children disbursements displayed a much more

consistent trend increasing (except fcr 1964) from 1961 to the peak year

of expenditure in 1968 and decreasing (by 1/4 percent) in 1969 and 1970

(Tables 4 and 4A). These data seem to indicate that the intervening

years between base closure announcement (1964) and final departure of

most military personnel (1968) were associated with increased outlays

of welfare funds in Valley County, and that after base closure fewer

funds were spent for welfare purposes.
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It is unfortunate that field interviews could not clarify

whether or not it was base closure or some other circumstances within

the county that caused Valley County welfare funds to be spent as they

were in the 19 60s. However, no one interviewed singled out the number

of people on welfare in the county during base closure years as being

different from typical years in Valley County.

Base Closure and Changes in Local

Medical Care

Communities affected by loss of population generally perceive

a decrease in quality of available medical service. This could have

been the situation in Valley County and Glasgow after base closure as

medical professionals would possibly have departed after experiencing

a decreasing demand for their services. Research supports the idea

46
that health professionals are the first to leave declining communities.

If gross hospital revenues and wages paid hospital employees are

used as indices, Glasgow and Valley County health care systems felt

little impact from base closure. Revenue and wage data listed in

Tables 4 and 4A were collected from Frances Mahon Deaconess Hospital in

Glasgow, the focus of medical care in Valley County. These data indi-

cate that the hospital continued to function quite well throughout the

base closure years. The large wage and revenue inc~reases in 1967 were

triggered by administrative changes required to meet Medicare program

standards.

The number of hospital employees remained stable at an average

of approximately 114 from 1966 to 1977. Though it is difficult to

attract general medical practitioners to Glasgow, "the type and number

*of services hasn't changed and Deaconess Hospital was not influenced by
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the presence of Glasgow Air Force Base." 4 7  The completion of a new,

30-bed extended care wing at Deaconess Hospital in 1968 (the year of

base closure) also serves to illustrate the lack of impact base closure

had on local health care systems.

Glasgow Air Force Base possessed its own medical facilities

(a 30-bed hospital), and military people associated with the base would

generally have used these facilities rather than those at Deaconess

Hospital. Thus it comes as no surprise that Deaconess Hospital felt

little influence from Glasgow Air Force Base before or after base

closure. Citizens of Glasgow and Valley County apparently experienced

little, if any, change in the quality of medical care available to them.

Summary

As the host town and county for Glasgow Air Force Base, Glasgow

and Valley County saw rapid changes on the rural landscape in the late

1950s and early 1960s. Almost as many new people arrived as previously

existed in Valley County. Finding itself unequipped to meet demands of

additional population, the town increased its capability to provide

municipal services, and merchants expanded to supply new demands for

goods and services. The unanticipated base closure announcement came

when the Air Force base and the community were successfully beginning

to adapt to each other spatially, economically and socially. Because

of these circumstances base closure was viewed with particular skepti-

cism by the Glasgow community.

Community functions affected the most by base closure were those

directly related to population levels. School teachers lost jobs

because pupil enrollment was almost halved. However, it was no longer

necessary to double-shift classes at the high school after the base
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population decreased. Real estate values were depressed and homes

became vacant, but some people benefited from these circumstances through

the filtering process. Local power and telephone utilities lost revenue,

particularly that which was attributable to the base, and they also

suffered loss of capital investment in distribution equipment. Glasgow

retailers reduced their stock inventories in response to base closure,

but few commercial or retail establishments actually stopped operating.

Those that did go out of business were marginal operators or those whose

businesses were directly tied to base population levels, such as moving

and storage firms. Bank deposits, a measure of community viability,

were not affected by base closure, but were positively affected by

activity in the agricultural hinterland. At the same time, the town and

county did not appear to suffer from loss of tax revenue and so were

able to carry on their business of law enforcement and fire protection,

as well as continuing to maintain satisfactory levels of sewer and

water service. It is noteworthy that new municipal buildings were con-

A structed during and after base closure. According to the data presented,

medical/hospital services were also not affected. Unemployment levels

did increase after base closure, but unemployment does not appear to

have been a chronic problem. Contract construction workers and school

teachers were probably the two main employment groups affected by base

closure.

The effect of base closure on levels of county welfare assistance

is cloudy. General Relief funds were observed to fluctuate during the

19 6 0s while Aid to Dependent Children payments seemed to increase dur-

ing base closure years and declined afterward. Field interviews could

not clarify the relationship between increased Aid to Dependent Children
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payments and base closure. A statement about base contributions to

community charity activities such as the United Fund is not considered

herein because Glasgow Air Force Base participated in this fund drive

for only one year, 1969, after the majority of military people had

departed. Those business activities that were caught in the middle of

expansion programs, such as motels, laundries, cable TV and the new meat

packing plant, were dealt a severe blow by base closure. The impact

was atypical and worsened because of the short time the base had been

fully operational before closure.

Socioeconomic impacts could be observed as Glasgow and Valley

County rode out the storm of base closure, but Glasgow was able to Sur-

vive the event without lasting damage to its business community or

municipal infrastructure. As prescribed by central place theory,

Glasgow reacted to provide more goods and services for the larger num-

ber of military people in its hinterland. However, trade relationships

between the military base and the town were apparently not as strong as

they might be in the case of a central place supporting a comparable

hinterland population increase attributable only to non-military

people. If the base-town trade ties had taken the form of a direct

linear relationship, local socioeconomic changes caused by base closure

should have been more severe than this research seems to indicate. The

distance between the base and town (18 miles) may explain this situation.

Large numbers of people left the area, schools closed and

houses were vacant; the fact that the town is "alive and well" today

indicates its dependence on its agricultural hinterland for long-term

viability rather than the false economy that arrived with the Air Force

base. Some people in the community were not sorry to see the base
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closed because more people in the area meant increased hunting pressure

on wildlife and vandalism to uninhabited rural farm structures.

The base closure ann2ouncement made citizens both irate and

apprehensive because many of them had attempted to supply more and

better services to the military population. However, the town endured,

and in hindsight, "not much else was hurt except town shopping."4

The evidence offered by community socioeconomic data collected for the

base closure decade seem to support this statement.

Li
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Footnotes

1The United Community Committee of Glasgow, Montana, "Community
Brief, Glasgow, Montana," published December 3, 1964, in Glasgow, Montana
in association with the Glasgow, Montana, Chamber of Commerce, P. 3.
This community brief is a compendium of statements made by businessmen
in the Glasgow area who used this particular medium to express their views
about the base closure and the effects it would have on Glasgow and Valley
County. The community brief was then forwarded to Montana Senator Mike
Mansfield for his use in questioning the validity of the Glasgow base
closure decision.

Ilbid., p. 4. 31bid., P. 5. Ilbid., P. 7. Ilbid., p. 9.

Ilbid., p. 10. Ilbid., p. 12. Ilbid. P. 13. 9 Ibid,, P. 15.

1Ibid., p. 14. 1 Ibid., P. 17. 1 Ibid., p. 18.

13 1bid., p. 19. 14 Ibid., p. 20.

1 5Mr. James L. Hines, Vice President, First National Bank of Glasgow,
Montana; interview held during field research visit to Glasgow, August 9,
1977. Quarterly reports published in the Glasgow newspaper, the Glasgow
Courier, are the source of annual bank deposit data listed in Table 4.

l~aaon teacher employment and school district enrollment were
obtained from the Glasgow-Valley County School Superintendeait's office in
Glasgow, Montana, during a field visit to Glasgow on August 9, 1977. The
State olf" Montana, Superintendent of Public Instruction, also publishes a
document called the Annual Report of School Trustees to County Superinten-
dent of Schools, which provides teacher employment and pupil enrollment by
school district in the state.

17Mr. Roy Hagen, Manager, Glasgow Office, Montana Job Service;
interview held during field research visit to Glasgow, August 8, 1977.

1 8Valley County Economic Development Council, Overall Economic
Deeomn rga (Glasgow, Montana: Valley County Economic Develop-
ment Council, 1968), p. 14. Average annual unemployment data listed by
the Development Council apparently were obtained from Montana State
Employment Service 608 and 625 reports generated by the Glasgow local
employment office.

1 Gagw otn:Valley County Economic Develop-etCucl vealEooi

DevelopmentlPey CountylEconomicoDevelopmenteCouncil, OverallcEconomic
ment Council, 1977, pp. 12-13.

2 0Mr. Roy Hagen interview.

2lValley County Economic Development Council, 1968, p. 9.
22 The figure of 9.6 percent unemployment was derived by adding

the 1967 average monthly number of unemployed persons (153) to the number
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of people predicted to be unemployed by base closure (241) and dividing
the total (394) by the average monthly total labor force for 1967 (4,083).

2 3Mr. James L. Hines, Vice President, First National Bank of Glas-

gow, interview held during field visit to Glasgow, Montana, August 9, 1977.
24Mr. 0. E. Markle, Proprietor, Markles, Inc., interview held dur-

ing field visit to Glasgow, Montana, August 11, 1977. Mr. Markle runs a
hardware store in Glasgow and had also worked to find possible future
industrial uses for the former air base. Mr. Markle was quite knowledge-
able about the effect base closure had on Glasgow's central business
district.

25Ibid., Mr. 0. E. Markle.

26 Mr. James L. Hines interview.

27Mr. James L. Hines interview.

2 8United Community Committee of Glasgow, Montana, Community Brief,

p. 9.
2 9Mr. M. K. Bjorklund, United Insurance and Real Estate, interview

held during field visit to Glasgow, Montana, August 11, 1977. Mr. Bjork-
lund had been a realtor in Glasgow for many years and was able to provide
many details about the influence of base closure on the local housing
market.

3 30Mr. Manson Bailey, Executive Director, Valley County Development
Council, interview held during field visit to Glasgow, Montana, August 8,
1977. Mr. Bailey's family honesteaded in the Glasgow area, and as a
lifelong resident, he was able to describe many relationships between the
town and the base. Mr. Bailey carefully described the residential filter-

ing process as it occurred in Glasgow.

31Mr. M. K. Bjorklund interview.

32Mr. Maurice Arnold, Valley County Tax Assessor, interview held
during field research visit to Glasgow, Montana, August 9, 1977.
Mr. Arnold was quite helpful in explaining perturbations in the Glasgow
and Valley County tax bases between 1960 and 1970. He was also able to
clarify the role played by the base and military personnel in the scheme
of Valley County taxable valuations.

33Data on Glasgow tax receipts were taken from the Glasgow Town

Clerk's Annual Financial Statement to the Montana State Examiner.

34Data on actual tax receipts for Valley County, Montana, were
taken from the Valley County Jlerk's annual reports.

3 51nformation about the number of full and part-time employees in
the Valley County Sheriff's Department was obtained from the Valley County
Commissioner's journal and from talking with the clerk in the sheriff's
Glasgow office. This interview was conducted on August 10, 1977.
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36 Mr. Jim Hines interview. Mr. Hines was a member of the Glasgow
Volunteer Fire Department for 19 years and could provide accurate details
about the symbiotic relationship between the military and municipal fire
departments, as well as the stability in numbers of local fire fighters
and local ability to provide fire protection for the town.

3 7Mr. Manson Bailey and Mr. Jim Hines interviews.

38Mr. Jack Olson, Manager, Glasgow Office, Mountain States Tele-
phone Company, interview held during field research visit to Glasgow,
Montana, August 8, 1977. Data concerning the number of residence and
business main phones in the town of Glasgow were obtained from the Mountain
Bell Telephone Company. Mr. Olson and Mr. Stepper, representing Mountain
Bell, indicated that counts of main phones do not include extension phones
inz residences or businesses and that the 1964 and 1965 decline in residence
main phones is accounted for by people leaving town because of base clo-
sure.

3Richaid Dodge, Montana State. Regional. and County Estimates
1950-1975 with City Population Estimates for 1970 and 1975. Montana
Department of Community Affairs: October 1976.

40Data on numbers of main business phones in Glasgow were collected

from the Glasgow office of the Mountain States Telephone Company.
4lData on the number of Glasgow customers served by Montana Power

Company were obtained from the Glasgow office of Montana Power Company,
Mr. Dell Lind, Manager.

42 Payments to Montana Power Company by the Air Force for power to
run Glasgow Air Force Base were obtained from the Glasgow office oft Montana Power Company. The figures listed in Table 4 represent the monthly
payment made in January of each year because January would be representa-
tive of the peak power used by Glasgow Air Force Base in any month of each
year.

4 3Data concerning the Glasgow water and sewer system and its num-
ber of users were obtained from the City of Glasgow Water and Sewer
Department Audit Reports compiled by Junkernier, Clark, Campanella and
Stevens Certified Public Accountants. These reports were made available
by Mr. Brent McGill, Glasgow City Engineer. Water and Sewer Department
annual income was extracted from the Glasgow City Clerk's Annual Financial
Statement to the State Examiner of Montana.

M.Delores Shelton, Montana Social and Rehabilitation Services,
Glasgow Office, interview held during field visit to Glasgow, Montana,
August 9, 1977.

45Valley County Clerk's annual report, Glasgow, Montana. Welfare
data were extracted from the Payments Classified by Purpose section.
These annual reports would be available from Ms. Mary Lou Eide, Clerk and
Recorder, Valley County, Glasgow, Montana.
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46Larry R. Whiting (ed.), Communities Left Behind--Alternatives

for Development, (Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University Press, 1974).

47Ms . Louise Johnson, Director of Nurses, Deaconess Hospital,
interview held during field research visit to Glasgow, Montana, August 9,
1977. Employment, wages and revenue data concerning Deaconess Hospital
were obtained from Mr. Del Ginger, the hospital business manager.

48Mr. Jim Hines interview.
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CHAPTER VII

THE SOCIOECONOMIC EFFECTS OF BASE CLOSURE

ON PRESQUTE ISLE, MAINE

Presque Isle Air Force Base and the
Town of Presque Isle, Maine

Presque Isle functions as a collection and distribution center

for agricultural and forest commodities in northeastern Maine where

potato production and lumbering are mainstays of the local economy.

Situated close to the Canadian border, Presque Isle is a focal point of

Aroostook Valley central place activities. The nearest major market is

in Boston some 400 miles to the southwest. High levels of unemployment

and outmigration have been characteristic of Aroostook County, which

was classified as a depressed area by the Area Redevelopment Adminis-

tration in 1962. Northern Maine has been a logical location for Air

Force bases since the 1940s because of proximity to Europe and the

F Soviet Union. The choice of Presque Isle as a site for launching Snark

missiles has been described previously. The town and the Air Force

base were almost an integral unit, locationally speaking, and were

separated only by a fence rather than by any distance that would serve

to decrease town and base Interaction.

Presque Isle was included in one of the first large rounds (50

bases) of base closures by DoD. While the town played host to a mili-

tary base for several years, it was well known that the Snark was an

obsolete weapons system, and the March 30, 1961, base closure announce-
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merit came as no surprise to the town. Expectations of base closure

also served to lessen the psychological Impact on the community.

Presque Isle Air Force Base was also a smaller base (1,259 military

personnel) with a different mission than either of the other two case

study bases. Time elpased between base closure announcement and formal

base closure was only a few months, and base facilities were made avail-

able for community ownership in short ordier. By October 1962, the

former Air Force base had been converted to Skyway Industrial Park.

Loring Air Force Base, some twenty miles away in Caribou, Maine,

retained control of 194 Presque Isle housing units for use by its per-

sonnel complement. Rather than working to prevent base closure, the

community chose to procure base facilities and to put them to other

uses.

Base Closure Impacts Anticipated by

the Town of Presque Isle

Base closure was not welcomed enthusiastically by the town, and

the day of official base closure was described as a "black day" in

Presque Isle. "With the closing of the base and the moving out of

large numbers of military families, the economy of Presque Isle was

severely depressed.' The town was generally skeptical about what would

happen as a result of base closure, but detailed statements about base

closure impacts were hard to find.

Perhaps this reflects the diffe- ence in the ways DoD must con-

duct its base closure activities today in comparison with twenty years

ago. In 1961, there was no requirement to quantify what would happen

to Presque Isle's socioeconomic structure when base closure occurred.
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A statement by the director of Skyway Industrial Park to Air Force

Lieutenant Colonel George J. Kelley lends some credence to this idea:

Unfortunately, or perhaps fortunately, Presque Isle did not
take the time to completely assess what was happening to it
nor have we taken time to assess what is taking place at the

present time.
2

It is safe to say the community knew it would lose military

local procurement purchases amounting to $1,845,732 each year and that

the annual 2.5 million dollar military payroll would no longer be avail-

able to merchants in town. Federal impact funds resulting from public

lcoal schoolsnc ($102,198).Bendnts abouluteo lose, retai saes

scol atteodanc by10militarByodndtens wbouden lonerbetaid toes

home construction, apartment rentals and bank deposits were expected to

decline, and unemployment claims were expected to increase. Analysis

of community socioeconomic data collected during a field research visit

to Presque Isle in August 1977, provides additional information about

what happened to the town when the base closed.

Bank Deposits

Bank deposits were affected by base closure accoiding to the

data listed in Table 7. Between 1960 and 1961 (when the base was

closed) deposits in Presque Isle's largest local bank, Northern National

Bank, decreased by nearly 3 million dollars or 16 percent. While bank

deposits increased steadily each year after base closure, year-end

- deposits did not reach pre-base closure levels again until 1965. It

should be remembered, however, that local bank deposits are made vola-

tile by local area dependency on the potato market. By the end of the

decade, bank deposits had increased by 35 percent over 1960 year-end

deposits. Adjusting Presque Isle bank deposits for inflation (Table 7A)
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reveals slower growth than in Table 7, but depression of town bank

deposits was not a long-term event in Presque Isle.

Northern National's bank president, Mr. Roger Erskine, indicated

that the bank deposit decreases in 1961 reflected the indirect and

direct effects of base closure on business in the area, as well as the

decrease in savings and demand deposit accounts created by departure

of people from the Presque Isle hinterland. However, Mr. Erskine did

not indicate that decline in bank deposits caused any change in the

bank's ability to conduct business or to serve the community during or

after base closure.3 Farming and lumbering have continued to remain

the economic base of the area, and bank deposits are influenced by

several variations in these two activities. Bank deposits were affected

by base closure, but demonstrated enough resiliency in the years fol-

lowing the event to preclude community hard ships generated by a lack

of local investment capital.

Schools

Decreases in pupil enrollments and teacher employment are

characteristic results of base closure. In the case of Presque Isle,

however, the number of teachers employed and pupils enrolled increased

throughout the decade (Table 7). One explanation for this "base clo-

sure anomaly" was that Presque Isle area schools were included in the

first school administrative district created in Maine at about the time

of base closure (Maine Administrative School District Number One), with

subsequent redistricting and inclusion of two grammar schools in the

new district. The increase of 486 students between 1961 and 1963

reflects this event; a decline in enrollment would hav-~ been expected

as military dependents left the area. A more direct explanation is
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that base housing at Presque Isle Air Force Base was turned over to

military people working at Loring Air Force Base. Rather than being

unoccupied, Presque Isle base housing c ntinued to possess military

tenants who furnished students for the Presque Isle school system. Thus

there was no net loss in pupil enrollment or teacher employment

associated with base closure that negatively affected the Presque Isle

school district.

Public Law 81-874 funding for Presque Isle schools did decline

(by 52 percent) between 1961 and 1962 (Table 7) indicating that local

schools felt a short-term loss of funds as military dependents left

with base closure. Funding was increased the following year (1963) but

not to the pre-base closure levels. Some PL 81-874 funding was recouped

by military dependents from Loring Air Force Base moving into the

Presque Isle school system, but their numbers were apparently not large

enough to replace those who left. Federal impact funding for Presque

Isle schools did not again approach its pre-base closure level until

1968. However, loss of federal impact funds did not appear to have any

influence on school district expenditures since they increased each

year between 1960 and 1970 (Table 7) . Adjusting federal impact funds

and school district expenditures for inflation shows no appreciable

change in these trends and by the end of the decade, Presque Isle

schools were spending 225 percent more than they spent in 1960 prior

to base closure.

The Presque Isle school system was seeking a site for a new

junior high school, and with base closure, the search for a si.te ended.

The General Services Administration, through the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare, gave Maine Administrative School District Yl
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23 acres of former air base land on which to build the new school. In

addition, some of the base facilities were utilized for vocational

training. The state of Maine authorized funds for a vocational school

to be located in Presque Isle, and 80 acres of land with buildings

were transferred to the state. Under GSA discount procedures, this

property was conveyed to the state at no cost as long as it was used

solely for educational purposes for a twenty-year period. This trans-

action was completed in March 1962, with the U.S. Air Force leaving

behind $108,000 worth of machine tools and equipment to be used by the

new vocational school. 
4

Research information indicates that the Presque Isle school

system profited by base closure. Few, if any, teachers lost their jobs,

and pupil enrollment did not decline. Federal impact funds were cut but

had no detrimental effect on school district expenditures or the school

system's ability to continue providing a sound education to Presque Isle

school children. Land, buildings, and capital equipment for two new

schools were also made available at very little cost to local citizens.

A statement by Mr. James K. Keefe in a letter to Lieutenant Colonel

George J. Kelley sums up the impact of base closure on Presque Isle

schools: "We did not face a big decrease where education was concerned." 5

Unemployment

Because of its association with agricultural production, unemploy-

ment in Aroostook County follows a cyclical pattern each year. People

can find jobs in September and October when potato harvesting and pro-

cessing are in full swing, but April and May are months of high unemploy-

ment when labor requirements for agricultural activity are low. Potato

processing plants in the local area are also shut down in June, July,
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and August each year. Local construction work begins to decrease after

the first autumn freeze; however, this seasonally generated increment

of unemployed people is often offset by hiring at potato plants.

In addition to the annual cycle of unemployment, Aroostook

County has been classified as an area of persistent unemployment by the

U.S. Labor Department. At the time of base closure, "the economy of

Presque Isle depended solely on potatoes and the military." 6According

to the 1960 Census of Maine Manufacturers, only 246 people were employed

in manufacturing in Presque Isle.7 Given these facts, how did the local

situation compare to unemployment in the state of Maine and to national

levels of unemployment in the 1960s? During the first half of the

decade, unemployment in Maine averaged 1.4 percent higher than national

unemployment during those years (Table 8).

TABLE 8

AVERAGE ANNUAL UNEMPLOYMENT IN PERCENT, 1960-1970

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

U.S. 5.5 6.? 5.5 5.7 5.2 4.5 3.8 3.8 ?1.6 3.5 4.9
Maine 7.4 8.4 6.9 6.9 6.2 4.9 4.2 3.9 4.1 4.6 5.5
Aroostook Co. N.D. 8.0 10.7 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D.

In the last half of the decade, state and national unemployment rates

began to converge, and for the decade, unemployment in Maine averaged

- only 0 .7 percent greater than the national average for the same time

period. Unfortunately, unemployment data for Aroostook County or

Presque Isle could not be obtained for each year throughout the 19 6 0s.

The Maine Department of Manpower Affairs no longer retains this infor-
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mation for years prior to 1970 because of changes in data collection

criteria and therefore loss in comparability of annual unemployment

data.

The meager data for Aroostook County listed in Table 8 suggest

that unemployment in the county was slightly less than state levels in

1961 but had increased in 1962. Whether the 1962 increase was due to

base closure or variability in local agricultural markets could not be

determined. None of the people interviewed during the field research

visit indicated that unemployment in the Presque Isle area became

excessive or unusual as a result of base closure.

Even though annual unemployment rates for Aroostook County

throughout the 1960s could not be resurrected, average monthly employ-

ment statistics were available.9 If base closure caused a permanent

change in the number of people working in Aroostook County, this fact

should be reflected in the average monthly employment statistics for

the 1960s. During the base closure year (1961), an average of 64 fewer

people worked in Aroostook County than in 1960 (Table 7). After 1961

and until 1967, the average number of people employed increased markedly

(29 percent greater in 1967 than in 1961) and then fell in small incre-

ments in 1968, 1969 and 1970. These data do not indicate that base

closure reduced the number of people working in Aroostook County during

the 1960s.

In the absence of annual unemployment rates for the Presque Isle

area, the average number of weekly unemployment claims filed in the local

unemployment office were used as surrogate data. These data indicate

that average weekly claims increased by 19 percent during the base clo-

sure year but decreased by a slightly larger increment (20 percent) the
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year after base closure (1962) and continued to decrease until 1967

(Table 7). Base closure may have had a temporary effect on the number

of weekly unemployment claims, but these data do not indicate that the

number of claims consistently remained high in the local area as a

result of base closure. It is also interesting to note when using

state data as an index, that changes in Aroostook County's weekly

unemployment claims mirrored perturbations in these same data for the

state (Table 7). 10This analysis leads to the conclusion that unemploy-

ment. in Presque Isle was not particularly different from the state-wide

unemployment situation.

Impact on Business Establishments

Specific accounts of business failures attributable to base

closure were hard to discover during the August 1977 field visit to

Presque Isle, but personal Interviews, data on retail sales, and the

number of business permits issued annually help to "paint the picture"

of what actually happened to the central business district when the

base closed.

The number of business permits issued each year declined from

105 to 87 between 1960 and 1961 (Table 7). The city issues licenses

and permits to victualers, taxis, pool halls, bowling alleys, junkyards

and the like. According to people in the Presque Isle City Clerk's

office who issue these permits, the decrease between 1960 and 1961 was

accounted for by a decrease in the number of junkyazrd permits and in

the number of victualers. Only one pawn shop was cited as having closed

its doors. 1 1  For the remaining years in the decade, the number of

business permits issued annually fluctuated from a low of 72 in 1967

to a high of 91 in both 1965 and 1970. The average number of permits
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issued for the decade was 86. These figures seem to Indicate that some

restaurants may have been affected by base closure, but it appears that

the number and variety of retail businesses found. in this small town

CBD did not change very much.

Further insight into the influence of base closure on businessmen

in Presque Isle may be gained from evaluating data extracted from County

Business Patterns (Table 9).

TABLE 9

AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE
ANNUAL BUSINESS ESTABLISHMENTS, 1959-1970

1959 1962 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

SReporting Units 163/3 1591 1599 1630 1660 1610 1594 154.5 1467
.4 Manufacturing Units 196 187 20? 190 181 176 183 157 158
# Retail Trade Units 611 593 578 582 587 565 568 560 514

When interpreting county data, one should remember that Aroostook County

is a very large county within the state of Maine and that there are

several small towns throughout the county. Houlton is comparable in

size to Presque Isle. The size of the reporting area makes it unlikely

that county data will accurately reflect the changes in Presque Isle

businesses that were triggered by base closure..

The total number of reporting units declined by 42 between 1959

and 1962, followed by increases in 1964, 1965 and 1966 to levels that

exceeded pre-base closure reporting levels. Beginning in 1967 a steady

decline ensued through 1970 (Table 9). Most of the reporting units

accounting for this decline were in the I. to 3 employee size categories.

The net loss of 166 reporting units between 1959 and 1970 is probably
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not attributable to base closure but more related to the overall

business climate in Aroostook County during the decade.

The number of manufacturing units first declined slightly in

1962 and then peaked for the decade in 1964 after base closure. After

1964 a net loss of manufacturing units in the county is observed (Table

9).

Retail trade reporting units fluctuated from a maximum of 611 in

1959 to 587 in 1966 and then began to noticeably decline between 1967

and 1970. In both total number of reporting units and in number of

retail reporting units, the greatest annual decline occurred between

1969 and 1970, long after base closure. Data in Table 9 indicate that

decline in number of Aroostook County businesses began well after base

closure in 1961 and do not appear to be directly related to loss of

people from the Presque Isle hinterland alone.

Data on retail sales in Presque Isle provide another avenue

for discovering how base closure affected local merchants. Sales tax

.1 figures in Table 7 for 1960 through 1962 are not comparable with those

listed for 1963 to 1970. Actual sales tax assessments for Presque Isle

businesses are listed for 1960-1962, while actual taxable sales are

listed for the years 1963-1970. These data are derived by the state

of Maine from total retail sales in Presque Isle. The sales tax

assessment decline ($55,900) in 1961 is related to base closure, accoid-

12
ing to a Presque Isle Chamber of Commerce official. Sales tax

assessments increased in 1962, but did not attain the 1960 pre-base

closure levels. After the first year taxable sales were listed in 1963,

gross taxable sales for Presque Isle increased annually through the end

of the decade. Taxable sales data adjusted for inflation in Table 7A



indicate an increase of 3 million dollars between 1961 and 1964 and

stability in taxable sales (at approximately $24.5 million annually)

for the remainder of the decade. Sales tax data reflect a decline of

short duration in main street business activity.

The brevity of base closure's influence on retail business is

supported by newspaper accounts of increased sales at year's end in 1963.

* "Sales (in Presque Isle) to date had topped sales to the same date in

1962. A jeweler believed that the farmer in the area is the only one

hurting."1

Sales and use tax figures supplied by the State Bureau of Taxation
show that as early as April 1961, the city financial downward
trend began. These figures for Presque Isle continued to drop
until early this year (1963), then began to show a gradual increase.
This past June was the biggest June in the history of Presque Isle

businein life; and June 1961 (the base closure year) was the

Life-long residents and businessmen in Presque Isle shared

these views about base closure and retail business declines.

The biggest impact was on main street business, but it was only
a temporary adjustment. It was only a short time before (imported)
industry picked up the slack from departure of military people.15

Another businessman indicated that a decrease in automobile sales and

grocery store receipts accompanied base closure and that business was

* stagnant for approximately 18 months afterwad, but that nobody closed

16
business. A thud businessman reported that,

local retailing and service activities were affected, but that
he could not recall any businesses actually ceasing operations.

-, En fact, the local manager of Sears, Roebuck and Company pub-
licized the long-term advantages of lessened dependency on the
military as a bulwark of the Presque Isle economy. 1?

Newspaper stories stated that,

Three large main street businesses have closed since inactivation
of the base, and the community's last movie house is busy only on
Saturday. Presqu@ Isle Isn't booming, but apparently it's not
doing too badly.1
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These data illustrate the short-term nature and shallow impact

of base closure on retail establishments in Presque Isle. It is also

unclear from personal interviews that even as many as three businesses

closed their doors after base closure as detailed in the previously

described newspaper accounts. The "black days" did not last as long

as Presque Isle merchants thought they would.

Housing--Real Estate Market

At the time of the base closure announcement, housing shor-tages

existed in Presque Isle. 1 9  What changes in the Presque Isle housing

and real estate market were presented by base closure?

Construction of new dwellings was definitely slowed. Data on

the number of new dwellings constructed annually show a general decrease

after the base closure year (1961) to a low of only five new dwellings

built in 1964 (Table 7). On the average, fourteen new homes were built

per year in Presque isle between 1961 and 1970. Beginning with the

fourth year after base closure (1965), the number of new homes built

each year again began to increase and approached or exceeded the annual

average each year through the end of the decade. New housing starts

were decreased as a result of base closure. Accoiding to a newspaper

account, "New housing construction through August of 1961 numbered 10,

compared with an average of 33 through that month in the previous four

years.",
20

- The number of homes for sale increased with base closure. Esti-

mates of homes for sale after the base closure announcement ranged

between 90 and 150.*2 More vacant apartments also appeared after base

closure.
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Apartments that rented for $125 per month when the base was here
went down to $90 after the base closed. Rents became plentiful.
Before the closing there had been none.2 2

One source of data indicated that Presque Isle went from a shortage of

200 adequate housing units to a surplus of 300 after base closure, and

that most of these surplus units were in the form of apartments. 2 3

The Presque Isle tax assessor used a "real estate sales ratio"

for the purpose of tracking the local real estate market each year

(Table 7). By dividing assessed values of homes sold by the sales

price, the real estate sales ratio was derived. High ratios mean a

depressed housing market as assessed values and sales prices approach

unity. Real estate sales ratios began to increase in 1961 and did not

begin to decline until 1966, indicating the stagnant housing market in

Presque Isle during that time period after base closure (Table 7). The

exceptionally high ratio indicated for 1970 was caused by a tax reval-

uation in that year. Mass repossessions of FHA or VA tract-type housing

did not occur in Presque Isle because they did not exist.

Specific residential sections in town were not affected by base

closure; the housing market was depressed throughout Presque Isle. The

quality of homes that were devalued the most were those described as

"substandard." "Blighted property really got hurt."2 However, as

these substandard homes were left vacant, the residential fiitering

process was observed to begin functioning as people who previously

could not afford a home of their own began to occupy lower quality dwell-

ings in Presque Isle.

The local real estate market and new home construction were

depressed for a period of some four years after base closure. Fewer

new homes were built, and it took these years for the market to adjust
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itself to the sudden increase in the number of vacant homes and apart-

ments. Home values were depressed as evidenced by higher real estate

sales ratios than before base closure. However, the depressed real

estate market was not a lasting phenomenon in Presque Isle. "Today

(January 1964) there are between 30-40 (vacant homes) with all realtors

in the area reporting a brisk market." 2 5  Presque Isle was probably able

to survive the temporary slump in its housing market because of the

local shortage of homes and apartments that existed before base closure.

Presque Isle Tax Base and

Municipal Services

Because local tax valuations and -venues drive the level of

services a municipality is able to sustain, the manner in which base

closure changed Presque Isle's tax base should be evaluated. Fortu-

nately, the Presque Isle tax assessor was able to provide information

about local tax valuations and city appropriations for the base clo-

sure decade.

The assessed value of real and personal property in Presque

Isle did not decline in any year between 1960 and 1970. However, the

increments of increase were smaller during the base closure years of

1961 to 1962 and 1962 to 1963 than for other tax years in the decade.

The smallest increment of assessed value increase is noted in 1963

(Table 7). Smaller increases in these years are probably due to

* decreases in retail business inventories and the larger number of vacant

homes and apartments that became available as people left Presque Isle.

* I Though assessed values did not rise as fast in the two years following

base closure, assessed values did increase. For all other years in

the decade, assessed values increased at least by $.6 million and in
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most years the annual increase in assessed values exceeded $1 million

(Tables 7 and ?A). Assessed property values were maintained in Presque

Isle even during the base closure years.

If assessed property values did not increase as much during the

base closure period, was the amount of money appropriated by the town

for all kinds of municipal services adversely affected? City of Presque

Isle annual appropriations listed in Table 7 indicate that the city

increased its appropriations each year in the 1960 to 1970 decade. When

corrected for annual increments of inflation data in Table 7A still

support this statement. In fact the city spent more money (on an annual

basis) in the base closure years, 1961 and 1962, than it did at any other

time during the decade except in 1969 and 1970. Increased city spending

in 1961 and 1962 partially reflects the amount of money it took for the

city to buy and service parts of the former Air Force base. As a

municipality, Presque Isle amassed enough revenues from all sources to

maintain or exceed its level of spending for municipal services through-

out the decade of the 1960s.

Certainly the less essential services, such as the city recre-

ational program, were not badly hurt by base closure if expenditures

for the Presque Isle recreational department are used as indicators.

The city recreation department spent almost the same amount of

money each year from 1961 through 1964 and then more than doubled its

annual expenditures in 1965. These higher levels of spending were main-

tained for the rest of the decade (Table 7) . Small decreases in city

spending for recreation can be noted in 1962 and 1963 but these decreases

amounted to less than $1,000 in each of these years. Table ?A indicates

that -tagnation in recreation departmett expenditures occurred in 1962,
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1963 and 1964. The departure of townspeople who may have used these

recreational programs made available by the town did not seem to affect

Presque Isle's ability to provide recreation programs for its citizens

after base closure.

Neither were essential sernices such as police and fire protei-

tion negatively affected by base closure. Between 1960 and 1970, f if-

teen full-time policemen and twelve full-time firemen were on duty in

Presque Isle. "Base closure had no influence on the number of police-

men and firemen employed in Presque Isle." 26In oier to maintain a

certain level of fire rating, a specific number of firemen have to be

on duty at all times, and police shift work required at least five

policemen on duty during the base closure decade. The outmigration

of people due to base closure was apparently not of sufficient magni-

tude for the town to choose to reduce its level of police and fire

protection.

Presque Isle's welfare, as illustrated by assessed property

values, annual appropriations, recreation department expenditures, and

number of policemen and firemen employed annually did not seem to be

severely injured by base closure. If anything, the town was able to

maintain a consistent level in the provision of municipal services

during the base closure years and to experience a healthier level of

municipal welfare in the latter years of the decade. Base closure

appears -to have had a very small impact on Presque Isle as a function-F ing municipal entity.
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Effects of Base Closure on

Public Utilities

Local utility companies, as suppliers of water and sewer serv-

ices, telephone communications, and electricity to residential and

commercial users in Presque Isle, would naturally be affected through

loss of customers and revenues as people left town in response to base

closure. To determine how these types of services were affected, data

concerning the annual number of utility users were collected from

Presque Isle sources.

The number of residential and commercial main phones operating

inside the Presque Isle exchange each year clearly shows the effect of

base closure (Table 7). In 1962 there were 344 fewer phones In Presque

Isle than in 1961 (an 8.7 percent decline). This decline was temporary,

however, because the number of customers billed as of January 1 each

year increased steadily between 1963 and 1970. At the end of the decade,

the number of telephone customers in Presque Isle had increased by 23

percent over the number that existed in 1960. 27 Among the 34L4 customers

lost between 1961 and 1962, some could probably be attributed to still

vacant homes at the former air base (before people from Loring moved in)

and some were probably due to vacant homes and apartments in town. Dur-

ing the field research visit, no statements were made that indicated

base closure caused New England Telephone particular difficulty in terms

of revenue decreases, loss of capital equipment, or in ability to con-

tinue providing customer service.

Along with phone customers, the number of residential water users

in Presque Isle each year provides some insight about what happened to

the town during base closure. The largest single decline in annual num-

ber of metered residential water customers came in 1962, after base dlo-

- -- ------.-------- - 4 -
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sure. The number of customers declined by 28 (2 percent) between 1961

and 1962 (Table 7). Throughout the remainder of the decade the number

of residential customers serviced by the Presque Isle Water and Sever

Authority fluctuated an average of only five customers each year.

These data indicate stability in quality of service provided and

in the number of people served. It would also seem to indicate that

while there were several vacant homes on the market, they must not have

stayed unoccupied for a long period of time. Due to the small decline

in residential customers that accompanied base closure, it does not

appear that the Presque Isle Water and Sewer Authority would have suf-

fered a severe loss of revenue in 1962.

The number of commnercial water users billed each year in Presque

Isle reflects a similar situation. The decrease in commnercial customers

seems to have been much more sensitive to base closure than the reaction

of residential customers, since the largest decline in commercial water

customers came in 1961, the year of base closure, rather than in the

year after (1962). Nineteen commercial water customers were lost in

1961 when compared to 1960 (8 percent) and Lhe number of commercial

water users remained stable through 1962. A small decline of six cus-

tomers is noted in 1963 and then the number of commercial water custom-

ers began to show a net increase for the rest of the decade (Table 7).

The nature of these commercial water users and their relationship to

the former air base could not be clarified. These data would suggest

that 19 finms ceased operation in base closure years, but other support-

ing data and interviews do not seem to support such an assumption. 2
8

Analysis of telephone and water customers indicate that the

impact of base closure on these elements of community service was of
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short duration, and although declines in base closure years are noted,

base closure did not appear to cripple provision of phone or municipal

water services. Unfortunately, data for electrical utilities could not

be obtained.

Base Closure and Changes in Public
Assistance Programs

Base closure could be expected to increase the incidence of wel-

fare assistance in Presque Isle because fewer jobs would be available in

an area characterized by dependency on agricultural prices and produc-

tion rather than industry. Was base closure an influence on levels of

welfare assistance in the Presque Isle area? The only consistent wel-

fare information that could be obtained from state sources during the

base closure period was information concerning the Aid to Families With

Dependent Children program in Aroostook County. Though these are

county-wide data, most of the incidence of welfare assistance could be

expected to occur in the Caribou-Presque Isle-Houlton corridor in

Aroostook County because of the higher concentration of county popula-

ion in this area.

The number of AFDC cases in Aroostook County reported in

February of each year do not appear to show much relationship to base

closure (Table 7). In 1961 (the base closure year), case loads were

down (by 23 cases) in comparison to 1960 but the case load was observed

to increase (by 30 cases) in 1962. This 1962 increase in case loads

may have been related to base closure, but if so, it represented only

a 4 percent increase. More significant is the steady decline in case

loads from a high of 800 in 1962 to a low of 534 in 1966, rather than
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the expected increase.* The average case load for the decade was 698,

well below the case loads in base closure years.

It is possible that the decline in case loads in the middle

years of the decade was related to the increased number of jobs avail-

able in Presque Isle as new industry moved into the former air base.

The sudden increase in case loads between 1969 and 1970 (+237) is

unexplained but is probably related to rules changes governing eligi-

* bility of AFDC recipients.

AFDC payments per case in February each year remained more

stable than the case load (Tables 7 and 7A). An increase of $10 is

noted between 1961 and 1962 payments, but payments were back down to

$99 per case in 1963 and fluctuated between $99 and $110 between 1963

and 1969. The significant increase in monthly payment per case in

1970 is again unexplained but probably increased for the same reasons

that influenced the rise in case loads. 
29

Case load and monthly payment information do not seem to suggest

that base closure caused a large increase in the Aroostook County Aid

to Families With Dependent Children program. If the 1962 increase in

case loads and payments was tied to base closure, it was an increase of

short duration followed by a marked decline in AFD)C assistance in the

county within eighteen months after the October 1961 event.

Base Closure and Changes In
Community Medical Service

Presque Isle Air Force Base did not possess its own hospital,

and base personnel used the hospital at nearby Loring Air Force Base or

used the town's hospital. Field research interviews indicated that the

maternity ward in the Presque Isle hospital was actively used by the
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younger group of people at the base. Even with the loss of this inter-

action between the base population and the town, however, Presque Isle's

hospital has been crowded since the air base closed.30 Admissions data

for the 1960 decade support this fact. These data show a steady annual

increase in the number of admissions to the hospital during and after

base closure (Table 7).3 Such a situation would not indicate a

lessening of the number of active physicians in the community or in the

variety and quality of medical services rendered by Presque Isle's

A. R. Gould Hospital. Though the town did provide some medical services

for military personnel, base closure had little effect on community

medical services. None of the people interviewed during the field

research visit indicated that base closure caused a negative change in

availability of Presque Isle's medical services.

Base Closure and State College

Enrollment

Since many military people seek advanced education in the commu-

nity where they reside, it may be anticipated that base closure would

influence local college enrollments. The University of Maine has a

branch in Presque Isle (formerly Aroostook State Teachers College) that

began to expand near the time of base closure. Growth of this small

educational institution was not hampered by the departure of military

personnel, since college enrollments consistently increased between 1960

and 1970. By the end of the decade, enrollment had risen by an incre-

ment twice the size of its 1960 level (Table 7).32 If functioning of

the college were related to base closure, a drop in enrollment in 1961

or 1962 should have been observed. Base closure had little effect on

enrollments at Presque Isle's local college.
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Summary

As a community, Presque Isle accepted base closure with anxiety

and much concern for the community's future viability. However, the

review of Presque Isle's socioeconomic welfare indicates that Presque

Isle survived base closure very well. Retail sales and the housing

market were probably the two segments of the local economy that were

directly affected by base closure. Depression of the housing market

lasted for three to four years, and it was housing of marginal quality

that suffered the most. Higher vacancy rates and a decrease in home

values and apartment rents by approximately 25 percent did allow the

filtering process to work as it did in other base closure communities.

Retail sales were depressed for a shorter period of time with increases

reported by local merchants within 18 months or less after base closure.

Little evidence could be found that a large number of retailers went out

of business. The number of business permits issued annually did decline

in an apparent response to base closure, but these businesses were of

the type that frequently enter and exit the local market (pool halls,

pizza houses, junkyaids). With the departure of military people, auto-

mobile and grocery sales also declined. Retail sales recovered quickly,

however, as evidenced by increases in retail sales tax assessments and

actual taxable sales.

School teachers did not lose their jobs and enrollments did not

decrease primarily because the school district was reorganized and

because military personnel from Loring Air Force Base, a few miles north

of Presque Isle, occupied Presque Isle base housing made available when

* the base closed. Although Public Law 81-874 funds declined, school

district expenditures were up throughout the decade. Rather than
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schools being closed, a new junior high school and a vocational school

were built and utilized by the community. Enrollment at the local

college was also unaffected by base closure.

The record of annual assessed tax values and municipal appropri-

ations for Presque Isle indicate that its local tax base and municipal

welAfare did not suffer from base closure. Using these two measures,

community welfare improved in each year of the 1960 to 1970 decade.

Ban deosis wredown 16 percent during the year of base closure but

begn rcovrythe following year and exhibited strong growth in the

lasthal ofthe decade. The 9 percent decline in number of phone cus-
tomes blle intheyea afer aseclosure was recouped within three

yeas b Ne Enlan Teephne ompnyand the ability of the Presque

Isl waer uthrit toconinu tosuplyrequired services was not

imparedby ase losre.AlthughthePresque Isle community hospital

was used by people from the base, departure of the military population

failed to decrease the annual number of hospital admissions. The Aid

to Families With Dependent Children program also appeared to be

unrelated to base closure since the trend in number of AFDC cases was

downward in the years immediately following base closure.

Employment data for Presque Isle and Aroostook County suggest a

temporary, short-lived increase in unemployment rates and claims. Total

employment increased and unemployment claims declined in the years

immediately following base closure, a situation which is the reverse

of unemployment trends anticipated by base closure communities. Loss

of a segment of its military population did not seem to trigger an

unemployment situation for Aroostook County which was anomalous In rela-

tion to unemployment trends existing state-wide.
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People interviewed during the field research visit stated that

base closure had little affect on civic club memberships or on charity

fund drives such as the United Way campaign. The military base and the

town each supported separate United Way fund drives, and total contri-

butions were not combined for distribution to United Way supportedI organizations in the community. Therefore, base closure made little

difference to community charitable organizations; Presque Isle Air Force

Base was not a source of income for these community organizations.
33

Analysis of community socioeconomic characteristics suggests that

the impact of base closure on the community of Presque Isle lasted for

- , only one or two years except for the housing market. Reasons for this

shallow Impact include the speed with which the community was able to

acquire the former Air Force base for new industrial uses and the

smaller size of the departing military population in comparison with the

other two case-study communities addressed in this research. Presque

Isle coped with base closure quite well.

Some comments made by citizens of Presque Isle are indicative of

community attitudes toward base closure in retrospect. "Depression of

base closure lasted two years maximum and was not that important.3

"The only thing base closure affected were the local merchants through

the buying power exercised in town."
35

The community is better off today than before base closure. The
1970 Census showed fewer people in Presque Isle than in 1960, but
several new )nones, trailers and apartments have been built. Our
long-term growth trend is upward I'm not so sure all these people
have left the Presque Isle area.j61

. .......... -
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CHAPTER VIII

LOCATION AND COMMUNITY STRATEGIES FOR REVIVAL

Introduction

What adjustments can communities make that will enable them to

cope with changes generated by base closure? After learning of base

closure, the affected community often reacts by enlisting congressional

aid to keep the base open or by fighting the decision by using the

environmental impact statement as a weapon. When these methods are

exhausted and results are not in the community's favor, the base closure

decision is accepted by the community. Within Wolpert's threat reaction

conceptual framework, the community must design a different coping

response to the threat of base closure, a response that will replace

* j business lost to the community and revive the sagging local economy.

The question is one of how to enter a model, like the community growth

and economic development model postulated by Moriarty, for the purpose

of rejuvenating community growth and general welfare. The usual

strategy revolves around using facilities available at the former Air

Force base to stimulate the local economy, and the scale of these efforts

is characteristically local in nature because the affected community

is the geographic unit where vested interest primarily resides. Other

* agencies at state or federal levels will contribute to the effort, but

thie burden of implementing revival strategy falls on the base closure

community because it will be the benefactor of futu-re development. In
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the formulation of revival strategies, is the community cognizant of

location as a resource or as an obstacle, arid is the community cognizant

of its geographic site and situation? How can community relative loca-

tion be measured? Application of population potential methods offers a

solution to the problem of measuring relative location. Because of

location, site and situation, can some communities adjust to base clo-

sure more easily than others? Through studying the revival strategies

applied in each of the three case study communities, these important

locational issues can be addressed.

The Situation of Presque isle, Maine

As has been mentioned, Presque Isle was one of the first loca-

tions where base closure was thrust upon the community. Not only was

the community aware that base closure was imminent, but when the event

occurred, it took place with considerable speed. The announcement was

made in March 1961, and closure actions were completed by October of

that year. The townspeople had two choices, pursue an active policy

of industrial development or do nothing. Given Presque Isle's geo-

graphic location, it would have been very easy for the community to

perceive its location as an insurmountable obstacle and to have done

nothing. What kind of "mental map" did Presque Isle citizens possess?

Did they perceive themselves to be at a locational disadvantage in

relation to possibilities for future development? Some comments by

people who participated in the revival efforts are instructive.

Although he never presented the speech, Senator Muskie referred

to Presque Isle's location in remarks prepared for the All Ameri.--a City

awards ceremony in Presque Isle:
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Some said the base would be a millstone around the neck of the
community, that industry would never come this far north. It
was too cold. Presque Isle was too far removed from the major
marketing areas.1

Another author, writing about the recovery process in Presque Isle,

describes the town as being located on a geographical frontier along

the northern reaches of Maine, refers to its geographical isolation, and

speaks of the liabilities the town faced in terms of purely locational

2
economics. In relation to the purchase price the town paid for the

former Air Force base, location seemed to play a role:

There is no question that the value would have been a great deal
higher but for the fact that Presque Isle, Maine's northernmost
city, is located some 300 miles from any city or urban area of
50,000 or over population.3

A long term resident of Presque Isle stated that,

distance to market is a problem; however, the increase in trans-
portation costs is st.mewhat offset by productivity of local
workers. At the time of base closure, access was a problem;
planes were the only efficient way in and out of Presque Isle,
roads were horrible, passenger service on the railroad had been
eliminated, and bus services were not good.

4

In 1977, this situation had changed, and although distance to market

still caused greater transport costs from Presque Isle, "excellent air

transport to Boston existed, the town was served by three rail lines,

and trucks provided overnight service to the Boston area." 5

These statements are indicative of the "locational obstacles"

the people of Presque Isle felt they had to overcome in their attempts

to revive the community? Was Presque Isle as locationally handicapped

as its citizens perceived? The concept of population potential allows

the relative location of Presque Isle to be evaluated.
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Population Potential and Presque Isle's
Relative Location

Population potential is an abstract, macroscopic variable
measuring the relative location of each place with respect to all
other places in a region. Population potential is a measure of
the nearness of people to one another in the aggregate. 6

Maps of population potential describe the amount and location of inter-

action energy at each point in a region. The potential model is a way

of summarizing the geographical complementarities in any spatial system.

To evaluate the relative location or potential for interaction

of Presque Isle with all other county centers of population in Maine, a

map of population potential was constructed. Briefly, the map of Maine

population potential was developed by plotting the latitude and longi-

tude (as computed by the U.S. Census Bureau) locating each county center

of population on a map of Maine and digitizing these data for use as

control points.7 Population potential at each of these control points

was computed by using an algorithm of the form

P P.

where PP = total potential at any county center of location, i;

P = population size at any population center location in the bounded

region; d ij= distance in miles between location i and location j;

d* is the distance from center i to its nearest adjacent population cen-

ter. The 1/2 d* term is included to take into account the effect of

the mass of town i on itself. County population values were extracted

from the 1970 Census County and City Data Book. Digitized control

points and their associated population potential values were then input

to the Harvard SYMAP and SYMVU computer mapping program to generate

population potential surfaces for the state of Maine (Figures 5 and 6).*
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From this map, the relative location and potential interaction

of places within the state of Maine can be ascertained based on the size

of county populations and their distances from all other county centers

of population. Such maps help explain "how far away" Presque Isle is

from other centers of population in Maine, and what potential exists

for development in Presque Isle if masses of people as consumers of

goods and services and their distances from Presque Isle are taken Into

account.

In 1970, Aroostook County's population potential ranked 15th

among the 16 counties in Maine, not a position of prestige in terms of

relative location. Maine's leading county in terms of population poten-

tial was Cumberland County, which contains the Portland metropolitan

area. Cumnberland County's population potential value of 10,453 persons

per mile presents no surprise. It is somewhat surprising, however, to

find that Washington County in extreme southeastern Maine has the low-

est population potential (871~ persons per mile) of all counties. Visual

impression of the Maine population potential map leads one to believe

that Washington County is closer to other population centers in Maine

than is Presque Isle. In terms of straight line distance, the visual

impression is correct; not so if relative location is evaluated from

the population potential perspective. Though Aroostook County (Presque

Isle) ranks low in population potential, its value (1,962 persons per

mile) is more than twice that of Washington County; and Hancock County

(2,673), the county bordering Washington County to the west, exceeds

Aroostook County's population potential by only 711 persons per mile.

Population potential demonstrates that Presque Isle is not as

"far away" as the mental maps of its citizens might perceive it to be,
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but the zone of peak population potential still remains focused on

littoral southwestern Maine. Interpretation of the Maine Population

Potential Map (Figure 5) clearly shows the zone of lowest population

potential to cover the northeastern one-third of the state.

Population potential isolines representing values within the

two lower class intervals are also spaced quite far apart, irxiicating

a widespread, shallow gradient of low population potential covering the

eastern two-thirds of the state area. Population potential increases

quite rapidly in the southwestern one-third of the state as indicated

by the close spacing of isolines representing values greater than 4,703

persons per mile.

From a different perspective, these undulations in the surface

of Maine population potential can be seen in Figure 6, the SYMVU plot

of Maine's population potential. Figure 6 is presented as if the

observer were positioned off the northeastern coast of Maine looking

westward toward the surface of Maine population potential. The higher

surface in Aroostook County clearly shows the Presque Isle area to

possess an advantage in potential over counties along the northeastern

coast, even though Presque Isle is farther away in linear distance

from maximum zones of population potential than are these two coastal

counties. However, Presque Isle's population potential is nowhere close

to that generated by the more heavily populated counties in southwestern

Maine (Figure 6).

Within Aroostook County, the center of population is located

approximately halfway between Presque Isle and Caribou on a line

connecting these two towns. Market oriented entrepreneurs might logi-

cally concentrate their development strategies and choose their develop-
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ment sites along a north-south axis in the Aroostook Valley, for locally,

it is in this zone that the most potential for interaction and access

is found. Given these circumstances of local population potential, the

location of the former Air Force base was indeed a resource for the

people of Presque Isle. Houlton, Presque Isle, Caribou and Limestone

possess locational advantages over other towns in Aroostook County,

but, where population potential is concerned, these Aroostook Valley

towns do not exhibit locational advantages in relation to other munic-

ipalities throughout the state.

The conclusion to be drawn from this analysis is that Aroostook

County and Presque Isle do not enjoy the potential for a high degree

of increased interaction and access relative to the total population in

Maine; however, Presque Isle's relative location is not as bad as the

impression a layman receives by examining a Maine highway map. Certainly

Aroostook County's population potential is not the lowest in the state.

Presnue Isle's Response to

Base Closure

Presque Isle's success in handling the socioeconomic changes

caused by base closure is quite well known among Department of Defense

agencies that work with base closure issues. To the communities who

must face the prospects of base closure, the Presque Isle case is

offered as the "classic example" of successful community response under

difficult circumstances. 9 How were these successful community efforts

achieved?

A combination of factors, some of them locational in nature,

allowed Presque Isle to succeed in its community revival effort. The

town, forewarned that base closure was on the horizon, accepted the
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decision rather than fighting to keep the base open, although alter-

native military uses for the base were explored. 10Community attitude

toward revival efforts is one ot~ the most important keys in Implementa-

tion of successful adjustment strategies. The decision to try to procure

the military base and its facilities for the town was a step that demon-

strated an optimistic community attitude nurtured by dynamic civic leader-

ship. Coupled with the correct community attitudie, interest of the Maine

congressional delegation in Presque Isle's plight, DoD's "moral respon-

sibility" to aid base closure communities (manifested by establishment

of a federal task force to help Presque Isle), and Presque Isle's desig-

nation as one of the first base closures all served to create conditions

and resources that were focused on overcoming any losses suffered by the

community. Powerful individuals, such as Secretary of Defense McNamara

and Senator Edmund Muskie, were included in this process. Air base

runways and support facilities were already being leased for community

use (1959), and few obstacles were placed in the path of local efforts

to obtain government land, buildings and equipment for future industrial

development purposes. 11  The size of the base was not so large (2,100

acres) as to make acquisition by the community intractable, and~ much of

the acreage was conveyed at no cost to the community. 12  The short time

of transition from military use to civilian acquisition has already been

mentioned as a factor which allowed Presque Isle to begin planning to

revive the community by recycling the Air Force base.

Aside from the things people and federal agencies could do to

help Presque Isle, several aspects of industrial location (previously

unrecognized) existed that were favorable for the community. Little

attention had been paid to improving the quality of the area's potato
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production or to potato processing and manufacturing techniques, and

the potential for manufacture of materials using forest products had

not been assessed. What remained to be done was for the community to

match the ready-made industrial park with resources available in the

area.

It should be mentioned that Presque Isle Air Force Base was not

the kind of base that supported strategic bombers and tankers as did

Larson and Glasgow. As a consequence, it possessed a different kind

of infrastructure. The Snark hangars themselves, 400 feet long, new,

and equipped with overhead cranes, were one of the elements of infra-

structure that facilitated ready conversion to industrial activity.13

These buildings were attractive to industrial users from the beginning,

and one of the first firms to realize their utility was a manufacturer

of plywood products. A symbiotic relationship existed between base

infrastructure and resources locally available. In addition, the base

was transferred to the town with its infrastructure basically intact

for the nominal cost of $56,000. A willing labor force also was ready

to seize any industrial employment that appeared.

While conditions were right for the community to put the former

air base to lucrative use, the task was not as easily accomplished as

it may seem. The ombudsznanship role played by the then embryo Office of

Economic Adjustment, several federal agencies and the Maine congressional

delegation, plus the competence, attitude, and organization of local

community leaders, served as the catalyst which changed a "white

elephant" into a profitable industrial park.l14

Presque Isle's reaction to base closure was to do something about

it by attracting new industry to fill the void left by departing mili-
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tary people. The town' s task was made easier through use of outside

expertise and influence and by turning latent locational resources into

active forms of production. The role of community leadership in acquir-

ing the base and making it productive should not be underestimated, but

the community was also given the opportunity to acquire capital assets

at a relatively low price.

As demonstrated by maps of population potential, Presque Isle's

relative location could not be expected to attract large numbers of new

industrial firms. However, the town did possess locational resources

in the form of advantages offered by a particular site. The former air

base was close to the town, and the two entities were tied together by

a common infrastructure (streets and sewer systems). The local labor

force was also reputed to exhibit greater productivity than workers in

Maine's metropolitan areas.15 A potential new industrial park appeared

where none had existed before, and facilities became available to change

the form of local primary resources into manufactured goods which could

bear the cost of transportation to market. 16Airport facilities of

higher quality than the town alone could be expected to provide allowed

better access to large cities along the northeastern seaboard, and thus

made possible an efficient means of bringing prospective plant managers

to see Presque Isle. Within Aroostook County, the former air base did

enjoy an advantage in relative location, since it was close to the center

of population and was accessible to people via the Aroostook valley

road network. In Presque Isle's case, a poor relative location was over-

come by an array of site factors matching the requirements of firms that

could use resources locally available.
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Presque Isle was highly successful in converting the military

base to an occupied iniustrial park in a short period of time. 1 7 A

measure of this success is how quickly people stopped worrying about the

"economic disaster" created by base closure. Presque Isle's industrial

developer described a survey of the local business climate to an OEA

official in Washington some two years after base closure:

No mention was made of "Presque Isle Air Force Base" but mention
was made of the "Ind.ustrial Park".* This ind.icates our campaign
is working. Thank goodness people's memories are short. It
looks like mo t of Presque Isle's ills have been cured except for
agriculture.lo

The Situation of Glasgow. Montana

at the Time of Base Closure

As a function-of its location on the prairies of northeastern

Montana, livestock ranching and grain production are mainstays of Glas-

gow' s economy.

* The Air Force base was sited eighteen miles to the north of town,

andi the base became a permanent part of the area 's landiscape in the late

1950s. Mission activities were expanded to support bomber and tanker

aircraft in 1960, and the town respondied to the influx of new people

by increasing its ability to provide goods and services for them. Valley

County had experienced other periods of "boom andi bust" starting with the

construction of Fort Peck Dam on the Missouri River in the 1930s. At

the time of the base closure announcement in November 1964, Glasgow

* residents had no reason to believe that military functions performed by

the base would or could be suspendied. Military operations were to cease

at the base in June of 1968, andi most of the military personnel affected

did not actually leave the area until 1967 arui 1968. In this case,

nearly four years time was available for the community to cope with
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the reality of base closure. One of the coping strategies was to try

to keep the base open by using congressional power.

What other strategies were devised to overcome the problems of

base closure, arnd how did geography and relative location help or hinder

these plans? How did the community feel about its location after being

forced to address this issue?

Glasgow's Location--Obstacle or

Resource?

Some measure of community attitudie toward its locational plight

is contained in the community brief prepared for the purpose of refut-

ing DoD base closure arguments:

As for considering the base for other non-military use, this is
a remote, non-industrial area without the diversification of
larger metropolitan areas. If this phaseout program is carried
to its ultimate end, this will constitute the biggest catastrophe
in the history of Glasgow, Montana. 19

People interviewed during the field research visit also recognized that

Glasgow's location was not favorable citing transportation costs, dis-

tance from markets, lack of skilled labor resources and local climate

as collective obstacles acting to deter the attraction of new industry

to the Glasgow area. 20 dustilal developers trying to find new uses

for the base in 1977 indicated that, to some degree, the failure of

their predecessors could be attributed to the remoteness of the area,

the shortage of laborers, and high transportation costs. 2 1

The Office of Economic Adjustment also learned that location

was a formidable problem to handle while seeking viable economic uses

for the former air base. OEA working papers state that,

Glasgow is a small, isolated community of some 6,000 people,
located in the sparsely populated northeast section of Montana.
It is the largest city within a radius of 150 miles anid is 700
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milez from the nearest metropolitan area (Minneapolis-St. Paul).
Glasgow is the only community which has accepted our assistance
where a solutioui (to base reuse) has not been found.2 2

Local and federal organizations working to find productive uses

for the base were forced to realize that Glasgow's location was an

obstacle rather than a resource. As with most DoD siting decisions,

the community was stuck with the results of a government locational

decision in which it had no part. The community had no reason to take

stock of its location as an influence on future community growth and

development until the base closure announcement was made. Quite early

in the base closure process, however, the townspoeple began to consider

the disadvantages of their site and situation. Evidence of their

locational concern surfaced in the community brief sent to Senator

Mansfield for his use in trying to keep the base open. How "bad" is

the relative location of Glasgow, Montana? Evaluation of Glasgow's

population potential provides some insights helpful in answering this

question.

Population Potential and Glasgow's
Relative Location

Maps used to measure Glasgow's population potential were con-

structed in the same manner as those for Presque Isle, using 1970 centers

of county population and county population values for Montana. The

isoline map and SYMVU plot of Montana population potential 1L, 1970 are

.4 presented as Figures 7 and 8 respectively.

Montana's population potential surface exhibits more complexity

than that of Maine, since many more peaks and valleys are evident on the

Montana map. Larger urban areas such as Butte, Billings, Great Falls

and Missoula, are responsible for the zone of higher population potential
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in the southwestern portion of the state, and Silver Bow County (Butte)

is the location of maximum population potential (7,583 persons per mile).

Isolines of potential regularly increase from east to west but are more

closely spaced and become closed as major population concentrations in

southwestern Montana are approached. The map also reveals that the

eastern one-third of the state is the zone of lowest population poten-

tial; the county (Carter) with the lowest population potential value,

2,100 persons per mile, is located in the southeastern corner of Montana.

If a plane were passed through the surface, it would tilt downward from

west to east with the peaks of values above 6,400 persons per mile

noticeable above the plane, while the plane generally rested on an

eastward sloping surface. The SYMVU plot, sloping eastward toward the

zone of low population potential, illustrates this trend quite well

(Figure 8). In this plot, the viewer is looking northeastward toward

the potential surface from a position that is approximated by the loca-

tion of Boise, Idaho.

Valley County (Glasgow) with a value of 2,713 persons per mile,

ranked number 50 among Montana's 57 counties in terms of 1970 popula-

tion potential. While seven other counties ranked lower, their popula-

tion potential values averaged only 400 persons less than Valley County,

and all were located to the east along the North Dakota border. Valley

County may not exhibit the lowest population potential in Montana, but

it cannot expect to match the higher values found in the southwest where

the potential is three times as great.

Glasgow's relative location, as measured by population potential,

is quite distant from the mainstream of activity in Montana. Valley

County, and other Montana counties east of the 3,197 potential isoline,
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cannot generate much interaction among themselves or with larger cen-

ters of population within the state given such uniformly low values of

population potential. Citizens of Glasgow, and those working to attract

new industry to the base, had the corxect perception of their isolation.

In this case, Glasgow's relative location is a disadvantage both in

terms of population potential and in distance from larger urban concen-

trations. It is not surprising that efforts to find new uses for the

base have been difficult from the outset. The only locational advantage

Glasgow does enjoy is a local one, since the center of population for

Valley County lies only five miles north of town.

Glasgow's Response to Base Closure

As has been mentioned, nearly four years elapsed between the

closure announcement and cessation of military activities at Glasgow

Air Force Base. During this time, local citizens and the M~ontana

congressional delegation sought to either maintain the Strategic Air

Commuand mission at the base or to find other military or governmental

activities that could utilize base facilities.

The initial reaction of Glasgow citizens to Secretary McNamara 's

base closure announcement was both swift and predictable. After the

announcement on November 19th, Glasgow residents held a town meeting on

November 25th for the purpose of appealing DoD's base closure decision.

It was a classic case of stress threat reaction behavior which produced

a coping strategy designed to deal with the adversity thrust upon the

community. Within two weeks the town was able to generate a factual

document, complete with statistical data, which questioned the validity

of reasons given for closing the Air Force base. These data were for-
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warded to Montana's Senator Mansfield, Senate Majority Leader, for use

in his attempts to persuade Secretary McNamara to reconsider the Glasgow

decision.

The case developed by Glasgow townspeople did a good job of

refuting the DoD arguments for closing the base. Their brief indicated

that according to base weather statistics, the field at Glasgow

experienced a ceiling of 1,000 feet and visibility of three miles or

more 94.7% of the time. Also the argument about severe winter weather

hampering aircraft maintenance activity was countered with information

stating that available heated hangars were not being used to capacity.

DoD statistics about adequacy of off base housing for Glasgow personnel

were also questioned. The town stated that the base had acquired new

additional housing by using the housing inadequacy argument, that air-

men were being asked to move from town onto the base, that rental

homes were available in town, and that the town generally had a surplus

of housing. The predicted savings from base closure were also ques-

tioned, since most of the savings to be realized were from base operat-

ing costs rather than from elimination of military and civilian jobs.

The townspeople also cited their attempts to support the base through

expanded business and housing activity while receiving promises that

the base would remain a permanent facility. Senator Mansfield was

asked by his constituents to take the matter to the Senate and House

Armed Services Committee and to lend his fullest support to reconsider-

ation of the base closure decision.

Senators Mansfield and Metcalf exhibited interest in Glasgow's

plight by asking the Office of Economic Adjustment to assist the town

in planning community revival efforts. A group of OEA officials
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visited the base and town six months after the closure announcement in

mid-December 1964, but were confined to the base by blizzaxd conditions

and sub-zero temperatures. Little was accomplished on this visit, and

the same group returned to Glasgow in January 1965, to assist community

efforts in organizing for economic revitalization and to discuss

possible uses for the base. For the next two years, some 25 potential

uses for the base were explored by OKA without success. Some of these

potential uses included establishing a branch of U.S. International

University at the base, using base facilities to train Indians, trying

to attract aviation-oriented training and industrial development by

importing families, training them and then attracting industries to the

base that could use this pool of trained manpower. Efforts were also

made to increase the recreational uses of nearby Fort Peck reservoir.

Several federal agencies were involved in these activities, Montana

State University studied the non-defense prospects of base utilization,

and a special effort to find some productive use for the base was made

by a Congressional Fellow assigned to Montana Senator Metcalf's

office. 23

Three years' work failed to yield firm prospects for non-mili-

tary reuse of the base, and in April 1967, Senators Mansfield and Met-

calf introduced in Congress the Northeast Regional Service Corporation

Act designed to provide a corporation that would negotiate the best

plan for making use of Glasgow facilities and at the same time, insure

that base buildings and infrastructure were maintained in good condition

until some new use for the base was discovered. This bill was apparently

never passed.
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The possibility of having the Glasgow decision reversed always

lingered in the minds of the Montana congressional delegation even

though the decision to phase-out Glasgow was reaffirmed by DoD on many

occasions. 24Though Senator Mansfield stated in congressional hearings

that, "the time for arguing against the decision or attempting to bring

about a reversal is long past," he wrote a personal letter to President

Johnson in October 1967, asking the President to, 're-examine the

original decision to declare the base (Glasgow) surplus to our defense

establishment." 2 5  On the bottom of this letter, Senator Mansfield penned

a note indicating that Glasgow AFB was the newest, most complete and most

modern base in the nation. President Johnson in turn queried Secretary

McNamara about the continued use of Glasgow as an Air Force installation

but was unsuccessful in receiving justification from DoD for keeping the

base open. 26President Johnson subsequently directed the Secretaries

of Commerce and Housing and Urban Development and the Administrator of

the General Services Administration, under the direction of the Secretary

of Defense, to evaluate every opportunity offered by the base and to

design a plan for its most productive use. Almost three years after

the base closure announcement, the Montana congressional delegation was

still trying to change the base closure decision.

Progress on the base reuse program lagged, and Senator Mansfield

again wrote the President in March 1968, three months before the base

.4 was to close. Though attention was focused on the Glasgow problem at

the highest federal levels, no practical use for the base had been dis-

covered when its military mission was terminated in June of 1968.
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Strategies for Base Reuse After

Base Closure

It should be noted that even though SAC had departed from Glas-

gow, the Air Force still controlled what happened to the base and '4ts

facilities. AVCO Corporation was awarded a contract for operations and

maintenance of the base and was also to seek new uses for the base

through its development staff. From 1968 to 1972 various uses were made

of base facilities, some privately funded and some federally funded.

Most of these schemes involved training or employment of disadvantaged

persons. Through AVCO's efforts, a firm was recri-ited to manufacture

defense items for the Army. A Work Incentive Program and a Community

Child Development Center were also established at the base. A plastics

manufacturing firm operated at the base for a year but failed because

of undercapitalization. The Mountain-Plains Education and Economic

Development Program, Inc. , sponsored by the Department of Health, Educa-

tion, and Welfare, was conceived in 1970 to aid the rural disadvantaged

from six states and to help make use of base facilities. People were

trained in building trades, social services, lodging and food services,

mobility and transportation and office education. Many were Viet Nam

veterans. AVCO was also able to obtain a contract for manufacturing

electronic wing harness shipsets for the L-1011 aircraft, but the con-

tract ran its course in three years.

With the advent of the Safeguard Missile System (1970), the

base was to be used as the nation's supply and maintenance center for

this new missile designed to defend against ballistic missile attack. 2 7

Some 500 people would have been employed, but the project was cancelled

as part of U.S.-Soviet Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) agreements.
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Most of these reuse projects were sponsored by the federal government

with private manufacturers able to find few profitable uses for base

facilities.

In 1972, the Air Force reactivated Glasgow as a satellite oper-

ations base for dispersal of B-52 bombers and KC-135 tankers.* Bombers

and tankers were dispersed from main operating bases to former SAC

bases around the country ("satellite bases") to decrease the vulner-

ability created by concentrating our strategic forces on fewer bases--

interestingly enough, a reversal of the trend advocated by Secretary

McNamara which figured in the original Glasgow phasedowm. Some 230

military and civilian personnel were associated with this operation.

One of the base schools was again opened, as well as part of the hos-

pital. The satellite operation continued until 1976 when the Air Force

announced its intent to again close Glasgow Air Force Base. This time,

however, the "closure" would be of a different nature since the Air

Force also announced that it intended to proceed with Title X action,

which meant that the base would be turned over to the General Services

Administration for disposal to other government agencies or to the

community.

With base closure announced by the Air Force, the Office of

Economic Adjustment intensified its efforts to find new uses for the

base. The Montana Governor's Office was able to obtain an Economic

Development Administration grant to fund the Glasgow Reuse Project

which involved applying the expertise of OEA, several local, state and

federal agencies, the Montana congressional delegation and the new base

facilities manager. The base reuse project had gone full circle and

was starting over again. Such base utilization schemes as a development
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of an energy park, aircraft testing, developing an equipment supply

depot for Alaskan north slope oil activity and foreign meat marketing

were addressed as part of the new Glasgow Reuse Project. 2
8

Factors Hindiering Development of
the Base

The base closure problem at Glasgow was carefully scrutinized.

With the level of attention it received, why have solutions to the

situation been so difficult to find? The exigencies of a difficult

location have already been discussed, but other factors also played a

role.

From the time base closure was announced in November 1964, until

Title X proceedings began in 1976, any prospective firm who might use

the base could not be certain that its contract would not be cancelled

because the Air Force still owned base land and facilities. As long as

the base was under military control, leases could be granted for a

maximum of three years, and the lease contained a thirty-day recapture

clause. The recapture clause meant that the base would revert to mili-

tary use in a short time if dictated by national defense requirements.

Few private finns would wish to operate under these conditions, and

many prospects were lost not only because of unfavorable lease condi-

tions but also because of the length of time required to process appli-

cations for use of base facilities.

Attempts by the Montana congressional delegation to keep the

base open did not help because they kept the base insulated from private

use of facilities while some federal use for the base was sought. It

is no secret that Senator Mansfield and the community felt that it was
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for the base-since it was21

DoD that located the base in Glasgow in the first place.

Other factors of location, which may be classified as site

factors, also pose difficulties for future development of the base.

In the late 1970s, it would have been nearly impossible for the town of

Glasgow and Valley County to purchase the base as was done in Presque

Isle. The local tax base could not have sustained operations and main-

tenance at the base, and the fair market value purchase price would have

been too great. Population size in Valley County was also small and

could not be expected to furnish a labor force of adequate size to

support a large industrial firm. Distance between the town and the base

(18 miles) serves to decrease commuting interaction and increases costs

of delivering goods and services to the base. The total size of the

base (6,800 acres) also makes it unwieldy for a small community to man-

age. Neither is the base infrastructure tailor-made for general

industrial use as was the situation in Presque Isle. Modification of

some aircraft hangars to support the Safeguard program detracted from

using these buildings for industrial use. Also, the heating plant on

base is oil fired, and the rising costs of energy make heating the base

an increasingly expensive proposition.

Harmony among local citizens regarding how or even if the commu-

nity should attempt base reuse was a problem, and such friction among

organizations trying to find new uses for the base did not contribute

to successful efforts. 29  Negotiations between the Air Force and those

trying to seek new uses and lease agreements were also sometimes luke-
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warm. Personalities involved in these negotiations appeared to be

adversaries rather than working toward an end that was beneficial for

both parties.30

Some citizens felt that the Montana congressional delegation

rendered the most help in keeping the base going until a long-term use

for it could be found. Others felt the community had been forgotten by

their Washington representatives. Some felt that the excperts from

Washington had been of little help except in obtaining grants for studiy-

ing the base reuse problem. Certainly, government officials had been of

small assistance in expediting leasing of the base by the community

since nine years had elapsed (at the time of the field research visit

in 1977) without finalization of a suitable lease agreement. Some

citizens felt that Glasgow was too small a town for OEA to help and so

had been left to its own devices. Some felt that the large number of

bases closed simultaneously was too heavy a load for OKA to manage at

one time. It is not surprising that Senator Mansfield, in his 1967

letter to President Johnson, quoted Defense officials as stating that

Glasgow was the most difficult base closure problem they had yet

encountered.

Concerted efforts over a long period of time were made to find

some way of preventing the waste of Glasgow Air Force Base. The loca-

tion of the base, as demonstrated by its low population potential

and distance to market, has been a difficult barrier to overcome. The

politics of the situation, preventing the base from becoming available

for private rather than government uses, should not be overlooked. In

addition, site and situation factors play a large role. 'he Glasgow

area has been doing what it does best, production of wheat and cattle,
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for a long time; turning to other natural resources in the area to

revive the economy (as Presque Isle was able to do) woul.d not be an

easy task.

The locational factors applied in the siting of Glasgow Air

Force Base were logical and correct. at the time the locations of

Strategic Air Command bases were decided. The geography of national

defense made these locational decisions easy to make, and these instal-

lations became fixed on the landscape. Bringing new activities with

different locational criteria to these fixed sites can be made quite

difficult by the same geographical circumstances that permitted the

easy initial location of the military base. Such was the case in

Glasgow, Montana.

The Situation of Moses, Lake, Washington,

at the Time of Base Closure

Moses Lake, Washing-ton, host community for Larson Air Force

Base, received its closure notification in November 1964 along with

Glasgow Air Force Base. The town is situated in the Columbia River

Basin area of Grant County in south central Washington where the pre-

dominantly agricultural economy is based on potato, sugar beet, soybean

and wheat production irrigated by waters from the Columbia River. The

federal government has spent large sums of money developing the river

basin, and towns throughout the area have benefited from this invest-

ment.

At the time of base closure, Larson Air Force Base was a "town"

of its own located only a few miles northwest of Moses Lake and nearly

the same size. The base served as a Titan Missile launch site for the

Air Force, but the primary mission was in support of B-52 bombers and
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KC-135 tankers. Good relations existed between the base and its host

community, and many airmen were employed on farms in the area when not

on military duty. Most military people had departed the area by the

summer of 1966 so the community had almost eighteen months to devise its

strategy for coping with base closure. Unlike Glasgow, concerted efforts

to keep the base open were not made, and there was little question that

the base would be declared surplus; it would therefore become available

for community use if the community could get organized for such an

effort.

What influence would location exert on attempts to find lucrative

new uses for the base, and did the community feel that location would

be a factor in devising plans for rejuvenating the local economy after

base closure? Again, population potential can be a useful device for

analyzing the relative location of Moses Lake.

Population Potential and the Relative
Location of Moses Lake

In the state of Washington, the zone of maximum population

potential is concentrated l ong the eastern shore of Puget Soundi from

Olympia northward through the Tacoma, Seattle andi Everett urban areas

(Figure 9). It is a conceitration that overshadows all others, with the

maximum value of 135,737 persons per mile located in King County

(Seattle). The isoline interval is 8,000 persons per mile, and isolines

are very closely spaced between the values of 30,870 and 62,870 indi-

cating the rapid rise toward peak values in the Puget Sound area.

Above the 62,870 value, no isolines were constructed because they

would be so closely spaced, and clarity at other locations would be

destroyed by adding more isoline intervals to the SYMAP process.
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Instead, for values above 62,870, actual population potential values

are indicated at county centers of population in urban areas along

Puget Sound. The dominance of this area is easily demonstrated by

the close isoline spacing and high values of population potential

inside the 62,870 isoline in the western half of the state.

The contrasting feature on the 1970 map of Washington population

potential is the less urbanized eastern half of the state where only one

isoline (22,870) meandiers through the entire area from north to south.

Potential values are low with the minimum value (14,870) located in the

extreme southeastern corner of the state in Asotin County near the town

of Anatone. This division of the state into zones of high and low pop-

ulation potential is marked by the physical barrier of the Cascade

Mountain Range, a formidable obstacle to interaction between the eastern

and western halves of the state. Figure 10, the SYNVU plot of Washington

population potential, strikingly illustrates this mountain barrier.

Grant County (Moses Lake) with a population potential value of

22,102 persons per mile is located just to the east of the 22,870 isoline

almost in the center of the state. In 1970, Grant County ranked 28th

in population potential value among the 39 counties in Washington. As

can be seen in Figure 10, the population potential surface in eastern

Washington exhibits a generally accordant upper level that slopes south-

eastward. Figure 10 was constructed as if the viewer were located in

Portlandi, Oregon, looking northeastward towards the surface of Washington

population potential.

Grant County possesses a higher level of population potential

than the eleven counties to the east of it with the exception of Spokane

County, where eastern Washington's largest city is located. In fact,
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the population potentials of Grant and Spokane Counties are almost

equivalent, and Grant County surpasses the average population potential

of the other ten eastern counties by nearly 5,000 persons per mile.

While population potential is higher in counties west of Grant County,

Grant County and Moses Lake enjoy a central location in the Columbia

River Basin farming area; accessibility is enhanced by the location of

Moses Lake at the intersection of Interstate Highway 90, the main east-

west highway link across Washington, and State Highway 17 which traver-

ses the state from north to south. In terms of population potential,

the relative location of Moses Lake is better than most counties in

eastern Washington, and location could be considered a resource in the

community's attempts to revive its economy after base closure.

Citizen Perception of Moses Lake's

Location

The people of Moses Lake did not seem to feel that their loca-

tion placed them at a disadvantage with respect to future development.

When asked about locational disadvantages during the field research

visit, interviewees responded that the only disadvantage they could cite

was that Moses Lake was not on a railroad main line. The town is

served by spur lines of the Burling-ton Northern and Milwaukev Railroads.

Neither were the mountains of the Cascade Range perceived to be a barrier

to interaction within the state. One interviewee cited the lack of

reliable commuter air transportation from Moses Lake to other cities in

Washington as being a locational disadvantage. 3 1 Scheduled air trans-

portation serving Moses Lake waxed and waned as small air carriers

entered and exited the Moses Lake market. However, no general negative

attitude toward location as an obstacle to base reuse efforts was dis-
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covered among people interviewed or in records describing community

revitalization actions.

On the contrary, many publications extolled the advantages of

Moses Lake's location and base facilities for industrial development.

Items such as proximity to engineering and technical expertise (the

Boeing Company), availability of quality, lou-cost housing (former base

housing), nearness of recreational activities in the Columbia Basin,

and positive attitude of the community toward aviation activity were

locational attributes advertised by Moses Lake industrial developers. 3

Office of Economic Adjustment working papers also indicated that Wash-

ington State was becoming self-sufficient in its ability to support

markets for local consumer industry, and that the "central geographic

position" of Moses Lake placed the community in a good position to pur-

sue this type of economic activity. Another positive locational factor

was the availability of low-cost electrical power generated by

Columbia Basin power plants. Coupled with the relatively high popula-

tion potential in Grant County, these locational attributes equipped

the community with a set of site and situation factors that could be

expected to positively influence community revival efforts when the

base was closed.

Moses Lake's Response to

Base Closure

Moses Lake chose to organize and plan for acquiring the former

air base rather than fighting to keep the base functioning in its mili-

tary role. While reasons for closing the base were called into

question by citizens and congressional delegates who addressed these

issues with DoD officials, protracted efforts to change the base closure
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decision were not made. Local leaders organized themselves into an

action committee who turned to the Washington congressional delegation

and OEA for help in dealing with the federal agencies, such as the

Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) and General Services Administration (GSA),

who would be involved with making all or portions of the base available

for community use.33

One of the first requirements was for a professional studiy to

be conducted that indicated how the community could use the base.* At

the request of Washington's Senator Jackson a meeting was held in Wash-

ington, D.C., between community officials, OE-A officials and Area Rede-

velopment Administration (ARA) representatives to assess the planning

assistance ARA could render Moses Lake. A planning and reuse study for

the base was later funded by ARA. Community planning and organizational

efforts continued in the months between the base closure announcement

(November 1964) and base closure (June 1966). One of the key events in

this process was local acceptance (by community vote) in November 1965

of the idea to use the state of Washington's public port district as the

public instrument which would handle the conversion of Larson Air Force

Base to the Port of Moses Lake.34

In Washington, the Public Port District is the primary local

public agency that can deal with local economic development. A port

district can own and develop industrial land for lease or sale to indus-

* try in compliance with a comprehensive plan, construct facilities for

tenants using industrial revenue bonds or port revenues, make facilities

available for food processors, provide waste water treatment and util-

ities and can operate marine, air and land transport terminals and

related facilities. 3 5 The Port of Moses Lake, officially established
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in October 1966, could buy all or part of the former air base from GSA

on a negotiated basis. The next step was for the community, through

the port district, to begin seeking tenants for the 9,000 acre instal-

lation.

Strategies for Community Use of
Larson Air Force Base

Armed with the managerial and legal instrument designed to

accomplish the transfer of a government facility to community ownership,

Moses Lake began to seek funding for the task and to make use of its

locational advantages. Initial uses envisioned for the base included

continued use of existing facilities In the form of a regional airport,

using some of the buildings for educational purposes, and housing

industrial activities in buildings on other parts of the base.

Obtaining the base for civilian aviation purposes proved to be

of vital importance to successful operation of the embryo port district.

A source of funds was desperately needed, and the Boeing Aircraft Com-

pany could supply the necessary revenue. Boeing had used Larson Air

Force Base for aircraft testing and aircrew training while it was still

a military facility and had installed an industrial complex at the base.

Boeing thus had a vested interest in being able to use base facilities.

Locational advantages for aircraft operations included traffic free

skies, runways that could handle large aircraft (13,500' x 300'),

unobstructed approaches to the runways, modern navigational aids and

only twenty minutes flying time from Boeing's Seattle plants to Moses

Lake. In a letter to the Moses Lake Port Authority, a Boeing official

stated, "over the next decade, a base such as Larson would be invaluable

to our future crew training requirements."36 Details were worked out
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between the Port Authority, the Boeing Company, GSA, FAA and the Air

Force, and Bsoeing was able to use Larson facilities shortly before mili-

tary use of the base was terminated. Boeing was allowed to use the base

free for the first year of Port operations in return for Boeing' s agree-

ment to lease the facility through 1980 for flight testing and training.

Boeing underwrote the cost of running the airfield for a year and paid

$10 for each landing and a one-cent charge per gallon of fuel loaded at

the former base.37 The salvation for the Port of Moses Lake was that

Boeing's construction of new airplanes (the 747) coincided with the clo-

sure of Larson Air Force Base, and Boeing needed a location to train

aircrews and test new aircraft. The Air Force also used the base and

paid the Port $3,800 each month for training operations involving C-141

aircraft, a military cargo aircraft built by Boeing, from McChoxd Air

Force Base just south of Seattle. The underwriting of the new Port of

Moses Lake by civilian aircraft manufacturers allowed the Port to sur-

vive and begin to develop other types of activities at the base.

j Educational use of base facilities began with transfer of a large

section of the cantonment area to Big Bend Community College. The commu-

nity college, at the request of Boeing, began a vocational-technical

course in riveting for 100 students. The community college subsequently

moved its campus to the base and continued to offer courses in technical

and general studies, as well as aviation studies leading to commercial

licenses and certification of pilots as flight instructors. Enrollment

at the community college grew in the 1960s as has already been discussed.

Since the production of an irrigated potato crop was expanding

in the Basin at the time of base closure, opportunities existed for

potato processors to move into the Moses Lake hinterland. Local agri-
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cultural leaders saw the opportunity for potato processing, sold stock,

and built a potato processing plant. The processing plant needed a

place to store potatoes and leased a 41,000 square-foot building on

the base for this purpose in 1966. The potato storage function was the

first non-aviation tenant at the former air base. Similar opportunities

existed for potato harvesters, and a manufacturer of potato harvesting

equipment moved on the base in 1970.

Other firms related to agriculture have been attracted to tne

area by local markets arnd facilities at the base. These incluide a manu-

facturer of sprinkler irrigation systems, a well 4rilling anid pump firm

and a metal can manufacturer which services food processors throughout

the northwest. More recently (1976) mushrooms are grown in 90,000

square feet of a former hangar. One of the more unusual activities at

the former air base is the shipment of cattle "on-the-hoof" by air to

Japan and Korea. Sugar beets are also grown in the Columbia Basin, arnd

) the largest beet processor in the nation leases warehouse space at the

air base. The rapid expansion of agriculture in the late 1960s has

been a boon to finding a variety of uses for facilities previously used

for military purposes.

All firms using facilities at the base are not directly related

to agriculture. Other firms incluide sheet metal manufacturing and a

steel fabricator who specialized in building trucks for the Alaskan

Pipeline project when it was under construction.

Military housing, left vacant when the base closed, played a key

role in base reuse strategies. Community leaders believed that avail-

able base housing could be used to lure industry to the area, especially

potato processors, by guaranteeing new firms a source of housing for
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their employees. The Port of Moses Lake negotiated with the Air Force

and by 1968, 340 of the available 1,335 housing units had been renovated

and rented.3 8 Dependents of military people who were serving in Viet

Nam rented many of these houses. These people were a potential source

of labor. As expansion of potato processing continued, two new potato

processing plants were built in Moses Lake. These plants were able to

employ people who had rented base housing and to use this housing for

workers who were imported.39 The Port continued to use available base

housing as an industrial recruiting tool by insuring that any prospec-

tive firm would have housing for its workers.

Though the Air Force continued to own the housing units, the

Port of Moses Lake collected rents, paid for services and maintenance

and returned the excess of revenue over expenditures to the Air Force.

Rent for former base housing was cheap enough to induce some people who

lived in town to move to the air base. At the time of the field visit

to Moses Lake, most of the base housing units had been occupied, and the

Grant County Housing Authority was negotiating with GSA over the sale

of base housing to the county. The possibility of renting base housing

at reasonable rates proved to be an influential factor in attracting new

firms to the Moses Lake area.

In the case of Moses Lake several locational factors combined

to permit successful reuse of the former military base. Within the

Columbia Basin, Grant County's population potential is high and the town

enjoys a location central to a productive and expanding agricultural

hinterland. The former air base, equipped with the necessary aviation

infrastructure, was located proximate to one of our nation's largest

manufacturers of military and civilian aircraft. Potato production was
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expanding in the Basin as a resul~t of federal irrigation projects, andi

the time was right for potato processing plants to take advantage of the

agricultural resource present in Moses Lake. Cheap electrical power

and housing for workers were also available in Moses Lake. Within the

state of Washington, the port district system as an industrial develop-

ment mechanism which could manage reuse of the former air base was also

available for the community to activate.

Other factors also contributed to designing successful strategies

for base reuse. One of these factors was the retention of the former

base commander as a manager of the Port of Moses Lake. Such an indi-

vidual possessed knowledge about government contracting, expenses and

details of operating the base that others could not be expected to know.

The former base commander could also function well in working with both

the community and federal agencies involved in turning the base over to

the community because he was part of both entities. The community stood

behind the effort to gain productive community use of the base and

viewed reuse of the base as an opportunity. It became well organized

with the help of the Washington congressional delegation and OEA and

began an active effort to procure the base in the short period between

the base closure announcement and official closure. Certainly, commu-

nity leaders did not feel that the location of Moses Lake would hinder

attempts to find new uses for the base.

* The feeling among those interviewed in Moses Lake was that the

citizens of Moses Lake made possible the successful reuse of the base.

The two federal agencies most often cited as lending most assistance to

converting the base were the regional office of the GSA and FAA. They

did not mention any particular federal program or agency working from
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Washington, D.C., as being key factors in making-base reuse strategies

work. Washington state's port district system was often cited as the

key to making base reuse a viable proposition.

There was no strong effort to develop local agricultural
industry until the base closed; the agricultural economy was the
salvation of Moses Lake; potato and beet processing took up the
slack after the base closed. 4 0

These statements, along with a commitment from Boeing to initially

underwrite the Port of Moses Lake, indicate the most important factors

involved in the successful conversion of Larson Air Force Base to Grant

County Airport and the Port of Moses Lake.
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CHAPTER IX

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Geography and Base Closures

Geography makes its contribution to the issue of base closure

through the broad spatial pelspective it lends to analysis of the prob-

lem. The complexities of base closure are better attacked by analyzing

the community within its locational setting rather than by concentrating

only on individual community attributes such as the local economic situ-

ation. Viewing the base closure community as an entity which possesses

its own physical, cultural, political, economic and social geographic

characteristics, all a function of community location, offers clearer

understanding of how best to cope with the problem.

The purpose of this study was to apply the geographic perspec-

tive to three communities in rural locations to learn how each of these

communities coped with losing what was perceived to be an integral part

of itself. Rural communities were selected because it was assumed that

impacts suffered in rural locations would be more readily observed (and

where a variety of activities might contribute to community viability.

The operational hypotheses were: rural communities with mili-

tary bases nearby were highly dependent on the base for community

economic viability; remote locations made community recovery from base

closure more difficult; rural communities that had experienced base
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closure were differ--nt (in terms of economic health) from rural commu-

nities that did not host a military base; and the geography of the

surrounding area was an important factor in relative success of commu-

nity revival after loss of a nearby military base.

Several ideas and methods of analysis were available that could

be applied. Among these were the stress, threat, and reaction ideas

offered by Wolpert; Brunn's statements about how politics influences

government location decisions; tenets of central place theory related

to the range of a good, threshold population size and the spatial dis-

tribution of demand; the community growth and economic development model

as developed by Moriarty; research related to declining regions and

economic health; and using population potential to measure community

relative location.

After formulation of conceptual structure and research design

which would guide the study, the next task was one of data collection.

Data were obtained from the Department of Defense, from standard

statistical sources, such as the U.S. Census, and from each case study

community by visiting each location for a period of five days. Synthe-

sis of these data forms the locational analysis on which the following

findings and conclusions are based. These findings and conclusions

apply only to the specific case study communities involved, and attempts

to apply these findings to base closures in general should not be made.

Base Closure and Community Changes

Rural communities that might lose their military base display

attitudes of apprehension and fear when news of basc closure is heard.

Townspeople realize many people will leave the local area and make

gloomy predictions about what will happen to the town. Most of these
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predictions are related to decline in retail business on main street.

Magnitude of predicted business losses usually ranges from 25 to 40 per-

cent of current retail trade. Automobile dealers, banks, realtors,

construction firms, utility companies, merchant associations and repre-

sentatives of city government all are quick to place estimates on how

much local businesses will be damaged.

While most citizens are concerned about economic decline, others

voice their worries about what may happen to the quality of education,

medical care, churches and social services in town when the military

population is gone.

Indicators of community welfare evaluated in this research gen-

erally reveal that community decline accompanying base closure is not as

great as is feared. Among the three case study towns, bank deposits

exhibited an overall growth trend in the years following base closure.

A slight decrease in bank deposits was observed the year after base

closure, probably because military accounts were withdrawn, but the

small net decrease followed by strong bank performance in later years

illustrates local bank dependence on the hinterland economy exclusive

of the air base for long term bank viability. Banking assets needed

for community growth were not affected by base closure.

* Community schools were negatively affected by base closure

because school enrollment and teacher employment are directly related to

hinterland population. Pupil enrollment will decrease as the military

population leaves, and consequently, not as many teachers will be needed.

Secondary school teachers were an employment group that lost jobs in

Moses Lake and Glasgow. Teachers in Presque Isle fared better because

of creation of a new school district and continued use of base housing
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by tenants from Loring Air Force Base. Logically, teacher employment

could be expected to decrease in a location where a replacement popula-

tion does not move in after military families depart. Base closure may

positively affect community schools; it was no longer necessary to

double shift daily high school classes in Glasgow, and in both Presque

Isle and Moses Lake, new school facilities on former air base property

became available as a result of base closure.

All three case study community school systems lost PL 81-874

funding as military pupils departed. This dollar loss of funds per stu-

dent was one change that could be accurately quantified. Loss of these

funds meant loss of teacher salaries and some special educational pro-

grams (languages and music in Moses Lake), but in none of the case study

communities was accreditation lost. Changes in the quality of basic

grammar school and high school education wipre also not experienced. In

all three case study towns, annual school expenditures continued to

increase after base closure. Community college enrollments declined

slightly the year after base closure in Moses Lake, but an enrollment

increase was observed in following years. In Presque Isle, college

enrollment continued to increase regardless of base closure. No commu-

nity college was present in Glasgow, but in the other two case study

locations, community colleges were scarcely affected by base closure.

Unemployment did increase in Glasgow as teachers and construc-

tion workers were affected by base closure, but increased unemployment

was not of lasting duration. Unemployment in Glasgow was lower in 19?O

than in 1960. Unemployment actually went down in Moses Lake after base

closure as agricultural jobs held by military people became available

to those with no jobs in Moses Lake. In Presque Isle, more people
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were at work after base closure than before, and a decrease in unemnploy-

ment claims was observed. Unemployment in case study communities did

not increase dramatically as was expected, and where unemployment did

increase (Glasgow), it did not become chronic in nature.

Businesses that did fail after base closure seemed to be mar-

ginal operators or were firms that could become dependent on military

business, such as moving and storage firms, car dealers, pawn shops and

restaurants. Grocery sales declined in Presque Isle and one grocery

store went out of business in Glasgow. Furniture stores were also hurt

in Glasgow and Moses Lake. Sales tax assessments declined in Presque

Isle, and gas stations and taverns catering to the military lost busi-

ness in Moses Lake. In no case study location were wholesale business

failures observed as a function of base closure; instead, the general

policy of businessmen was to reduce stock inventories rather than close

their doors. In Moses Lake and in Presque Isle the decrease in retail

business attributable to base closure was described as ia-z4ing approxi-

mately two years.

One of the most noticeable community changes in all three case

study towns was a depressed home and apartment market as military

occupants had to leave. Individual homeowners who had to sell their

homes and move at the time of base closure doubtlessly suffered financial

losses. Single family dwelling val~ls fell by 25 pc~ocent in Glasgow,

and rental prices were down 20 percent after the base phased out. The

occupancy rate of total housing stock in Moses' 7ake went down 15 per-

cent. More apartments for rent appeared in Presque Isle and rental

prices went down after base closure. The value of marginal housing was

depressed more than quality homes in all three places; mobile home p~.rks
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and apartments were first to feel the affects of base closure. Construc-

tion of new homes virtually ceased in all three communities as large

stocks of vacant homes went on the market at reduced prices.

An unexpected but logical consequence of base closure effects

on local housing markets was the observance of residential filtering

(upward) in all three case study towns. Better housing at lower prices

came within reach of different segments of community populations; migrant

workers benefited in Moses Lake and railroad people took advantage of

the situation in Glasgow.

It took four to six years for the stagnant housing market to

recover in all three communities. Recovery of new home construction

was somewhat slower. Prior to base closure, housing was in short supply

in all three places. After the base closure cycle ran its course, an

excess of housing was not observed in case study communities. Those

who either held their property or bought homes at reduced prices during

base closure years did very well on the increase in value of such prop-

erty seven to ten years after base closure. Community revival efforts

took care of excess housing stock; the lesson for property owners would

seem to be to "ride out" the depression of housing values, if possible,

rather than to sell at any price.

Though loss of municipal income is expected to accompany base

closure, this did not happen in case study communities. Base closure

does not seem to disrupt the provision of public goods and services as

much as it does the level of goods and services provided by the private

sector. Moses Lake anticipated a 20 percent loss in municipal revenues;

the tax base remained steady or increased after base closure. In

Presque Isle there was no decline in assessed value of the local tax
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base, but assessed values did not increase as fast after base closure.

Drawdown of military people had little or no affect on taxable valu-

ations in Glasgow, and taxes collected in both the town and county

increased after base closure in that location. Since municipal revenues

remained stable regardless of base closure, provision of municiapl serv-

ices was not curtailed. Municipal expenditures increased in the years

following base closure, and all three towns continued their recreation

programs and employed the same number of policemen and firemen.

When there was no longer a requirement for electricity to be

supplied to case study bases, electrical utility companies lost revenue.

This was an. absolute loss which could easily be quantified. In addi-

tion, revenues from residential customers also declined as homes were

vacated. Revenue losses were not great where residential customers

were concerned, and change in number of residential accounts was more

volatile than electrical utility revenue from these accounts. Overall

growth was experienced by the electrical utility company serving Moses

Lake in the years following base closure; however, Moses Lake was

situated in the Columbia Basin, an area growing at the time of base

closure.

As with electrical utilities, telephone companies experienced

a decline in number of residential and commercial phones installed in

base closure towns. In Presque Isle this decrease was most noticeable

in the year of base closure, but the local phone company experienced

little change in its annual revenue. In Glasgow, the change in number

of residential phones was more apparent than the change in number of

business phones locally installed.
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The number of municipal water users declined in Presque Isle in

t' base closure year, and a five percent decrease was observed in Glas-

gow. However, there was no crippling of local utility company ability

to provide electrical, telephone, water or sewer service in any of the

three case study towns.

No increase in public welfare assistance programs appeared to

accompany base closure as was anticipated by the communities involved.

In fact, case loads and funds expended for General Assistance and Aid

to Dependent Children went down in Moses Lake during the base closure

year. A similar situation was observed in Presque Isle, and base clo-

sure seemed to bear no relationship to general relief programs in

Glasgow.

In all three locations, no changes in community medical care or

hospital staffing were caused by base closure. The number of hospital

admissions continued to climb in Presque Isle, and the variety of

medical services anid number of hospital employees remained stable in all

three places before and after base closure.

Only in Moses Lake was the base contribution to charity drives

lost after base closure. Moses Lake citizens were able to recoup this

loss within two years through application of new management techniques

and aggressiveness during their United Way campaigns. In the other two

case study communities the closed bases were not important contributors

to the "community chest"; charitable organizations in all three loca-

.4 tions did not appear to suffer because of base closure.

Analysis of community socioeconomic data before and after base

closure indicates that the host communities and their Air Force bases

were not as complementary as townspeople believed. An Air Force base
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is almost a self-contained town with a special purpose, furnishing most

consumer items considered necessary by its military tenants. To the

extent that the military population functions as a consumer within the

community, through retail sales purchases, home ownership, school

attendance, or working at jobs available in the local area, the host

community will be affected by direct loss of military population when

the base closes.

Classic central place theory and research supporting it would

indicate that as the spatial distribution of demand waxes and wanes in

response to hinterland population changes, the variety and volume of

goods and services found in a central place should change by a propor-

tionate amount. The Air Force base acted to provide an additional

increment of consumer demand above the demand that would be sustained

by each town's hinterland population size. When the bases closed,

host towns lost this "increment" of demand. However, while the volume

of goods and services may have changed (as exhibited by a decrease in

the volume of retail sales, for instance) the variety of goods and

services expected to be found in towns of this size remain~ed much the

same after base closure. Data concerning town welfare before and after

base closure show that the towns were more dependent on their hinter-

land activities for continuing viability than on the Air Force base

population.

Though some employment groups (teachers and construction

workers) and community services (utility companies, schools) were

affected, the changes were not severe enough and of long enough duration

to cripple any case study community as a functioning entity. This fact

was supported by the conclusion of "'no difference" in the level of
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economic health found in case study towns and other comparable towns

along the northern border of the country.

Location and Community Rejuvenation

Location did affect community rejuvenation efforts after base

closure because each town existed in its own geographic site and situ-

ation. Site and situation influenced resources that could be used for

the community to replace the lost increment of economic activity

caused by the departure of military people. The three communities were

also left with different kinds of infrastructure that could be used in

different ways as the bases closed. Moses Lake had Its Boeing com-

plex, and Presque Isle was left with Snark hangars easily adapted to

industrial use.

When compared to other places in their respective states, anal-

ysis of population potential values would lead to the conclusion that

Presque Isle should have been the most difficult location for commu-

nity rejuvenation efforts, Glasgow an intermediate case, and Moses

Lake the easiest, since it possessed the highest population potential.

Presque Isle and Glasgow were not the lowest in terms of their respec-

tive state population potential values, but they were quite far behind

larger urban places in Maine and Montana. Geographic analysis comes

into play here because factors of geography other than population

potential alone help explain why Presque Isle and Moses Lake were able

to find uses for their former military installations.

Presque Isle was one of the first bases where an organized

attempt at community rejuvenation was made at local, state, and federal

levels. Conveyance of the former air base to the town was accomplished
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quickly and more cheaply than at the other case study locations.

Presque Isle was provided the benefit of a full-time DoD consultant

and received much attention from OEA. Community leadership was

dynamic in Presque Isle, and an industrial council was established to

administrate attempts to recruit new industry. The community was also

in support of rejuvenation efforts focused on reusing base facilities,

and the former base was located quite near the town, a factor which

made it logistically easier for the town to manage. Presque Isle

was also situated near the Aroostook County center of population mak-

ing labor resources readily accessible to new business enterprises.

The most important geographic factor contributing to Presque Isle's

rejuvenation efforts was the availability of unused local resources

for which there was a market. Manufacturing of forest products could

be conducted in Snark hangars available at the former base. The time

was also right to change the form of the community's main agricultural

resource, potatoes, and potato processing plants arrived in Presque

Isle. The community could couple local resources with facilities made

available cheaply and quickly through the efforts of the Maine con-

gressional delegation and the ombudsmanship of OEA. In addition, the

size of the military population leaving-Presque Isle was also smaller

than in Glasgow or Moses Lake. Presque Isle benefited by being one of

first conversion efforts, and its location was recognized as being a

difficult obstacle to overcome. In the case of Presque Isle, problems

of a difficult location were displaced by other factors of geographic

site and situation.

Moses Lake enjoyed a different set of locational circumstances

as it faced base closure. As with Presque Isle, Moses Lake citizens
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accepted base closure with a positive attitude, andi the base was avail-

able for community access within 18 months. A key instrument in making

conversion of the base work in Moses Lake was the state system of port

districts which has been described. The local resources to which Moses

Lake could turn for fostering community growth after base closure were

potato processing and aviation. Moses Lake is located in the Columbia

River Basin where potato yields and quality are enhanced by availability

of water for irrigation in a dry climate. With the advent of potato

processing, Moses Lake occupied a location central to the area that

provided the raw material for processing plants. When base closure

occurred, potato processing was just beginning as a new activity in

Moses Lake. Base housing could be made available for workers in potato

plants opening in town and was used to attract potato processing

companies. As with Presque Isle, Moses Lake had an available agricul-

tural resource ready for expansion which could be coupled with some of

the former air base facilities.

The prime locational factor that helped Moses Lake endure base

closure was proximity of the base to Boeing aircraft factories in

Seattle and Boeing's history of association with the base through air-

craft testing programs. Government agencies (FAA and GSA) were also

quite helpful in making base facilities available to the Port of Moses

Lake, as was the Air Force in allowing base housing to be rented. Moses

Lake could turn to local resources, a function of its location, to begin

the task of making the community grow after base closure.

Clasgoi4 possessed a different set of locational attributes in

comparison with Prcsque Isle and Moses Lake. Cattle and grain produc-

tion have long berm- the mainstay of Glasgow's agricultural hinterland.
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No new agricultural resources or methods of processing were available

to provide new employment or attract new industry after the military

population departed. The primary reasons for Glasgow's inability to

begin a new round of growth after base closure, however, were more

related to political efforts to keep a military mission at the base and

to continued Air Force control of base facilities than to difficulties

in finding innovative uses for hinterland commodities. Continued

government ownership of the base, short-term leases, and defense recap-

ture clauses all would have served to precludie successful community

use of the base even if the small Valley County population and tax base

would have permitted such attempts. Glasgow is a good example of the

political aspects of base closure where members of the Senate were

powerful enough to seek federal agency solutions to the base reuse prob-

lem.

Location had much to do with the lack of success these agencies

had to finding productive use for the base. Distance of the base from

town (18 miles), poor prospects for finding a source of labor, and dis-

tance from markets are all indicated by Glasgow's low population poten-

tial. In addition, conflicts among community factions and apparent

lack of cooperation by some Air Force officials who could help or hinder

community reuse efforts served as obstacles in the path of organized

base reuse efforts. However, continued military control of the base

did allow several years of prospecting for new acftivities at the base

which the community could not have supported alone. The lesson to be

learned from the Glasgow case is that political attempts to keep the

base open by lodging interim federal activities at the base are detri-
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mental to community reuse efforts in the long run, especially if these

activities cannot be sustained by the local hinterlandi.

The experience of case study communities appears to demonstrate

that some communities have an easier time finding new uses for their

former military installations and thereby rejuvenating themselves than

do others. This difference among communities is a function of geography

and the locational resources each community has to draw upon. Addi-

tional factors in relative success among the three communities were

community attitudes, instruments that could be used to organize and

administrate base reuse efforts, and the speed with which the commu-

nities could gain access to the former Air Force base.

Conclusions

Geographic analysis of case study communities sheds some light

on the questions posed at the beginning of this research. Case study

communities do not seem to be as highly dependent on their nearby mili-

tary installations for long-term survival as the host community believes

itself to be. Some communities can mitigate the changes that are

caused by base closure more easily than can others. Location and local

resources play an important role in community revival efforts. Geo-

graphic site and situation provided each base closure town with a set

of resources that it had to use in coordination with the community talent

available to seek a new level of community welfare after base closure.

According to recognized indicators of community welfare, Presque Isle,

Glasgow and Moses Lake were no different before or after base closure

than other rural communities of comparable size. The duration of nega-

tive community changes caused by base closure was variable in each loca-

tion, lasting some two years in Presque Isle, two to four years in Moses
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Lake and possibly as long as six years before some attributes of commu-

nity welfare were again at pre-base levels in Glasgow. The speed with

which each community was able to again attain or exceed its pre-base

closure level of welfare was dependent on how fast it was able to

acquire the former Air Force base and to find productive uses for it.

The three base closure communities all depended on an agricul-

tural economy for their livelihood. One of the positive aspects of

base closure was that each community was forced to reevaluate its

economic status and to seek a more diversified way to sustain its level

of welfare. There was no universal prescription for successful commu-

nity revival; each town had to find its own way. Within the framework

of the community growth and economic development model, base reuse

attempts can bring about a level of community welfare that equals or

exceeds the level of welfare prior to base closure.

Communities expect a more severe decline than actually seems

to accompany the phenomenon of base closure. These sometimes overstated

perceptions may cause anxious communities to react by using political or

legal tactics in an attempt to reverse base closure decisions. Such

reactions slow community planning for recycling the base and may cause

internal community conflict over the kinds of conversion strategies to

be employed.

For those involved in the base realignment process (community

and DoD officials alike), the utility of this research lies in recogniz-

ing that community perceptions of decline are probably greater than

actual socioeconomic decline related to base closure. En addition,

all community changes associated with base closure are not negative.
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The trend of community changes associated with base closure in

the three case study locations was one of short term decline and then

grow.ith, or at least retrenchment to pre-base closure levels and main-

tenance of welfare at this level, rather than decline to a sustained

lower level of welfare than any of the communities had experienced be

before base closure.

Maps of military base distribution across the land will change

as national location decisions are made to provide for America's defense,

and communities near military bases will continue to have to cope with

the consequences of these locational decisions. However, the map of

communities hosting military bases will remain much more stable than

the map of military installations. The experience of Presque Isle,

Maine; Glasgow, Montana; and Moses Lake, Washington, demonstrates this

fact. Host communities are still on the landscape long after the

apparently critical demand superimposed on the area by a military base

has been removed.
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Appendix 1

Base Closure Schema

Defense Budget USAF Plans/Requirements (Goal: Maximize
Capability within
Resources.)

Realign Base S re? Cnt nuous
* -+ no jo Evaluation

yesI
Air Staff Planners--Programs and Resources*

Assess i

{a. Operational Requirements
b. Personnel 1. Preliminary Environmentalc. Logistics ] Assessment
d. Environmental Impact - 2. Environmental Determination: If

a major federal action, then
3. Execute Environmental Impact

Statement

Base Closure Proposal

Inform C ngress ) Local Community and
Public rnT Public Interest Groups

Possible Court Action I Request for
Clo uAssistanceClosure Decision

Base Dra~own - - OEA Activity

Federal Property Made 4 -
Available to Community

Community Economic!
Revival Efforts

*Current defense strategy would probably dictate that the following
variables be evaluated in any base closure proposal:

1. Operational/Training Requirements 2. Future Flexibility
a. Strategic Offense 3. Manpower-Facility Avail-
b. Strategic Defenseablt
c. Strategic Airlift ability

2 d. Tactical Fighters 4. Proximity of Related Air
e. Tactical Airlift Force Functions; e.g. Air-
f. Logistics lift vs. Logistics Require-
g. Force Deployment ments
h. Air Reserve Forces 5- Urban Encroachment on Base
i. Pilot and Navigator Facilities

Training
6. Community Support/Relations
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T-Test Statistical Considerations

If the researcher is willing to assume that both populations

sampled have normal distributions and that population variances are

equal, any hypothesis about a difference can be tested using the t dis-

tribution regarsless of sample size. The normal distribution is con-

siderably different from the t distribution when sample size is rela-

tively small; the t-test is more appropriate in situations where

research circumstances dictate the use of small samples and where a

normal population can be assumed.
1

In this research problem, one sample is small (N=3 for case

study towns) and sample sizes are unequal (N=3 and N=40). This situ-

ation requires further probing of assumptions necessary for a valid t-

test. The assumption of a normal distribution is not as critical as

the assumption of homogeneous variance.

So long as the sample size is even moderate for each group, quite
3evere departures for normality seem to make little practical dif-
firence in the conclusions reached.2

The lssumption of equal population variances is more important if sta-

tistical results are to be valid. In the case where population variances

are unequal and sample sizes are different, a correction in calculating

degrees of freedom can be made to insure greater accuracy of results.

Such a correction, called Satterthwaite's approximation, was applied in

calculating degrees of freedom used in interpretation of t values com-

puted for the two samples tested in this research.
3

Some readers may question whether or not the three case study

towns accurately represent the population of towns where military bases
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nearby have been closed. It should be remembered that case studiy towns

were chosen for intensive study in relation to their location, size,

type of Air Force activity, and time of base closure. Few base closure

towns that fit these criteria could have been chosen. Another question

may be raised concerning the "randomness" of the case study sample.

Obviously, the three case study towns were not selected at random from

* a larger population but were chosen specifically for intensive study of

impacts experienced and recovery strategies used by small towns in remote

locations.

Statistically speaking, satisfying the assumption of normality

and equal variance are more important for a t-test than the question of

random selection. However, the author realizes that some bias is

inherent when a random sample is not used; it is not believed that "lack

of randomness" in using case study towns to comprise one sample for the

t-test will statistically alter the results obtained. The question in

this research problem is one of difference, not of random selection;

and it is precisely the attribute of base closure that makes the test

for difference between the two populations the item of interest.

A
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Footnotes

iHubert M. Blalock, Jr., Social Statistics (2rid ed: New York
McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1972), p. 193.

2William L. Hays, Statistics for the Social Sciences (New Y. 2.:
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1973), p. 410.

3Hays, 410.
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